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Page 7 line l: 'better known an better studied' should read 'better known and better studied'.
Page 1 3 line 8 : 'in vitro' should be ' in vitro' .

Page 16 line 2: '("g.)' should read'(eg. William's syndrome)
Page 22line 20: causing should not be italicised.
Page24line 2: should read 'The human genome sequence is expected to be fully completed

soon, with the maps of individual chromosomes being published by the end of 2003'.
Page34,line 4: 'was' should read'were'.
Page 58, line 6: (company) should read (Multi cel (one L), Thermo Trace Ltd).
Page 77 legend Figure 3.8: + and - refer to RT-PCR with and without the addition of reverse

transcriptase respectively.
Page 84 line 15: 'these results' should read 'the spanning signals for these clones'
Page 100 line l6: The oRF of PRRGI was screened by direct sequencing.
Page 139 line 17: 'Panay and island of the Phillipines' should read 'Panay an island of the

Phillipines'.
Page 153 line 5: 'lysine at position (K56 paired{ype) at position 50' should read 'lysine (Kso

paired-type) at position 50'.
Page 160 line 1 :'evalutaion' should be'evaluation,.
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SUMMARY

Mental retardation (Nß) is estimated to affect 7-2Vo of the populatior¡ and is due to both

environment and improperly functioning genes. A higher incidence of MR in males suggests a

significant proportion of MR with a genetic cause is due to mutations in genes on the X-

chromosome. The aim of this thesis is to identifr novel genes involved in X-linked mental

retardation Qil-NR). Understanding the genetic causes of MR will result in better diagnosis,

and as a result, will lead to improved patient management and counselling of family members.

It will also contribute to the understanding of the genes and mechanisms required for normal

cognitive function.

The first part of the project involved molecular characterisation of the breakpoints of three X

chromosome rearrangements in three unrelated patients with lvÍR, to identifu candidate genes

for familial )0MR.

For Patient I an inversion breakpoint was found to lie within the 3' untranslated region

(3'UTR) of the biglycan gene (BGÀl), such tløt BGN in this patient obtained a new 3'UTR

and polyadenylation signal from Xql3.1. The open reading frame of BGN remained intact,

and apparently normal levels of mRNA transcribed. 3'UTRs have been shown to contain

elements, important for mRNA localization, stability and translation efftciency. Therefore, in

this patient disruption of elements in the 3'UTR may affect the levels of BGN protein

produced and thereby cause MR. Characterisation of this inversion has identified BGI/ as a

candidate gene for )0MR.

For Patient 2, who also has an inversion of the X chromosome, all BAC clones derived from

Xq2S that were used as probes for FISH gave spanning signal. This suggested that this patient
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had a previously undetected duplication of Xq28 as well as the initially detected inversion.

This duplication covers at least 2.7 \{Ibof Xq.28, an extremely gene rich region. Thus the MR

in this patient is likely to be the result of functional disomy of many genes from Xq28' This

work suggests that some familial cases of )(LMR may be due to submicroscopic duplication

of many genes, a mechanism that would not be detected by current PCR based methods of

gene screeilng.

For patient 3 a translocation of the X chromosome associated with MR and cardiomyopathy

was characterised. In this patient, the normal X chromosome is preferentially inactivated

suggesting that disruption of a gene on the X chromosome may be responsible for the

phenotype. The break at Xq28 was located within a 75 kb BAC clone. Although not

physically disrupted by the translocation breakpoint one gene, TMG3a, whose expression was

affected by the breakpoint was identified. This gene will therefore also be a candidate gene

for XLMR as well as for Xlinked cardiomyopathy'

The second part of the thesis involved positional candidate gene screenittg itt a family that

was localised to two regions of the X chromosome by linkage analysis. Additional family

members for a linkage study were gathered and analysed and Xq13 became the most likely

localisation. This region was gene rich and contained many good candidate genes for XLMR'

A mutation screen ofthese genes has begUn; as yet no disease causing changes have been

identified, and this project remains ongoing.

The fìnal part of this project has been the identifrcation of the homeobox gene, ARX, and its

role in both syndromic and non-syndromic XLMR. Initially, candidate gene screening within

the minimal linkage interval for X-linked infantile spasms syndrome (ISSX) was undertaken,
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in order to identift the gene responsible for this disorder, which is characterised by infantile

spasms' hypsarrhythmia and severe to profound MR. Expansions of two polyalanine tracts in

the ARX gene were detected in three families with ISSX, as well as a truncating mutation in a

more severe case of ISSX. Subsequent screening of other XLMR families has shown that

mutations in ARX account for a significant proportion of NSXLMR as well as other

syndromic cases of XLMR. Mutations in ARX account for approximately 8%o of MR where

there is a cleat X-linked inheritance and is now the most significant cause of MR in mapped

MRX families.

Polyalanine tract expansions have been detected in other genes. In the case of pABp2,

mutations in which cause oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy, the polyalanine expansion

results in the formation of protein aggregates in cells of patients. Transfection of HeLa cells

with ARX fused in frame with green fluorescent protein (GFP) has shown that ARX with an

expanded polyalanine tract does not form aggregates. These were preliminary studies and

further confirmation of this result is required before conclusions can be drawn about the

mechanism by which these ARX polyalanine expansion cause MR.

This thesis has therefore addressed the identif,rcation of candidate genes for XLMR using two

positional cloning approaches. Firstly positional cloning of X chromos?me reaffangements in

patients with MR, and secondly by positional candidate gene screening of genes within

minimal linkage intervals of mapped XLMR in large families. This work has identif,red two

candidate genes BGN and TMG3ø, which can now be screened in other XLMR cases. It has

also resulted in a refined linkage interval in a large NSXLMR family, in which screening of

candidate genes has begun. Finally, mutations in the gene ARX have been identified as a

significant contributor to the aetiology of XLMR.
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1.1. INTRODUCTION

Mental retardation (MR) or intellectual disability is a large clinically and genetically diverse

group which affects l-2Yo of the population (Birch HG, 1970; Moser HV/, 1983). MR can be

a component of a more complex syndrome (e.g. Down syndrome, fragile X syndrome),

metabolic disorder (e.g. adrenoleukodystrophy) or neuromuscular disorder (e.g. Duchenne

muscular dystrophy) or can be the only detectable phenotype (non-syndromic MR). A person

is diagnosed as mentally retarded if they have an intelligence quotient (IQ) of less than 70.

This is further subclassified into profound (IQ <19), severe (IQ 20-34), mild (IQ 50-69) and

borderline (IQ 70-80). It is now well accepted that both environmental factors and improperly

functioning genes play a role in the aetiology of MR. Genes may act separately or in

combination with other genes, or in combination with the environment, of which head trauma

is a significant component. MR encompassing all causes is a common disorder, and patient

management can be costly both financially and emotionally for family members and carers.

Finding genes involved in MR for a subset of cases will assist in patient diagnosis,

management of family planning through carrier testing and prenatal diagnosis as well as

contributing to the understanding of pathways that are required for normal brain development.

1.2. GENETIC CAUSES OX'MR

There are many different factors that are known to cause MR. Environmental (or non-genetic)

causes include brain injury during prenatal and postnatal periods associated with, for example,

premature birth and viral infections. Genetic causes may be heritable or spontaneous either

through gene mutation or cytogenetic abnormality. These disorders may be primarily

monogenic, polygenic or multifactorial. Many of the spontaneous causes are due to
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chromosomal aberrations with trisomy 2I beíng by far the most common. For the sporadic

cases, where the cause cannot be determined it is often difficult to know if MR is due to a

genetic or an environmental cause.

There are many chromosomal aberrations associated with MR (Stevenson, 2000). These

include aberrations in chromosome number, for example Kleinfelter syndrome (47,XXY),

trisomy such as with trisomy of chromosome 21 causing Down's syndrome, deletion as in cri

du chat syndrome due to deletion of 5p and uniparental disomy or deletion associated with

Prader-Willi and Angelman syndromes. For both mild and severe MR in approximately half

of the cases a cause cannot be determined (Stevenson, 2000).

1.3. X.LINKED MENTAL RETARDATION

It has long been recognised that there is an excess of males over females with MR with an

approximately 30o/o higher incidence of MR in males (Penrose, 1938). This has been taken to

suggest that a significant number of mutations causing MR are in a gene or genes residing on

the X chromosome. The correctly functioning gene product from their other X chromosome

would compensate for these same mutations in females. ln 1943, the first pedigree with MR

that was segregating in an X-linked manner was described (Martin,1943). Since this time a

large number of families with XLMR syndromes and non-syndromic XLMR (NSXLMR)

have been described. The incidence of MR showing X-linked inheritance has been estimated

at 1.6611000 males (Glass, I99l; Turner, 1996)

A search of the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database

(http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrezlquery.lcgi?db:OMlM) reveals I,074 entries containing
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the term mental retardation. Of these 170 have been linked to the X chromosome and 412 to

an autosome. There are 486 that have not been assigned to any particular chromosome.

XLMR can be divided into syndromic (MRXS), where the phenotype is associated with other

dysmorphic, neuromuscular or metabolic features, or non-syndromic (NISXLMR) where MR

is the sole phenotype, and where affected members of the same family do not display any

other consistent features which would allow classif,rcation as an existing syndrome, or

delineation of a new syndrome. MRXS nomenclature was proposed as a temporary label until

the syndrome could be named after peer review and publication. MRX nomenclature was

introduced to label that subset of NSXLMR that could be mapped by linkage to a specific

region of the X chromosome (Mulley et a|.,1992).

1.3.1 Syndromic XLMR

At the beginning of the work presented in this thesis, in March 2000, there were 134 XLMR

syndromes described. Of these I27 display recessive inheritance and 7 show dominant

inheritance in23 and two cases respectively, the genes responsible have been identified; a

further 57 XLMR syndromes had been mapped by linkage to a region of the X chromosome

(Hamel et a1.,2000) (Figure 1.1). Since this time mutations in genes causing several others

have also been discovered.
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The most common form of XLMR is fragile X syndrome (FRAXA), with a frequency of

0.2211000 males (Turner et al., 1996), which is the second most common form of MR after

Down's Syndrome, and the most common form of heritable MR. The folate sensitive fragile

site in Xq27 is associated with the fragile X syndrome (Lubs, 1969). At the molecular level

the fragile site is due to the unstable expansion of a (CCG)" repeat and hypermetþlation of

the CpG island (Yu et al., l99I; Oberle et al.,l99l; Verkerk et a1.,1991). In the normal

population the (CCG)' repeat is polymorphic (with 5-50 CCGs), while FR/X{patients have

expansions of greater than two hundred CCGs. This expansion and hypermethylation results

in a lack of transcription of the FMRL gene located downstream. The FMRI gene encodes an

RNA binding protein (FMRP) (Ashley et al., 1993) that is thought to regulate transport or

translation of mRNAs.

Rett syndrome (OMIM# 312750) is another form of syndromic XLMR that has been

extensively studied. This disorder has been estimated to affect 0.44110,000 females (Kozinetz

et al.,1993), and is due to mutations in the MECP2 gene, located within Xq28 (Amir et al.,

1999). Absence of affected males and the presence of affected half sisters in families,

suggested that this disorder was X-linked dominant, with lethality in males (Hagberg et al.,

1983). Different mutations in this gene can cause variable severity of disease. In some

families males are viable though such mutations are milder than those with male lethality.

Males with these mutations still have a more severe phenotype than their affected sisters.

Additionally, milder mutations have recently been found in families with NSXLMR (Orrico

et aL.,2000).
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These are just two of the better known an better studied examples of syndromic XLMR. It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to provide too much detail on others; however, more

information can be found in Hamel et al., (2000) and in Stevensonet al., (2002).

1.3.2 Non Syndromic XLMR

A number of families in which NSXLMR is segregating have been described, with more than

70 of these being published as MRX families (Chiurazzi et a|.,2001) (Figure 1.2). That is,

families in which the gene has been localised to a region of the X chromosome by linkage

analysis, whereby a lod score of at least +2 is achieved which, in the case of X-linkage,

demonstrates linkage (Ott, 1991). These families were assigned consecutive numbers to

identify each family (MRXI-78). The genes in many other unpublished NSXLMR families

have also been localised and by linkage analysis by groups working on XLMR.

In March 2000, mutations in eight genes had been found to be the cause of NSXLMR (Figure

1.2). The first of these was the FMR2 gene located in Xq28, which is associated with the

folate sensitive fragile site, FRAXE (Gécz et al., 1996; Gu et al., 1996). The characterisation

of the other seven genes from NSXLMR families soon followed. These include PAK3 (Allen

et al., 1998), OPHNI (Billuart et al., 1998), GDII (D'Adamo et al., 1998), RPS6KA3

(Merienne et al., 1999),ILIRAPLL (Carrie et al., 1999), TM4SF2 (Zemni et aL.,2000) and

ARHGEFí (Kutsche et a|.,2000). Since this time several others have been implicated by the

discovery of mutations in NSXLMR families including FACL4 (Meloni et aL.,2002), AGTR2

(Vervoort et a1.,2002), MECP2 (Orrico et a1.,2000), FGDI (Lebel et a1.,2002), ATRX

(Yntema et aL.,2002) and SLC6A8 (Hahn et aL,,2002).
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mutation is yet to be found. Each bar represents the linkage interval for the family with the

MRX number indicated above.
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As a result of mapping of chromosome aberrations in patients with MR, such as deletions and

translocations, other genes have also been identified as potential candidates for XLMR

(Figure 1.2). These are VCX-A (Fukami et a1.,2000), RPS6KA6 (Yntema et al., 1999),

ZNF26I (van der Maarel et a1.,1996), GRIA3 (Gécz et a1.,1999), KLFS (Lossi et a1.,2002),

NXF5 (Jun et aL.,200I), and RLGP (Saito-Ohara et aL.,2002). The involvement of these

genes in familial forms of XLMR has not been confirmed by the identification of mutations

segregating with MR in MRX families. A mutation in the gene ELKI (Schroer et aL.,2000) in

a small family with NSXLMR has also implicated this gene as important for the development

of normal cognitive function. This may represent a true NSXLMR mutation, or may be due to

a Íare polymorphism linked to the MR locus in this family. Again ELKI involvement in

NSXLMR would be supported by the identification of additional families with mutations in

this gene. Alternatively, functional analysis of these candidate genes is needed to show what

affect disruption of the gene has on the normal function of the protein product and how this

may affect the normal development of the brain.

Different mutations in the same gene can be the cause of both syndromic and non-syndromic

forms of MR. Mutations in the gene RPS6KA3, as well as resulting in NSXLMR in MRX

families, more commonly cause of Coffin-Lowry syndrome (Trivier et al., 1996). Similarly,

although most mutations in the gene MECP2 cause Rett syndrome (Amir et al.,1999) and are

lethal to males, Orrico et ql., (2000) found a mutation in a family with severe NSXLMR in

affected males and mild MR in carrier females. In the ATRX gene, mutations usually cause

ATR-X syndrome (Gibbons et aL.,1995),less frequently Juberg-Marsidi syndrome (Yillard et

aL.,1996), Smith-Fineman-Myers syndrome (Villard et a\.,2000) and occasionally NSXLMR

(Yntema et a1.,2002). Similarly mutations in FGDL generally cause Aarskog-Scott syndrome

(Pasteris et al., 1994) and mutations in SLC6A8 cause X-linked creatine deficiency syndrome
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(Salomons et a|.,2001), but in both cases some mutations lead to NSXLMR (Lebel et al,,

2002; Hahn et al., 2002). For MECP2, RPS6KA3, ATRX, SLC6A8 and FGDI, they each

became candidate genes for NSXLMR after they were first implicated in XLMR syndromes.

There are now five XLMR genes where syndromic MR is allelic with non-syndromic forms.

(Table 1.1). This has long been recognised for FRAXA where there are large numbers of

affected family members with MR, many of whom don't have the syndromic characteristics

of Fragile X syndrome. They cannot all be detected by clinical examination alone and rely on

the laboratory examination of FRAXA (GCG)" expansions. Hence as more XLMR genes are

being discovered the overlap betweenNSXLMR and MRXS is becoming apparent.

1.3.3 Genetic Heterogeneity of NSXLMR

Of the 81 MRX families that had been mapped on the X-chromosome only twelve have been

shown to display a mutation in one of the 14 known NSXLMR genes. Unpublished families

and smaller, unmapped families make up the remainder (Table 1 .1). This means that there are

still many more NSXLMR genes to be discovered in order to account for the remaining 66

published families, not to mention those that have not been published. Initial estimates of the

number of MRX genes based on non-overlapping linkage regions, gave a minimal number of

8 (Gedeon et al., 1996). Expansion of the FRAXE (CCG)" repeat associated with the FMR2

gene accounts for the greatest number of patients with non-syndromic MR, with an incidence

of at least 1/50,000 males (Brown, 1996). All other NSXLMR genes have only been found to

contain mutations in one to a few families. The initial estimate of the number of genes for

non-syndromic MR on the X-chromosome has now been revised to approximately 22 (Gécz
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Tabte 1.1: NSXLMR is a genetically heterogeneous group. The genes causing NS)OMR

have only been shown to contain mutations in I or a few families (with the exception of

FRAXE (CCG} repeat expansions). In at least ó6 MRX families the gene remains unknown.

Mutations in the same gene can cause both N$OMR and MRXS. ('Other' refers to

unpublished and unmapped )(LMR in which mutations were found).

Name

Xmental
2

1-activated kinase

Gene NSXLMR MRXS Reference

FMR2 NS)(LùfR"
FRA,Æ.

(Gécz et a1.,1996; Gu
et al..1996\

PAK3
MRX3O,
MRX47

(Allen et a1.,1998)

ligophrenin I OPHNI MRX6O @illuart et al.,1998)

I

I receptor
protein like

etraspanin

guanme
de exchange

6
Acid Co-A
4

receptor

56 Kinase

CpGbinding
2

helicase 2

Canier 6

GDI]
MRX41,
MRX48,
lx other

@ienvenu el ø/.,

1998; D'Adamo et al.,
le98)

ILlRAPL] MRX34,
lx other

(Canie et al.,1999)

TM4SF2
MRX58,
2x other

(Zemni et a1.,2000)

ARHGEF6 MRX46 (Kutsche et a1.,2000)

FACL4
MRX63,
MRX68,
lx other

(Meloni eta1.,2002)

AGTR2 9x other
(Yewoortet al.,
2002\

RPS6KA3 MRXI9, CoffrnLowry Syndrome
(Nlenenne et al.,
leee)

MECP2
MRXl6,
MRX79,
lx other

Rett Syndrome
(Onioo et a1.,2000),
Winnepenninclo< ef
al.

(Lebel eta1.,2002)

(Yntema etal.,20O2\

(Hahn et a1.,2002)

FGDI lx other Aarskog syndrome

ATRX
lx other ATR-X Juberg-Marsidi, and

Smith-Fineman-Myers syndromes

X-linked creatine deficiency
syndrome

SLC6A8
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and Mulley, 2000) although it is likely to be even higher than this. The question still to be

answered is whether there is any one gene that accounts for a significant proportion of

NSXLMR (other than FMR2), or whether the trend will continue, with a large number of

genes responsible and mutations in each being atare cause of NSXLMR.

1.4. FUNCTIONS OF NSXLMR GENES

1,4. 1 Intracellular signalling pøthways

Several of the genes involved in XLMR, especially NSXLMR, are part of intracellular signal

transduction pathways, in particular the Rho signalling pathways. Rho proteins are known to

modulate neurite outgrowth in response to extracellular signals, as well as directing the

outgrowth of axons and dendrites and the formation of dendritic spines (Jalink et al., 1994;

Hall, 1998). RhoA, Racl and Cdc42 are the Rho-GTPases which have been studied the most

extensively.

Rho-GTPases and their signalling networks are reviewed extensively in (Van Aelst &

D'Souza-Schorey, 1997). Briefly, Rho-GTPases are guanine nucleotide binding proteins, that

cycle between active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound forms. Rho GDP dissociation

inhibitors (GDIs), stabilise the GTPase bound to GDP, and sequester them to the cytoplasm

where they are inactive. GDP/GTP exchange factors (GEFs) exchange the bound GDP for

GTP to change the GTPase to its active form. Once activated the GTPase initiates signalling

complexes with one of several effector proteins. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) catalyse

the reaction to hydrolyse the bound GTP to GDP, thus inactivating the effector complexes and
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signalling activity is ceased. Mutations in regulators and effectors of Rho-GTPases cause a

number of disorders, including XLMR.

GDIl is a guanine dissociation inhibitor for Rab3a and Rab3c, which are related to Rho-

GTPases (Sasaki et al.,1990). PAK3 is a serine/threonine protein kinase which are known to

mediate effects downstream of Rac and Cdc42 on the actin cytoskeleton and gene expression

(Manser et al., 1995). ARHGEFó is a GEF for RacI and Cdc42 and interacts with PAKs

(Daniels et al.,1999). OPHNI is a putative RhoGap protein and has GAP activity for RhoA,

RacI and Cdc42 in vitro (Billuart et al., 1998) and FGDI is a GEF for Cdc42 (Zheng et al.,

1996). Therefore there are abeady several examples of NSXLMR that are members of the

Rho signalling pathways.

ILIRAPLI and TM4SF2 have been indirectly implicated in Rho-GTPase signalling pathways.

ILIRAPLI is a member of the interleukin I (IL-l) receptor family. IL-l can stimulate Cdc42

via IL-l receptors in fibroblasts (Puls et a|.,1999). Rac and Rho-GTPases are also activated.

TM4SF2 is a member of the tetraspanin membrane protein family that participate in

membrane associated complexes which are focal points of Rho signalling (Stipp & Hemler,

2000).

Additionally, althoughthe FMRI gene is involved in MRXS, the protein FMRP has also been

indirectly implicated in Rho-GTPase signalling pathways, as it was shown to associate with

CYFIPl, which is a known Racl interacting protein (Schenck et aL.,2001). Hence, the protein

products of NSXLMR and MRXS genes may play roles the same pathways.
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Therefore correct signalling in these pathways is essential for the development of normal

cognition. These are intricate pathways that have many regulatory and effector protein, many

of which remain unknown. As the genes and the proteins they encode are discovered, they

will become good candidate genes for MR conditions both X-linked or autosomal depending

of chromosomal location.

1.4. 2 Chromøtin Remodelling

ATRX, MeCP2 and RPS6KA3 have all been implicated as having a role in chromatin

remodelling and transcription regulation. In all three of these cases the majority of mutations

in the genes cause more severe syndromic XLMR; however, mutations have been found

which cause the milder NSXLMR phenotype. Chromatin remodelling mechanisms play an

important role in controlling the accessibility of genetic regions.

ATRX encodes a protein that contains a PHD zinc ftnger motif and an ATPase/helicase

domain of the SWI/SNF type, that are known to be involved in chromatin remodelling.

Mutations in this gene cause X-linked alpha thalassemia syndrome (OMIM #301040), which

is characterised by severe MR, characteristic dysmorphic facies, genital abnormalities, and an

unusual, mild form of haemoglobin H (Hb H) disease. Mutations were also shown to cause

Juberg-Marsidi (OMIM #309590), and Smith-Fineman-Myers (OMIM #309530) syndromes,

as well as NSXLMR. The ATRX protein associates with pericentromeric heterochromatin,

and with the short arm of acrocentric chromosomes which contain ribosomal DNA arrays,

suggesting that ATRX might exert chromatin-mediated effects in the nucleus (Gibbons et al.,

2000).
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RPS6KA3 encodes a member of the ribosomal protein 56 serine/threonine kinase family of

protein kinases. Mutations in this gene were initially found to be the cause of Coffin Lowry

syndrome (OMIM #303600) which is characterised by MR with peculiar pugilistic nose, large

ears, tapered fingers, drumstick terminal phalanges by x-ray, and pectus carinatum. RPS6KA3

is required for EGF-induced phosphorylation of histone H3, which is important for chromatin

remodelling (He et aL.,2003). Additionally interaction between RPS6KA3 and CBP (CREB-

binding protein) was shown to regulate acetylation of histone H3 (Merienne et aL.,2001).

Mutations in MECP2 were originally found to cause Rett syndrome (OMIM #312750), a

severe MR syndrome found to affect mostly females, probably due to lethality in males.

Milder mutations were later shown to cause NSXLMR in males and females (Orrico et al.,

2000; Winnepenninckx et aL.,2002).In a mouse model for Rett syndrome with truncated

MeCP2, the protein localises normally however histone H3 is hyperacetylated. This provided

evidence that the chromatin structure is affected thereby affecting regulation of gene

expression (Shahbazian et ø1., 2002).

Therefore, these two processes, intracellular signalling and chromatin remodelling, seem to be

important in the development of the brain and in achieving normal cognitive function. It can

be speculated that other genes involved in these processes also play a role, and that mutations

in these may also result in MR. 'When searching for candidate genes on the X chromosome to

be screened in XLMR patients, these genes present as the best candidates.
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1.5. AUTOSOMAL MENTAL RETARDATION

The majority of autosomal MR where the cause is known is due to chromosomal aberrations

such as translocations, deletions (eg.), abnormal copy number (eg. Down's Syndrome), or in

the case of Prader-Willi and Angelman Syndromes uniparental disomy or incorrect

imprinting. Subtelomeric fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) detects submicroscopic

rearrangements involving the telomeres of autosomes in a proportion of patients with

idiopathic MR (Flint et aI., 1995). In a group of patients with moderate to severe MR,

chromosome rearrangements were detected in 5-77o (Knight & Flint, 2000). In these patients

MR is typically associated with other dysmorphic features which is not surprising as the

reaffangements may disrupt the function of more than one gene through deletion, physical

interruption by breakpoints or by positional effects.

There is only one reported instance where a mutation in an autosomal gene results in non-

syndromic MR. In the neurotrypsin gene PRSS12 on chromosome 4q24, an homozygous 4 bp

deletion was found in an inbred eastern Algerian family with four mentally retarded children

(Molinari et a1.,2002). There are no other reports of large families with autosomally inherited

non-syndromic MR, which could be subject to linkage analysis. This may be because

mutations in autosomal genes result in mild to borderline MR which may remain undiagnosed

and undocumented, or familial inheritance may not be recognised due to incomplete

penetrance.
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1.6. IDENTIFICATION OF DISEASE GENES

As with other genetic disorders, identification of genes involved in XLMR has been achieved

by positional cloning and positional candidate strategies: that is, searching for the gene for a

genetic disorder, without prior knowledge of the function of the gene. One of the earliest

positional cloning applications in molecular genetics was the discovery of the dystrophin

gene, mutations in which cause X-linked Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Monaco, 1986). In

this case, large deletions in affected males as well as X;autosome translocations in affected

females tagged the region in which genes were to be identified. Positional candidate

approaches are also used for identifying the genes in large families segregating a genetic

disorder. In this case, linkage analysis is used to identifu a region on a chromosome that is

shared by all the affected members of the family, but not by the unaffected members.

Previously localised genes from within this region are collected and prioritised as candidate

genes for mutation screening, based on knowledge of the tissue expression andlor functional

information. One of the earliest applications of the positional candidate gene approach was in

the discovery of the rhodopsin gene for retinitis pigmentosa (Dryja et a\.,1990). In the case of

NSXLMR, the positional candidate gene approach was used to identifii seven genes, and

positional cloning of the breakpoints of X chromosome reaffangements was used to discover

the remaining seven genes.

1.6.1 Positionøl cloníng of chromosome reøruøngement breøkpoìnts

Even though linkage analysis and candidate gene screening has been successfully used in the

identification of genes involved in MRX, this approach has many disadvantages.

Characterisation of X chromosome rearrangements associated with MR represents an

alternative method for finding MR genes. Deletion (e.g. FMR2, ILRAPLI) and translocation
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(e.g. ARHGEF6, TM4SF2) breakpoints have provided a speciflc site on the X chromosome to

search for XLMR genes. Typically, a physical map across the region of the rearrangement

breakpoint(s) is constructed, such that a contig of clones with human inserts (YAC, BAC,

PAC or cosmid clones) is generated. These clones are then used as probes for FISH to narrow

down the region in which to search for the breakpoint and therefore genes that may be

disrupted. For example, BAC clone inserts are usually between 50-250 kb in length providing

a relatively small region in which to search for genes. These rearrangements are usually de

novo and therefore unlike linkage analysis approaches, DNA and RNA from the person in a

family who carries the X chromosome reanangement is sufficient to f,rnd the disrupted gene/s

that result in MR. This means that the long and difficult process of collecting samples from a

large number of people is not necessary.

1.6.2 Línkøge ønalysß of XLMRfømìlies

Linkage analysis involves the use of large families that show an X-linked mode of inheritance

of MR. A panel of polymorphic markers along the X chromosome (Dib et aL.,1996) is used

and linkage is determined by a minimum lod score of +2 between the MR locus and one or

more of these markers (unlike autosomal disorders which require a minimum lod score of +3)

(Ott, 1991). It is desirable that this analysis also excludes the remainder of the X chromosome

(negative lod scores). The outer boundaries of the localisation are defined by recombination

events. The limits to narrowing down this regional localisation are influenced by the size of

the family being studied, the number of people from which DNA can be obtained, the

distribution of recombination events and the informativeness of markers. Correct diagnosis of

affected and unaffected males is also vital. This can be difficult especially in families with

mild MR where other factors such as genetic background and environment may affect IQ
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levels. Due to the high incidence of MR in the population the occurrence of phenocopies

within the family can also hinder gene localisation.

Alternatively, assuming phenocopies can also create problems as in the case of one MRX

family where a mutation was found in the TM4SF2 gene (Zemni et aL.,2000). One affected

male in the pedigree was shown to not carry the same mutation as his affected male relatives.

When this male was included in lod score calculations the whole of the X-chromosome was

excluded by linkage analysis. However once this male was left out of the analysis a lod score

of greater than two was found in the region of the TM4SF2 gene. It was however later

discovered that the mutation found in the family is unlikely to be the MR causing mutation, as

linkage was later found at another location (Gomot et al., 2002). Other MRX families

however exist with mutations in this gene, and TM4SF2 remains a NSXLMR gene.

The extreme degree of genetic heterogeneity observed for NSXLMR means that families

cannot be grouped together for linkage analysis to minimise the size of the linkage region.

Hence each family must be viewed as a separate entity and it must be assumed that each

contains mutations in a different gene. This means that some localisations may be very large,

making candidate gene screening an enorrnous task, as even small regions may contain many

genes that present as good candidates for MRX.

1.6.3 ldentiJication of candidøte genes

Once a region containing the XLMR gene has been delineated by linkage analysis or by

localisation of rearrangement breakpoints, candidate genes within this region must be

identified. This task has been made easier by progression of the human genome project
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leading to the availability of large regions of completed genomic sequence (e.g. National

Centre for Biotechnology Information and Sanger Centre). BLAST analysis can be used to

identifu known genes within a sequenced region, regions that show similarity to other known

genes and may represent new members of gene families, and genes that have been already

identified in other organisms. As well as this the EST database contains sequences from parts

of genes which are yet to be fully characterised or assigned a function. Good candidate genes

for MR are those that show similarity to other known XLMR genes or are involved in the

same signalling pathways. Genes of unknown function that are expressed in the brain become

candidates if they map to the region and no other good candidates are identified. Genes

previously shown to be involved in MRXS and which are located within a MRX linkage

interval, are also good candidate genes for mutation screening in MRX families. Genes that

are shown to be disrupted by the breakpoints of X chromosome rearrangements in patients

with MR are also excellent candidates for NSXLMR.

1.6.3 The 'tour deforce' approach to díseøse gene ídentiJìcation

As more and more genes are being discovered and technologies for high throughput screening

of genes are being improved, the hunt for genes causing familial XLMR can be attempted

without the need for the linkage analysis. A large number of genes are screened in a large

group of patients. This approach will be especially helpful in the case of NSXLMR where

there is extreme genetic heterogeneity, and alarge number of genes remain to be identified.

This will also be of great assistance in the identification of genes affected in sporadic cases of

MR where it is not even clear that the cause of MR is genetic or environmental, and where

there is no indication which region of the genome needs to be studied. An example of this

approach is in the identification of the AGTR2 gene as an XLMR gene. Characterisation of an
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X chromosome rearrangement initially identified this gene as a candidate; however, high

throughput screening was used to screen for mutations in more than 550 patients with MR of

unknown cause (Vervoort et a|.,2002). These approaches will become more common,

especially when high throughput methods for mutation screening improve.

1.6.4 Mutøtion detection ín genes

After candidate genes have been identified they are screened by any of various mutation

detection systems (e.g. direct sequencing, single stranded conformation analysis, denaturing

gradient gel electrophoresis (for review see Nollau & Wagener, 1997)). Success rates of

mutation detection vary with the different screening methods. Ultimately the mutation must

be characterised by sequencing irrespective of which mutation screening method is used. RT-

PCR can be used for screening genes more rapidly; however, this requires that the gene of

interest is expressed in the available tissue source of the RNA, which is not always the case.

SSCA (single stranded conformation analysis) (Orita et aL.,1989) is one method which has

been successfully used to detect single base mutations. This technique is based on the fact that

single stranded DNA can fold back on itself in a sequence dependant manner. Altering the

base composition will produce a new conformation of the single strand. These different

conformations migrate differently when electrophoresed on non-denaturing polyacrylamide

gels. The sensitivity of SSCA depends on how the mutation affects the folding of the single

strand, and how this folding affects its mobility through the gel. This method has been

estimated to detect 80-90% of single base mutations using optimal conditions (i.e. analysing

fragments of <200 bp) (Sheffreld et aL.,1993), however this figure may be different for DNA

sequences with different characteristics (i.e. high GC content).
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Current methods for mutation detection are primarily PCR based, and as such there is the

danger that some types of mutations may remain undetected. X chromosome deletions are

always detectable in males who only have one X chromosome. However with females a

product will be obtained from the normal X chromosome and the deletion would be missed.

Similarly with submicroscopic duplications, using PCR based techniques, a product will

always be obtained and unless quantitative methods are used the mutation would not be

detected.

Additionally mutations can occur that lie outside of the region being screened. Typically

genomic DNA is screened by PCR amplification of amplicons that cover the exons containing

the open reading frame (ORF), and in some cases the 5' promoter regions. If an RNA source

in which the gene of interest is expressed is available the entire ORF may be screened in

fewer reactions. Although screening cDNA assists in finding mutations that may affect the

transcript that would not be identified from genomic DNA screening (i.e. mutations in the

promoter sequences or in the 3'UTR regions including the polyadenylation signals which may

result in no transcript being identified by PCR) mutations may still be missed.

Mutations may also lie some distance from the affected gene. Several examples have now

been put forward of translocations breakpoints that have been shown to cause a genetic

disorder by affecting expression of genes that are located several hundreds of kilobases away.

Examples of such positional effects include PAX6 causing aniridia (Fantes et a|.,1995) and

SHH causing preaxial polydactyly (Lettice et a|.,2002) and also in the AGTR2 where a

translocation 150 kb away from the gene effects transcription and causes NSXLMR (Vervoort

et a|.,2002). Therefore honing in on the breakpoint may not always lead to the identification
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of a candidate gene, and sequences further from the breakpoint may need to be examined

more closely.

1.7. HUMAN GENOME PROJECT

The Human Genome Project is the work of an international consortium whose broad aim was

to map and sequence the entire human genome. The initial stage of the project resulted in a 1

cM genetic map of the human genome, a physical map with 52,000 mapped STSs, 180 Mb of

human genomic DNA sequence, improved technologies for sequencing, 30,000 mapped

ESTs, as well as progress in sequencing of the genomes of model organisms, and construction

of the mouse physical map. The five year goals for 1998-2003 (Collins et aL.,1998) were to

continue on with this work and were, briefly to:

complete the sequence of the human genome;

further advances in sequencing technologies;

study human genome sequence variation and create a SNP map of at least 100,000

markers;

develop technologies for functional genomics, including full length cDNA sequences;

comparative genomic projects which include sequencing of model organism;

examination of the ethical, legal and social implications of the project;

improve bioinformatics and computational biology, by improving databases, and

improving tools for functional studies;

train scientist and encourage the establishment of academic career paths for genomic

scientists.
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The draft sequence of the human genome was released by two groups in 2001 (Lander et al.,

2001; Venter et aL.,2001). The human genome sequence is expected to be fully completed in

soon, with the maps of individual chromosomes being published by the end of 2003. Along

with this the draft sequence of the mouse genome was released in December 2002 ('Waterston

et al., 2002) and there is now a waiting list for the sequencing of the genomes of additional

model organisms.

Such sequencing efforts are of immeasurable value for the identification of disease genes. In

the case of positional cloning of chromosome rearrangements, BAC and PAC human clones

can be easily identified from the region of interest. Once a clone is identihed that spans a

breakpoint the sequence contained within a spanning human clone can be readily searched for

known genes or expressed sequence tagged sites (ESTs) (Lennon et aL.,1996). The sequences

of more and more full length cDNA clones are also becoming available due to the efforts of

the Human Genome Project. This can quickly identify potential genes for further analysis.

The type of tissue from which the cDNA was derived also gives some indication as to the

expression of the gene, and can assist in choosing candidate genes for screening (for example,

in the case of XLMR, ESTs from a linkage region that were derived from a brain cDNA

present as good candidates). In the case of linkage analysis the genomic sequence between the

two outer recombinants is readily available, and a transcript map of the region can quickly be

constructed that includes both known and putative genes. Genes that present as good

candidate genes can then be screened for mutations. This, of course, has greatly increased the

speed of positional cloning approaches to disease gene identification, where human clone

contigs once had to be constructed from screening cosmid, YAC, PAC and BAC libraries, and

gene identification required a number of techniques such as exon trapping or cDNA selection.

All of this can now be done in silico in a relatively much shorter amount of time.
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1.8. BENEFITS OF IDENTIFYING MENTAL RE,TARDATION GENES

Identification of genes from familial mental retardation will result in precise diagnostic tests,

which in turn will assist in managing suitable patient treatment and counselling. In the case of

large families where the causative gene remains unknown, female relatives of affected boys

can only get a percentage risk figure for their carrier status based on linked markers and hence

of the risk of a male foetus being affected. In some cases polymorphic markers used for

linkage analysis can be uninformative in all or some parts of the pedigree, and hence

gathering of data for risk calculations can be unsatisfactory in cost and labour. Discovery of

causative genes in these families will result in dehnitive carrier status determination, allowing

carrier females to make informed choices when planning their families, and allowing

definitive prenatal diagnosis of male foetuses.

Risk determination based on linked markers cannot be used in the case of small NSXLMR

families. It can be used with caution for syndromic XLMR if genetic homogeneity can be

assumed. However, f,rnding causative genes in large families will result in diagnostic tests for

small families and for sporadic cases with MR in addition to the large families from where

these genes were first identified. As mutations in large number of genes are ultimately going

to be the cause of MR, high throughput diagnostic tests will have to be developed in order to

make practical the screening of a large number of genes in the large number of patients with

MR.
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1.9. AIMS

The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to increase our understanding of what is

required for normal cognitive abilities, by identifying some of the genes in familial and

sporadic cases of MR. To do this two approaches will be used. Firstly characterisation of

breakpoints of X chromosome rearrangements in patients with MR, will lead to the

identification of genes in sporadic cases which become candidate genes for screening in

familial XLMR. Secondly, candidate gene screening from within minimal linkage intervals in

mapped XLMR families will be applied to identify MR causing mutations.

Speciftc Aims

l) To characterise at the molecular level, the inversion breakpoints from two unrelated males

with MR with the karyotypes 46,Y,inv(X)(q13.1q28), and 46,Y,inv(X)(pll.2q28). The

steps to achieve this aim are:

Construction of a contig of human clones across part of Xq28

These human clones will be used as probes for FISH in order to narrow down the

breakpoint localisations

Genes will be identified in the region of the breakpoint, and it will be determined if the

breakpoint disrupts the gene

The other breakpoint will be determined

Candidate genes identified will be screened in available XLMR families mapping to

the region in which the new candidate gene is located

a

o

a

o

o
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Hypothesis

i. The X chromosome inversions in the patients disrupt a gene or genes which results

in MR

2) To characterise the Xq28 breakpoint in a female patient with MR and cardiomyopathy

associated with the karyotype 46,X, t(X;10)(q28;q11.1). Steps to achieve this arm are:

o Human clones from Xq28 will be used to narrow down the localisation of the

breakpoint

o Genes in the region of the breakpoint will be characterised and assessed as to wether

the breakpoint disrupts the gene

o The gene will then become a candidate gene for screening in families with both MR

and cardiomyopathy

o The breakpoint on chromosome 10 will be assessed to determine whether autosomal

genes contribute to the phenotype

H)¡potheses

i. The patient has skewed X-inactivation such that only genes from the translocated

X chromosome will be expressed

ii. The translocation breakpoint in Xq28 is the main contributor to the phenotype

iii. More than one gene may be disrupted, at least one accounting for MR alone

3 ) To determine the region of linkage and to define the minimal linkage interval in a

previously unresolved family where linkage was consistent two regions of the X-
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chromosome, and to screen candidate genes in the redefined region. Steps to achieve this

aim are:

o Additional family members will be sought for inclusion in the linkage analysis

o Clinical details of affected males will be re-examined

o A transcription map of the defined region will be constructed, in silico

. Good candidate genes for XLMR will be identified and screened by direct sequencing

in affected members from the family

Hypothesis

i. MR in the family is segregating as a monogenic disorder

4) To identify the gene causing X-linked Infantile Spasms Syndrome (ISSX). Steps to

achieve this aim are:

o A transcript map will be constructed across the minimal linkage interval

o Candidate genes will be screened by direct sequencing

o Other XLMR families mapping to the same region will be screened for mutations in

the ISSX gene

Hypotheses

i. MR in the ISSX families being studied is monogenic

ii. MRXS genes also contain mutations causing NSXLMR
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2.1. PATIENT SAMPLES

Samples were collected with informed consent from affected and normal individuals.

Patients samples with X chromosome rearrangements (Chapter 3) were collected by Drs

David Pincus f(Patient 1) Canada Allamanda Medical Centre, Soutþort, Australia], Steven

Bamforth f(Patient 2) Medical Genetics Clinic, Edmonton) and John Christodoulou [(Patient

3) Children's Hospital at Vy'estmead, Australia) in the form of peripheral blood and fibroblast

biopsies. Fibroblast cell lines were established and maintained by Cathy Derwas and Sarah

McDonnell (V/CH, Australia).

Patient samples for linkage analysis and gene screening in the OH family (Chapter 4) were

collected by Professors Michael Partington and Gillian Turner (Hunter Genetics, New South

Wales, Australia).

DNA samples from ISSX probands (Chapter 5) were provided by Suzanne Lewis (Children's

and Women's Health Centre of British Columbia, Canada), Drs Suzanna Frints and Jean-

Pierre Fryns (University Hospital, Leuven, Belgium). XMESID family material was provided

by Dr Ingrid Scheffer (University of Melbourne, Australia). Patient DNA samples for

subsequent screening of the ARX gene were collected by Professors Gillian Turner and

Michael Partington from the Hunter Genetics, NSV/, Australia. Probands from additional

XLMR families were kindly provided by Dr Charles Schwartz from Greenwood Genetic

Center, Greenwood, USA.
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2.2. DNA EXTRACTION

2.2.1 Lymphocyte DNA Isoløtion

DNA was extracted from 5-20 ml of whole blood collected in tubes containing EDTA using a

method modified from (Wyman and White, 1980).

2.2.1.1 Proteinase K Treatment

The blood was transferred to a 50 ml tube and made up to 30 ml with cell lysis buffer

(0.32 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCL (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, l% (vlv) triton-X 100).

The samples were incubated on ice for 30 minutes and then centrifuged for 15 minutes

at2,000 x g at 4'C. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet gently resuspended

in a further 30 ml of lysis buffer. The samples were centrifuged at2,000 x g for 15

minutes at4'C.

il. Proteinase K buffer was then added (3.25 ml of l0 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 10 mM

NaCl, 10 mM EDTA (pH8.0)). The samples were vortexed, and 500 ¡rl of 10% SDS

added.

ilI. Next, 200 pl of Proteinase K (10mg/ml) was added, and the samples incubated at37"C

overnight with constant agitation.
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2.2.L2 Phenol Extraction

To the cell lysate 5 ml of buffer saturated phenol was added (1:1, cell lysate:phenol)

(the phenol had previously been equilibrated with 10 mM Tris-HCl, I mM EDTA).

The samples were placed on a rotating wheel (lOrpm) for 15 minutes.

The samples were centrifuged at2,000 x g for 10 minutes at 15'C and the upper

aqueous phase was transferred to a clean 10 ml tube.

ilI Steps I and II were repeated and the sample was then made up to l0 ml with

chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:l) and mixed gently before being centrifuged at 400 x

g for 10 minutes at room temperature. The upper aqueous phase was removed and

transferred to a clean l0 ml tube.

2.2. 1 .3 Ethanol Precipitation

To the aqueous phase lll0 vlv (500 pl) of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 2 volumes

of cold ethanol (-20"C) (10 ml) were added. The samples were mixed gently followed

by centrifugation at 400 x g for l0 minutes at room temperature. The precipitated

DNA was then transferred to an eppendorf tube and was washed in 1 ml of 70o/o

ethanol.

The samples were centrifuged at maximum speed in a microfuge for 15 minutes. The

pellets were washed once more with 70Yo ethanol and were vacuum dried for

approximately 15 minutes or until the DNA pellets were dry.

II

I.

II
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n. The dried DNA pellet \À/as gently resuspended overnight in 100 pl of sterile TE (10

mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) ready for DNA quantitation.

2.2.2 Plasmid DNA Isoløtion

All plasmid DNA purification were using the alkaline lysis method (Birnboim and Doly,

1979). Plasmid DNA for all uses except mammalian cell transfection, was extracted using the

Rapid Pure Miniprep (RPMTM) (BIO 101). The method was modified slightly to obtain DNA

from a starting culture of 10 ml (the method starts from 1.5 ml).

An overnight culture of plasmid was grown in 10 ml of LB. The culture was

centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 10 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was

discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in 50 ¡rl of kit-supplied pre-lysis buffer and

transferred to an eppendorf tube. To the resuspended pellet 100 ¡rl of kit-supplied

alkaline lysis buffer was added and the cell lysate was mixed well by vigorous

pipetting until the cell lysate was clear and viscous. To the cell lysate 100 pl of kit-

supplied neutralising solution was then added and the sample mixed by vortexing

before centrifugation in a microfuge at maximum speed for 2 minutes. The supernatant

was then transferued to a kit-supplied spin filter containing 250 pl of glassmilk. The

solution was mixed by pipetting before centrifugation in a microfuge at maximum

speed for 1 minute.

The solution in the collection vial was removed, 350 pl of kit supplied wash solution

was added to the spin filter before centrifugation for I minute in a microfuge at

il
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maximum speed. The collection vial was emptied and the tube centrifuged for a

further 1 minute.

The spin filter was transferred to a clean collection vial. Plasmid DNA was eluted by

the addition of 50 ¡rl of sterile dHz0 and mixed by vortexing before centrifugation in a

microfuge at maximum speed for 30 seconds.

2.2.3 Cosmid DNA Isolation

Cosmid DNA was isolated using QIAGEN Plasmid Midi Kit.

Single colonies of cosmids were grown overnight at37'C in a shaking incubator, in

100 ml of LB media containing the appropriate antibiotic. Cells were harvested by

centrifugation at 3,000rpm for l0 minutes at4'C.

il. The bacterial pellets were resuspended in 4 ml of kit supplied Buffer Pl, and were

transferred to 40 ml oakridge tubes. This was followed by the addition of 4 ml of kit

supplied buffer P2 (cell lysis buffer). The sample was mixed thoroughly by inverting

the tube until the cell lysates were clear and viscous. Kit supplied buffer P3

(neutralisation buffer) was then added (4 ml), and the samples mixed thoroughly by

inverting the tubes, and were incubated on ice for l5 minutes.

The samples were centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 30 minutes at4"C. The supernatant

was removed and transferred to a new tube. The centrifugation was repeated, and

againthe supernatant transferred to a new tube.

I.

m.
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QIAGEN-tip 100 columns were then equilibrated with 4 ml of kit-supplied buffer

QBT. The resuspended pellets from step III were then applied to the columns, and

once the samples had flowed through, each was washed two times with l0 ml of the

kit-supplied wash buffer.

Cosmid DNA was then eluted from the columns by the addition of 4 ml of kit-

supplied elution buffer QF. The sample was then transferred into 5 eppendorf tubes

(800 ¡rl in each eppendorf). DNA was precipitated by the addition of 560 ¡rl (0.7

volumes) of isopropanol and centrifuged in a microfuge at maximum speed for 30

minutes. The supernatant was removed and the DNA pellets washed by the addition of

1 ml of 70Yo ethanol, before further centrifugation for 5 minutes at maximum speed.

The 70%o ethanol \ /as removed and the DNA pellets dried under vacuum. The DNA

from each eppendorf was resuspended in 20 pl of sterile dH20, before all DNA from

the same clone were combined in one tube ready for quantitation and further use.

2.2.4 BAC/PAC DNA Isolation

Both BAC and PAC DNA were isolated using QIAGEN Plasmid Midi Kit.

Single colonies of BACs and PACs were grown overnight at 37'C in a shaking

incubator, in 200 ml of LB media supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (170

¡tglml of chloramphenicol and 50 ¡tglml of kanamycin respectively). Bacterial cells

were harvested by centrifugation at 3,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4"C.

V

I
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Pellets were resuspended in l0ml of kit-supplied Pl buffer and were transferred to 40

ml oakridge tubes. To this, 10 ml of kit-supplied buffer P2 was then added, and the

samples gently mixed by inverting until the cell lysates became clear and viscous. Kit-

supplied buffer P3 was added (10 ml), the samples mixed by inverting, and were

incubated on ice for 30 minutes.

The samples were centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 25 minutes at4"C. The supernatant

was transferred to fresh tubes and re-centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4"C.

The supernatant was split and transferred into 2 new tubes. DNA was precipitated by

the additions of 0.7 volumes of room-temperature isopropanol, followed by

centrifugation at 15,000 x g for 30 minutes at 4"C. The supernatant was decanted and

the pellets resuspended in250 pl of dH2O. The two suspensions of each sample were

recombined before the addition of 450 ¡rl of kit-supplied buffer QBT.

QIAGEN Tip-100 columns were then equilibrated with 4ml of kit-supplied buffer

QBT. The resuspended pellets from step III were then applied to the columns, and

once the samples had flowed through, each was washed two times with 10 ml of the

kit-supplied wash buffer.

PAC and BAC DNA was then eluted from the columns by the addition of 4 ml of kit-

supplied elution buffer QF. The sample was then transferred into 5 eppendorf tubes

(800 ¡"tl in each eppendorf). DNA was precipitated by the addition of 560 ¡rl (0.7

volumes) of isopropanol and centrifuged in a microfuge at maximum speed for 30

minutes. The supernatant was removed and the DNA pellets washed by the addition of

1 ml of 70Yo ethanol, before further centrifugation for 5 minutes at maximum speed.

ilI.

IV

V
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The 70o/o ethanol was removed and the DNA pellets dried under vacuum. The DNA

from each eppendorf was resuspended in 20 ¡t"I of sterile dHzO, before all DNA from

the same clone were combined in one tube ready for quantitation and further use.

2.2.5 Pløsmid DNA Isolatíonfor Mammalian Cell Transfectíon

Plasmid DNA for transfection into mammalian cells was prepared using the QIAGEN

Plasmid Midi kit and QlAfilters as follows.

Single colonies were grown in 50 ml cultures of LB media supplemented with 100

pglml of ampicillin and grown overnight, shaking at 37"C. The cells were harvested

by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 3,000rpm at 4"C.

II. The bacterial pellet was resuspended in 4 ml of kit supplied buffer Pl, and then 4 ml

of kit supplied buffer P2 was added. The solution was mixed thoroughly by inverting

and incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes. To the lysate 4 ml of kit-supplied

buffer P3 was added and mixed several times by inverting before being poured into

the barrel of the QlAfilter midi cartridge and incubated at room temperature for 10

minutes.

m. A QIAGEN tip-100 column was equilibrated for each sample by loading 4 ml of kit-

supplied buffer QBT onto the column. A plunger was inserted into the QlAfilter

cartridge and the cell lysate filtered into the prepared column. Once the solution had

run through the column, the DNA was washed by the addition of 10 ml of kit-supplied

buffer QC; this wash was repeated.
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IV The DNA was then eluted in 4 ml of kit supplied buffer QF. The sample was then

transferred into 5 eppendorf tubes (800 ¡rl in each eppendorf). DNA was precipitated

by the addition of 560 pl (0.7 volumes) of isopropanol and centrifuged in a microfuge

at maximum speed for 30 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the DNA pellets

washed by the addition of I ml of 70Yo ethanol, before further centrifugation for 5

minutes at maximum speed. The 70Vo ethanol was removed and the DNA pellets dried

under vacuum. The DNA from each eppendorf was resuspended in 20 pl of sterile

dH2O, before all DNA from the same clone were combined in one tube ready for

quantitation and further use.

2.3. RNA EXTRACTION

RNA was extracted from cultured fibroblast and lymphoblast cells using the TRIZOL @ LS

reagent. Cells were washed two times in PBS before proceeding as by the manufacturers

instructions as follows.

The cell pellet was resuspended in sterile dHz0 to make a final volume of 250 ¡"t1. To

this, 750 ¡.ll of TRIZOL LS reagent was added and mixed by pippetting to lyse the

cells. The solution was incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes before the

addition of 200 ¡rl of chloroform. This was mixed by vigorous shaking for l5 seconds

and then incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. The samples were centrifuged

at12,000 x g for 15 minutes at4"C.

I
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The aqueous phase was transferred to a clean tube and the RNA was precipitated by

the addition of 500 pl of isopropanol. The solution was incubated at room temperature

for 10 minutes and then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4o.

ilI The supernatant was removed and the RNA pellet washed by the addition of 1 ml of

75%o ethanol. After vortexing the sample was centrifuged at 7,500 x g for 5 minutes at

4oC. The supernatant was removed and the RNA was allowed to air-dry.

ry. The RNA was resuspended in 50 pl of DEPC treated sterile dHzO

2.3.1 DNøse Treatment

DNA was removed from the RNA sample by the use of DNA-freerM (Ambion).

To the RNA sample,6 ¡rl of kit-supplied 10x DNase I buffer and 1 pl of DNase I (2 U) were

added, mixed and incubated at37"C for 30 minutes. The DNase I was inactivated by addition

of 5 pl of kit-supplied DNase Inactivation Reagent and was mixed well before incubating at

room temperature for 2 minutes. This was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for I minute, and the

RNA solution was removed from the pelleted DNase Inactivation Reagent and transferred to a

clean tube, ready for quantitation and further use.

2.4. DNA AND RNA QUANTITATION

DNA concentration was determined by measuring the optical density on a spectrophotometer

(Pharmacia Biotech UltraSpec 3000) at a wavelength of 260 nn. One OD unit is equal to 50
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¡t"glml of double stranded DNA. For RNA one OD unit is equal to 40 pg/ml. DNA or RNA

was diluted 1 in 100 and the optical density measured at260 nm. Using Beer's law and the

known molar extinction coefficients above, the concentration was calculated using the

formula:

DNA ¡tglml : absorbance at ODzeo x dilution factor (100) x molar extinction

coefhcienVl,000

2.5. POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION

2.5.1 PCR primers

Oligonucleotides for PCR were designed such that they contained as close to 50% GC

content. Oligonucleotides were usually 20 bp in length. All oligonucleotides were checked to

make sure they did not contain repetitive sequence by using the BLAST programme at NCBI.

Most sequences are given throughout the text in the sections for which they are relevant.

Oligonucleotides for gene screening are listed in Appendix 1.

2.5.2 PCR condítìons

All PCRs except those for the amplification of the ARX gene were amplified in 50 pl reactions

using the 10x buffer supplied (100mM Tris-HCl, 15 mM MgC12, 500 mM KCI (pH8.3

[20'C]) with Taq DNA Polymerase (Roche) as per the manufacturers instructions. Each

reaction contained the following
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DNA (100 ng/pl)

10x reaction buffer

lOmM dNTP mix

forward primer (50 pM)

reverse primer(50 pM)

Taq polymerase (5U/ul)

dHzO

Vol per 50 pl

1.0

5.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

to 50 ¡rl

Final Concentration

2 ngl¡t"l

lx (1.5 mM MgCl2)

200 ¡rM

1pM

lpM
0.5 U/pl

2.5.3 PCR ampffication of the ARX genefor sequencing

Due to the difficulty in amplifring bhe ARX gene using these conditions (because of the high

GC content of the sequences being amplified) the Failsafe 2x Buffer system (Epicentre

Technologies) was used. 2x Buffer J was found to ampliff IRX exons for sequencing, using

the DNA polymerase mix from the Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche). The 2x

buffer contains 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 100 mM KCl, 400 pM of each dNTP, 3 mM

MgCl2 and 8x Failsafe PCR Enhancer. Each 50 ¡rl reaction contained 100 ng of total human

DNA, 50 pmol of each oligonucleotide (final concentration of 1 pM), lx J Buffer and I.75 U

of DNA polymerase mix.

2. 5.4 Cycling Conditions

All reactions were carried out using the same cycling conditions as follows

94"C 30 sec

60'c 30 sec

720C 30 sec

x 30 cycles
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This was altered if expected PCR product sizes were greater than 500 bp, by adding 30 sec to

the extension time per 500 bp. If the size of the amplicon was unknown, the extension time

was 3 minutes.

2.5.5 PCR ømplìJication of the ARX genefor Single Strand Conformøtional Analysís

Exons 1.4 and 5

Exons 1,4 and 5 were amplified using the same conditions. A 2x PCR buffer was used that

consisted of: 33 mM (NHa)zSO+, 133 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 13 ¡rM EDTA, 0.34 mg/ml

BSA, 20% DMSO, 400 ¡rM dNTPs.

Each reaction consisted of::

DNA (30 ngl¡.rl)

2x PCR buffer

l5 mM MgCl2

IMpME

Primer mix (100 ngl¡t"l

of forward and reverse primer)

Taq Polymerase (5 U/pl)

dHzO

Cycling conditions were as follows:

94"C 60 sec

60"c 90 sec

1.0

0.2

to 10 pl

Final Concentration

3 ngl¡tl

1x

2.0 mM

l0 mM

5 ngl¡tl

0.1 U/¡rl

720C 90 sec

x 10 cycles
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followed by:

94"C

55"C

72"C

60 sec

90 sec x 25 cycles

90 sec

Exon 2 (parts l. 2 and 3)

The three products using the different sets of primers for exon 2 were all amplified using the

same conditions. The reaction buffer is 2x Buffer J mix (Epicentre), and the DNA polymerase

mix is from the Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche). Each reaction consisted of::

pl per l0 pl reaction

DNA (30 nglpl)

Forward Primer (10 pM)

Reverse primer (10 pM)

2x Premix J

DNA polymerase mix (3.5 U/¡rl)

dH2o

Cycling conditions were as follows

94"C 2 min x 1 cycle

94"C 30 sec

600c 30 sec x 35 cycles

72"C 68 sec

68'C l0min xlcycle

I

0.5

0.5

5

0.15

to 10 ¡rl

Final Concentration

3 ngl¡tl

0.5 pM

pM

lx
0.5 Ui¡rl
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Exon 3

Exon 3 amplification was the same as for exon 2 above, however, instead of 2x Buffer J mix,

the 2x Buffer G mix (Epicentre) was used. Cycling conditions were also the same as for exon

2.

2.5.6 Long range PCR

Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche) system 2 was used for amplifying products

greater than 3 kb as per the manufacturers instructions. This system used a lOx buffer that

contained 225 mM MgCl2. Each 50 pl reaction consisted of:

DNA (2s0 ngltll)

10x Buffer 2

10mM dNTP mix

Forward primer (10 ¡lM)

Reverse primer (10 pM)

DNA polymerase mix (3.5 U/¡rl)

dHzO

Cycling conditions were as follows

94"C 30 sec

60'c 30 sec x 35 cycles

680C 10 minutes

pl per 50 pl reaction Final Concentration

5 ng/pl

1x

350 pM

1pM

1 prM

0.5 U/¡"r,I

I

5

r.75

I

I

0.75

to 50 pl
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2.6. GENOTYPING

2.6.1 Polyacrylamìde Gel Electrophoresis

Primers for amplification of polymorphic repeat loci were from (Dib et a|.,1996), and were

amplified as in Section2.5, but were in 10 ¡rl reactions, with the addition of I pCi of a32P-

dCTP per reaction. PCR products of (AC)" repeats used for linkage and generating haplotypes

were separated using a 38 x 50 cm BioRad SequigenrM sequencing cell with 0.4 mm spacers.

The gels consisted of 5Yo polyacrylamide (19:1 ratio of acrylamide:bisacrylamide) containing

7 M urea and lxTBE. Gels were pre-electrophoresed at 2,200 V in order to allow the gel to

warm up to 50oC. Prior to electrophoresis PCR products were mixed with 6x formamide

loading buffer (98% formamide, 0.05yo xylene cyanol, 0.05% bromophenol blue), and heat

denatured at 94"C for 5 minutes, and 5 pl of this was loaded onto the gel. Gels were then

electrophoresed at 1,800-2,000 V at constant temperature of 50'C. Gels were dried under

vacuum and PCR products were visualised by exposing the dried gel to X-ray film at -70"C

for 2-24 hours.

2.6.2 Linkage ønølysß

Two point lod scores were calculated from genotyping data using the program MLINK, from

the LINI(AGE package version 5.1 (Lathrop and Lalouel, 1984).

The LINKAGE package of programs (version 5.1) comprise four analytical programmes

MLINK, LINKMAP, LODSCORE and ILINK (Lathrop and Lalouel, 1984; Lathrop et al.,
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1934). Only the first one was used inthe analysis of the family OH (Chapter 4) to generate

lod scores in a two point analysis.

To run linkage programmes the user must first input two different files. The INFILE contains

all of the informationrcgarding the pedigree in terms of pedigree structure, affection status

and marker genotypes for each locus on each individual. The DATAFILE contains the disease

gene frequency (usually 0.001) and mode of inheritance. The allele frequencies were

determined by dividing one by the number of alleles observed. The linkage support

programmes (MAKEPED, PREPLINK, LCP, PEDIN and LRP) allow for easier construction

and running of linkage input files.

MLINK was used for gathering evidence of linkage by preparing lod score tables of

polymorphic markers against the disease phenotype. The programme calculated pairwise lod

scores at given recombination fractions for each marker.

2.7. PREPARATION OF SOUTHERN BLOTS

The method used for preparation of Southem Blots as well as hybridisation (section 2.8.2) is

derived from (Haan et aL.,1988)

2.7.1 Restriction Digestion and Agørose Gel Electrophoresis

For Southern Blots, 8 pg of total human DNA was digested overnight at the appropriate

temperature (usually 37"C) with 20 U of restriction endonuclease in the user supplied

recoÍìmended buffer. Restriction enzymes were supplied by New England Biolabs and MBI
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Fermentas. The digested DNA was separated on a lYo (wlv) agarose gel containing lxTBE.

Gels were electrophoresed in IxTBE at 15mA for 16 hours. DNA was visualised by staining

with ethidium bromide in IxTBE (2.5 pglml) for 30 minutes and UV transillumination.

2.7. 2 S o uthern Transfer

Following photography the gel was submerged in denature solution (2.5 M NaCl, 0.5

M NaOH) for 30 minutes with gentle agitation. The solution was then removed and

replaced with neutralising solution (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)) and gently

agitated at room temperature for a further 30 minutes.

The gel was inverted onto a Southern Transfer tray containing 1OxSSC. A piece of

Gene Screen Plus (Dupont) membrane was soaked in lOxSSC and placed on top of the

gel. This was topped with absorbent paper, and the transfer was allowed to proceed

overnight.

m. The absorbent paper was discarded, and the membrane was denatured by soaking in

0.5 M NaOH with gentle agitation for I minute, followed by neutralising in a solution

containing 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 2xSSC for a further 1 minute. The membrane

was allowed to air &y at room temperature before hybridisation.

II
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2.8. PROBE LABELLING AND HYBRIDISATION

2.8. 1 Lsbelling Reøction

DNA probes were labelled using the random priming method derived (Feinberg and Leahy,

1983) as follows.

For each probe, 50 ng of DNA to be used as a probe was labelled in a 50 pl reaction. A 10x

buffer containing 500 mM Tris-HCl þH 7.5), 100 mM MgClz 10 mM DTT, 500 mg/ml BSA,

0.0005 Azeolul pdN(6) (random hexamers)l was used (Pharmacia), as well as a 10x dNTP

solution contained 10 mM each of dATP, dGTP and dTTP (Pharmacia). The probes were

labelled with cr32P-dCTP (NEB). Each reaction contained the following:

Vol per 50 pl Final Concentration

DNA (s0 ng/pl) 2 ngl¡tl

l0x reaction buffer

10x dNTP mix

cr3tP-dCTP (lo ¡rci/¡rl)

Klenow fragment (5u/pl)

1.0

5.0

5.0

1.0

1.0

1x

1x

0.2 ¡tCil¡tl

0.5 U/¡r,l

dHzO to 50¡rl

The sample was heated to 100'C and allowed to cool before the addition of 1 pl (10 U) of

Klenow fragment (MBI Fermentas). The labelling reaction was allowed to proceed at 37'C

for 30 minutes.
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Prior to hybridisation, single copy probes were denatured at94"C for 5 minutes before being

added to the hybridisation bottle. If the probe to be used contained repetitive DNA sequences

a prereassociation reaction was carried out to block these repeats as follows. The probe (50

¡rl) was mixed with 100 pl of 10 mg/ml human placental DNA, 50 pl of 2OxSSC and 1 ¡r,l of

0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0). The sample was heated to 94'C for 15 minutes, and then incubated at

65"C for at least t hour. The probe was then added directly to the hybridisation bottle when

required.

2,8.2 Southern Blot Hybrßation

Southern blots were hybridised in a hybridisation mix containing 5xSSPE, lyo SDS, 50%

deionised formamide, T0o/o w/v dextran sulphate MV/500,000 as follows.

The membranes were prewet in 5xSSC and placed in hybridisation bottles with 10 ml

of hybridisation mix. The membrane was prehybridised for I hour at 42'C for I hour.

The probe was heat denatured and added to the bottle. If the probe had been

prereassociated then the heat denature step was omitted. Hybridisation was allowed to

proceed overnight at 42"C was constant agitation.

III Following hybridisation the membranes were washed twice in 500 ml of 2xSSC,0.5yo

SDS with constant agitation at 65"C for 5 minutes. A second, more stringent wash

followed using a solution containing 0.lxSSC, 0.1% SDS for 10 minutes at65"C.

I.

II
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IV. The membrane was then blotted to dry, wrapped in plastic and X-ray film was exposed

for 24 hours (or as required) at -70"C with an intensifuing screen before developing.

2.8.3 Northern Blot Hybridßatìon

Northern blots were purchased from Clontech and were hybridised in ExpressHybt"

Hybridisation solution (Clontech) by the manufacturers instructions. Briefly,

The ExpressHyb Solution was warmed to 68"C before 5 ml was added to a

hybridisation bottle containing the Northern blot. The membrane was prehybridised

for 30 minutes at 68"C. The denatured probe was then added to the bottles and

hybridisation was allowed to proceed overnight at 68"C with continuous shaking.

The membrane was rinsed several times in a solution containing 2xSSC, 0.05% SDS.

It was then washed for 30 minutes at room temperature with constant agitation. The

membrane was then washed for a further 30 minutes in a solution containing 0.lxSSC,

0.1% sDS.

ilI The membrane was then blotted to dry, wrapped in plastic and X-ray film was exposed

for 24 hours (or as required) at -70"C with an intensif,iing screen before developing.

II
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2.9. CLONING

2.9. I Insert Preparation

2.9.1.1PCR Products

For cloning of PCR products a 50 pl PCR reaction was purified using the QlAquick PCR

Purification kit (QIAGEN) to remove primers, polymerase and unincorporated nucleotides.

All centrifugation steps were carried out at maximum speed in a microfuge.

I. The sample to be purified was mixed with 5x the volume (250 pl) of the QlAquick PB

buffer. The sample was transferred into a kit supplied spin column and placed in a 2

ml collection tube. The sample was centrifuged for I minute and the solution in the

collection tube discarded.

II. To the column, 750 ¡tl of QlAquick PE buffer was added, and the sample centrifuged

for 1 minute. The solution was removed from the collection tube, and the tube was

recentrifuged. The spin column was transferred to a clean eppendorf an allowed to air

dry for 5 minutes.

ilI To elute the DNA from the column, 50 ¡ll of sterile dHzO was added to the spin

column and the eluted DNA was collected in the eppendorf by centrifugation for I

minute
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2.9.1.2 Plasmid DNA

Plasmid DNA was digested with the appropriate restriction endonuclease in the user supplied

recommended buffer, and at the recommended temperature. Restriction enzymes were from

New England Biolabs and MBI Fermentas.

The digested DNA was separated on 1.5 % low melt temperature agarose gels in IxTBE

electrophoresed at l00V for t hour. The fragment of correct size for further cloning was

excised from the gel using a scalpel. This was melted at70"C for 2 minutes prior to use in the

ligation reaction.

2.9.2 Vector Prepøration

For cloning of PCR products, prepared pGEM-T vector was used (promega)

For cloning of full length ARX openreading frame, vectors used were pGEM-T, pUC19 (New

England Biolabs) and pSPORTI (GIBCOBRL). For localisation of ARX protein, the insert

was cloned into the phrGFP-Nl vector (Stratagene) with the GFP fused in frame at the N-

terminus of ARX.

For vector preparation, 1 pg of vector DNA was digested in with the appropriate restriction

endonuclease in a volume of 20 pl. The vector was purihed using the QlAquick pCR

purilrcation kit (see section ll.L2). The linearised vector was then dephosphorylated to

prevent religation, using 2.5 U of calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) (Roche) and the

provided buffer in a volume of 60 ¡t"l at 37"C for t hour. After CIAP treatment the vector was

once again purified using the QlAquick PCR purif,rcation kit.
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2.10. LIGATION

2.10.1 In Solution

Vector and inserts were ligated in a range of vector:insert ratios from 1:1 to l:3,ina20 ¡tl

reaction. The reaction contained 100 ng of vector and 100-600 ng of insert, 3 U of T4 DNA

ligase Promega) and lx Rapid Ligation buffer (Promega). Ligations were at room temperature

for 2 hours or overnight.

Ligation of EcoNl overhangs (1 bp 5' overhang), which are more difficult to ligate than ends

of other restriction sites, was essentially the same, however highly concentrated ligase was

used (NEB). The ligations were carried outusing 1 pl (2000 U) of the enzyme, the supplied

buffer and the addition of l0% (v/v) PEGs6s6. Ligations were at room temperature overnight.

Efficacy of ligations was tested before transformation by running 5 pl of the ligation on lYo

(w/v) agarose gel, in IxTBE at 100V for t hour.

2.10.2 In Low Melt Temperature Agørose

The concentration of DNA in the agarose gel slice was estimated, and an appropriate volume

was ligated to vector as follows. The agarose gel slice was melted at70oC for 2 minutes. The

appropriate volume was then mixed with 100ng of prepared vector, and ligation buffer. This

was mixed thoroughly by pipetting. Once the solution was cool and the agarose had started to

thicken, I ¡rl (3U) of T4 DNA ligase was added and mixed by pipetting. The reaction was

incubated at room temperature for 2 hours or overnight.
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2.11. TRANSFORMATION

2.11.1 Preparation of Competent Cells

Ligation reactions which used vectors carrying resistance to ampicillin were transformed into

SURE@ 2 cells (Stratagene) using a method modified from (Chung et a\.,19S9). SURE@ 2

cells are an E.coli strain that have mutations in DNA repair pathways, and thus make it easier

to clone hard to clone fragments (such as those containing repetitive DNA sequences).

I. SURE@ 2 cells were grown on LB agar plates containing tetracycline, and a single

colony was inoculated into l0 ml of LB media and grown at37oC shaking overnight.

The next day the cells were diluted 1/50 into fresh media (400 pl of overnight culture

into 20 ml of LB) and incubated at 37"C with shaking until the OD666 was near 0.3

(-2.5 hours). The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4,000rpm for 10 minutes at

4"C, and the supernatant discarded.

II. The cells were resuspended in2 mI of PEG/DMSo solution (10% (w/v) pEGnoo,5vo

(v/v) DMSO, l0 mM MgSo¿, ffiM MgCl2 in LB media) and placed on ice for 10-30

minutes prior to transformation.

2.11.2 Trønsþrmøtíon

To each ligation 50 pl of prepared competent cells was added, mixed gently and incubated on

ice for 15 minutes. Then 20 ¡t"l of 1 M glucose and 950 ¡rl of PEG/DMSO solution was added.

The samples were incubated at37"C with vigorous shaking for t hour, before plating onto LB

agar plates containing the appropriate antibiotic.
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2.12. SEQUENCTNG

All sequencing samples were electrophoresed by the ABI automated DNA sequencers at the

IMVS Molecular Pathology Unit (Adelaide, Aust) as part of a paid service.

2.12.1 BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing

PCR products and cloned DNA were both sequenced using the BigDye terminator cycle

sequencing kit as per the instructions of the supplier (Perkin Elmer). PCR products were

cleaned using the QlAquick PCR purification kit (see section 2.9.1.1) and plasmid DNA was

made using the Rapid Pure Miniprep (RPMTM) (BIO 101) (see section 2.2.2). Each 20 ¡rl

reaction contained 500 ng of plasmid DNA or 50 ng of PCR product, 3.2 pmol of primer, 2 ¡rl

ABI BigDyerM sequencing mix and 6 ¡rl of BetterBuffer (Microzoneltd).

PCR conditions were as follows

96"C 30 sec

50'c 15 sec x 25 cycles

60"c 4 min

2. 1 2,2 Parifying Extensíon Products

PCR reactions were transferred to eppendorf tubes and mixed with 60 ¡rl of isopropanol and

20 ¡tl of sterile dH20, vortexed to mix, and were incubated at room temperature for 15

minutes. The extension products were then pelleted by centrifugation in a microfuge at full

speed for 20 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the pellets were washed with 1 ml of
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75o/o isopropanol, mixed by vortexing, and centrifuged in a microfuge at full speed for 10

minutes. The isopropanol \ryas removed and the pellets allowed to air-dry.

2.13. FIRST STRAND cDNA SYNTHESIS

First strand cDNA synthesis was performed using SueenscRrprrMRNase H - Reverse

Transcriptase (GIBCOBRL@) as follows.

In a 0.5 ml PCR tube 1 pg of total RNA was mixed with I pl of random hexamers and 10 ¡rl

of sterile dH20 (11 ¡tl of dHz0 for the negative reaction that would not contain reverse

transcriptase). This was incubated at 70oC for 10 minutes and then place on ice

To each tube 4 pl of 5x First Strand Buffer, 2 ¡rl of 0.1 M DTT (both provided with the

enzyme) and 1 ¡.tl of 10 mM dNTP mix were added. This was placed at 42"C to equilibrate the

temperature before the addition of I ¡rl (200 U) SueenscRrpr RT (excluding negative

controls) and subsequent incubation for t hour.

Following first strand cDNA synthesis, 1 ¡,ll of the resulting products were used as template

for PCR using standard conditions described in (see section 2.5). All were tested with a

control reaction using oligonucleotides for the Esterase D (¿Sr) gene, to confirm that the first

strand cDNA synthesis was successful. The oligonucleotide sequences were as follows:

Forward 5' - GGAGCTTCCCCAACTCATAAATGCC - 3'

Reverse 5' - GCATGATGTCTGATGTGGTCAGTAA - 3'.
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2.14. MAMMALIAN CELL TRANSFECTION

HeLa cells were grown in DMEM growth media in 5o/o COz at 37"C. The day before

transfection, the cells were trypsinized, counted and 5x10s cells plated out on 35 mm plates as

follows.

The cells were washed twice with PBS. For T75 (75 ml) culture flasks 2 ml of trypsin

(company) was added to the flask. The cells were incubated in the trypsin for 5

minutes at room temperature. The cells were removed from the culture flask by hitting

the side of the flask. 8 ml of DMEM (minus antibiotic) was added and the cells were

removed from the sides of the flask and mixed by pippetting. The solution was

transferred to a 10 ml tube and centrifuged at 1100rpm for 5 minutes. The culture

media was removed and the cell pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of PBS. The cells

were mixed thoroughly to obtain a single cell suspension.

Trypan blue was diluted 1 in 5 in 0.9 M NaCl. For cell counting, 100 pl of the single

cell suspension was added to 100 ¡rl of the diluted typan blue, and the cells were

loaded onto a haemocytometer, the cells counted and the concentration of the cell

suspension determined.

il 5x10s cells were added to 35mm culture dishes containing 2 ml of DMEM (minus

antibiotic) and containing a sterilised coverslip. The cells were grown overnight at

37"C with CO2, and the following day they were observed to ensure they were at 90-

95 confluency. Before transfection, the media was replaced with DMEM (minus foetal

calf serum, and minus antibiotic).

II
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HeLa cells were transfected with plasmid DNA containing the entire open reading frame of

the ARX gene in frame with the GFP protein (phrGFP-Nl vector - Promega), using the

Lpo¡¡cTAMINETM 2000 Reagent (LF2000) as follows.

For each dish of HeLa cells to be transfected, 1 pg of plasmid DNA was diluted in 200

pl of DMEM (without foetal calf serum, and without antibiotic). Likewise for each

dish 3 pl of LF2000 was diluted in 200 pl of media. This was incubated at room

temperature for 5 minutes. The DNA mix was then combined with the LF2000 mix

and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes.

The DNA/LF2000 solution was added to the culture dishes containing HeLa cells at a

confluency of 90-95%. The cells were incubated at 37'C with COz until ready to be

fixed. For growth of longer than24 hours the media was replaced each day.

ru. Coverslips were removed from the culture dishes and the cells were washed twice with

PBS and then treated in 037% (v/v) formaldehyde for 30 minutes at room

temperature. Following two further washes in PBS, the coverslips were placed onto

slides containing 40 pl of DAPI antifade and sealed to the slides with rubber cement.

ry GFP was viewed by FITC filter, and nuclear staining by DAPI filter on an Olympus

BX40 microscope. Images of cells were captured by a cooled CCD camera using the

CytoVision Ultra image collection and enhancement system (Applied Imaging Int

Ltd).

il
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2.15. FLUORESCENCE IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

All FISH was carried out by Erica V/oollatt (V/CH). DNA from BAC clones to be used as

probes for FISH were nick translated with biotin-14-dUTP and hybridised in situ at a final

concentration of 20 ngl¡tl to metaphases chromosomes. The FISH method was modified from

that described by Callen et al., (1990) in that chromosomes were stained before analysis with

both propidium iodine (as counterstain) and DAPI (for chromosome identification). Images of

metaphase preparations were captured by a cooled CCD camera using the CytoVision Ultra

image collection and enhancement system (Applied Imaging Int Ltd). FISH signals and the

DAPI banding pattern were merged for figure preparation.

2.15.1 Interphase FISH

BAC 3007F1 and BAC 54120 were directly labelled with SpectrumOrange and

SpectrumGreen (Vysis) respectively, according to the manufacturers instructions and co-

hybridised atafinal concentration of 20 nglul to interphase nuclei of Patient 2 (Chapter 3).

2.16.3'RACE

3'RACE was performed using the 3'RACE System for Rapid Amplification of oDNA ends

(GIBCO BRL) as per the manufacturers instructions as follows.
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2.16.1 Synthesís offirst stønd cDNA

Each RNA sample (1 pg of total RNA) was mixed with sterile dHzO to a final volume

of 11 pl in a 0.5 ml tube. The oligo(dT) adapter primer (AP) was added (l pl from a

10 ¡rM stock) before the sample was heated to 70oC for 10 minutes. The sample was

chilled on ice for I minute.

To the chilled sample 2 p"l of 10x PCR buffer, 2 ¡t"l of 25 mM MgCl2, 1 pl of 10 mM

dNTP mix and 2 ¡tl0.l M DTT (all kit supplied) were added. The final composition of

the reaction was 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 50 mM KCl,2.5 mM MgClz, 10 mM

DTT, 500 nM of AP, 500 pM of each dNTP and I pg of RNA. The sample was mixed

and equilibrated to 42"C for 5 minutes.

n To each sample, I pl of SuperScriptrM II Reverse Transcriptase was added. The tubes

were incubated at 42"C for 40 minutes. The reaction was terminated by incubation at

70'C for 15 minutes.

ry. To each sample, I pl of RNase H was added, and incubated for 20 minutes at37'C.

2.16.2 AmpliJicøtion of Target zDNA

A reaction in a fresh 0.5 ml tube was set up which included the following:

II
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First strand oDNA synthesis product 2 Vl

10x PCR buffer 5pl

25 mM MgCl2 3pl

sterile dHzO 36.5 ¡rl

10 mM dNTP mix 1pl

Gene specif,rc primer (10 ¡rM) 1 prl

AUAP (10 pM) 1 trl

i"aq DNA polymerase (5 U/¡rl) 0.5 ¡rl

dH2o to 50 pl

All components were kit supplied except for the Gene specif,rc primer. This primer was

designed from the gene whose 3' end was being examined. AUAP was a primer designed to

prime off of the AP introduced by the first strand oDNA synthesis using AP.

The samples \¡/ere amplified by 35 cycles of 94'C 20 sec, 60'C 30 sec,72"C 3 minutes.

3' RACE products were analysed by electrophoresis on l.5Yo agarose gels. Products were

purilred using the QlAquick PCR purification kit (see section 2.9.1.D and sequenced using

the BigDye terminator cycle sequencing kit as per the instructions of the supplier (Perkin

Elmer).

2.17. SSCA

For analysis of ZXDA and ZXDB (Chapter 3), PCR products were amplified as by section 2.5,

but in a final volume of l0 ¡"r,1, and with the addition of 1 ¡rCi of cx32P-dCTP. After completion
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of the PCR, the samples were mixed with l0 pl of formamide loading buffer (95%

formamide,0.05yo bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene cyanol). Each sample was heated to 94"C

for 10 minutes and was placed on ice before 3 ¡rl was loaded on non-denaturing

polyacrylamide gel 14.5% (49:1, acrylamide:bisacrylamide) in lxTBEl. The gels were

electrophoresed at 600 V overnight. Gels were dried under vacuum and the single strand

conformation of the PCR products were visualised by exposing the dried gel to X-ray film at -

70'C for 2-24hours.

2. 17. I Fluorescent SSCA

Fluorescent SSCA was used for screening large numbers of samples for mutations in the IRX

gene (Chapter 5).

Fluorescently (HEX) labelled oligonucleotides were used for the amplification of ARX exons

in 9 separate reactions. Oligonucleotides are listed in Appendix 1. Products were separated on

non-denaturing 4Yo polyacrylamide gels containing 2Yo glycerol on a Gelscan 2000 (Corbett

research) (by Bree Hodgson, V/CH).

2.18. SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

2.18.1 DNA and protein sequence anølysß progrømmes

The LaserGene sequence analysis programme (DNASTAR) was used for analysing both

DNA and protein sequences. This package consists of several programmes for sequence

analysis, EditSeq, SeqMan, MegAlign and MapDraw were used.
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DNA and protein sequences were imported into EditSeq where they could be saved as files

that could be used in other programmes. SeqMan was used to align DNA sequences. This

included both aligning ESTs from UniGene clusters, as well as aligning sequence

chromatograms with normal sequence in order to identiff DNA sequence changes. MegAlign

was used for the alignment of multiple protein sequences. MapDraw was used to identify

recognition sites of restriction endonucleases in a known DNA sequence.

2.18.2 Online datøbøsesfor sequence analysß

Most of the searching was done within the NCBI web pages. All genomic sequences and

characterised gene sequences were downloaded from the nucleotide database division and

were imported into the EditSeq progranìme (LaserGene) for further analysis. DNA sequences

were se¿ìrched for similarity to other sequences within GenBank by using the BLAST search

(nr for genomic sequences and characterised genes; dbEST for EST sequences indicating the

presence ofboth characterised and uncharacterised genes; htgs for genomic sequence in draft

form). The BLAST 2 sequences option was used for comparison of mRNA and genomic

sequences in order to determine intron/exon boundaries. Protein sequences were searched

against the protein databases at NCBI in order to f,rnd orthologs and other similar proteins.

The address for NCBI and the BLAST page are as follows:

http ://www. ncbi.nlm.nih. gov

http ://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/BLAST/

Genomic sequences were searched against the BAC end database maintained by The Institute

of Genome Research (TIGR) in order to find overlapping clones for contig construction. The

address for the TIGR BAC end database is as follows:
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http:i/www.tigr.org/tdb/humgen/bac end search./bac end search.html

Repeats were identified within genomic sequences using the Repeat Masker web site. This

site also provides the user with their submitted sequence with repeats masked as Ns, to allow

further database searching. The Repeat Masker address is as follows:

http : //ftp. genome. washington. edu/c gi-bin/RepeatMasker

Once large segments of genomic sequence were available and were included contigs the

Ensembl Genome Browser was used. This web site allowed conf,rrmation of sequence contigs,

gene localisations. The address for the Ensembl Genome Browser is as follows:

http ://www.ensembl.org
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

Characterisation of chromosome rearrangement breakpoints has been a successful and

relatively straightforward approach for the identification of disease genes. In the case of

XLMR several genes have been identified using this positional cloning approach (see Chapter

1). Cloning of genes at or near the breakpoints is especially useful to identiff candidate genes

to be screened in familial XLMR where linkage intervals are large and contain many genes. In

this chapter, three unrelated patients with different X chromosome rearrangements, and all

three having MR, were studied with the aim of identifying genes whose expression was

disrupted by breakpoints (Figure 3.1). All three patients have one of their breaþoints within

Xq28 and characterisation of all three Xq28 breakpoints was performed. This meant that a

physical map of Xq28 and BAC contigs constructed would be relevant to all three.

Patient I is a male who has a paracentric inversion of the X chromosome [46, Y, inv(X)

(q13.1q28)l and has severe learning difficulties. This patient had been described in detail in

(Villard et al., 1999). Briefly, he also has poor speech, reduced muscle tone and mild

dysmorphic features. This inversion is also carried by his mother who is intellectually normal.

Interestingly there is a history of severe psychiatric illness among her male relatives;

however, this was not further investigated on the request of the family. Fluorescence in situ

hybrisation (FISH) and long range restriction mapping had previously localised the Xql3.1

breaþoint to a 250 kb fragment near DXSI 31 and DXSI62 (Villard et al., 1999). However,

there was no gene found to be disrupted by the breakpoint. At the time genomic sequence for

this region \ryas unavailable. The patient was seen and samples collected by Dr David Pincus

from the Allamanda Medical Centre, Soutþort, Australia.
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Patient 2has apericentric inversion of the X chromosome [46, Y, inv(X)(pll.2q28)], and has

non-syndromic MR with no dysmorphic or other features, This patient was seen by Dr Steven

Bamforth (Medical Genetics Clinic, Edmonton, Canada).

Patient 3 is a female who has a balanced translocation between the X chromosome and

chromosome I0 146, X, t(X;10)(q28;q11.2)1. This patient presented with MR associated with

cardiomyopathy (clinical investigations and samples collected by Dr John Christodoulou

Childrens Hospital at Westmead, Australia). In this girl the normal X was preferentially

inactívated suggesting that the phenotype is caused by the disruption of a gene located within

Xq28. It is possible, however, that all or part of the phenotype in this patient is attributable to

a gene on chromosome 10.

Patíent2z
inv(X)(pll.2q28)

I

-IPatient 1

inv(X)(q13.1q28)

Patient 3
t(x;1OXq28;q11.2)+

Figure 3.L: Ideogram of the X chromosome showing the rearrangements in

the three patients studied.
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In all three a positional cloning approach was used to characterise the breakpoints at the

molecular level. This was carried out in order to identiff a gene at each breakpoint that was

either physically interrupted by the break, or whose normal expression was effected. As all

patients have a breakpoint within Xq28, this region was concentrated on for the initial part of

the study.

3.2. RESULTS

3,2.1 Physicøl møp, Xq28

A cosmid clone, cos E0166 from Xq28 (provided by Daniela Toniolo) had previously been

used as a probe for FISH for both Patients I and 2. Patient I gave distal signal using this

probe, while Patient 2 gave spanning signal. Additionally the YAC 4682 had been used for

FISH for Patient I and had given proximal signal. A BAC and sequence contig were

constructed in silico, between this cosmid and YAC that spanned a large part of Xq28 (Figure

3.2).Initially, previously localised STSs and genes from Xq28 (Rogner et a|.,1994;Dib et

al., 1996) were used to identify genomic sequences from within the region by BLAST

searches of the nr and htgs divisions of GenBank. At the time, some of this region was fully

sequenced, parts were working draft sequences and some regions were not represented by any

genomic sequences in GenBank. This resulted in a physical map and BAC contig across Xq28

using the publicly available sequences and by searching the BAC end database (TIGR)

(Figure 3.2). Searching the BAC end database allowed gaps to be frlled in. If two different

sequences contained one end each of a BAC clone then they could be linked and orientated

with respect to each other. The final BAC contig contained several gaps where there was lack

of genomic sequence and it was not possible to walk further in silico.
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The BACs from the constructed contig were used as probes for FISH (carried out by Erica

V/oollatt, WCH, Adelaide, Australia) for Patient 1 as well as for Patient 3 to try to find a BAC

clone spanning the inversion and translocation breakpoints respectively. The contig was

regularly updated once new sequences were deposited in GenBank. The nr and dbEST

divisions of GenBank were searched with the sequence in order to determine the location of

both characterised and uncharacterised genes within the contig. The sequence and BAC

contigs as well as some of the genes from the region are shown in Figure 3.2. The region

contains more than 30 known genes including the creatine-transporter gene, SLC6A8, that has

recently been found to contain mutations in patients with NSXLMR (Hahn et aL.,2002). This

region is now almost completely sequenced and is represented by positions I44.6-147.3 Mb

of the X chromosome (Ensembl release 8.30.1). BAC clones were purchased from Genome

Research and DNA was prepared and used as a probe to metaphase chromosomes in order to

refi ne the breakpoint localisations.



Figure 3.2: Physical map of Xq28 showing STSs, BAC contigs, sequence contigs (and the accession n¡mbers of the seqrrcnces

vrithin each contig) and some of the cha¡acterised genes from across this region.
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3.3. RESULTS PATIENT 1: 46,Y,inv(X)(q13.1q28)

3.3.1 Fluorescence in situ hybridisation

The BAC clone 54120 was shown to span the Xq28 breakpoint by FISH, with probes located

telomeric and centromeric to this giving distal and proximal signal respectively (Figure 3.3).

This was consistent with the inversion in this patient occurring without any other

rearrangements and with the breakpoint being located within the 54120 sequence. 54120 is a

large clone of -250 kb, however, firther searching of the BAC end database revealed another

BAC (3011F21) located within. This BAC, which has an insert of only 60 kb, also showed

spanning signal by FISH (Figure 3.3) and hence the breakpoint was refined to within 60 kb.

3.3.2 Moleculør Chøracterßøtion of the Xq28 breakpoínt

The 60 kb BAC, 30IIF2I, contained the entire biglycan gene (BGÀl), the 5' end of the brain

specific plasma membrane calcium ATPase (ATP2B3) andpart of the exonuclease TREX2

(Figure 3.4). Given that Patient 1 is male and therefore only has one X chromosome, PCR

was used to determine the location of the breakpoint. Long range (LR)-PCR was used such

that up to 6 kb segments were initially amplified (using the oligonucleotides listed in Table

3.1) in order to exclude most of the sequence in the vicinity of these genes from being

interrupted by the inversion breakpoint. The InvPCR 2 product was obtained from control

DNA, however no product was obtained from Patient 1. New primers were designed such that

this segment was amplified in two reactions (InvPCR 6 and 7). InvPCR 7 resulted in a

product in both patient and control DNA, however the product InvPCR 6 was only obtained
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Í'igure 3.3: A Physical map of the inversion breaþoint region in Patient l. STS

markers are shown across the top, regions for which genomic sequence was available is

shown is hatched boxes and genomic clones used as FISH probes a¡e shown below (not

to scale). B The BAC clone 3011F21 was hybridised to metaphase chromosomes of the

mother of patient I who carries the inversion. Signal was seen on her normal X

chromosome (NX) from whioh the probe was derived, and was also seen on in inverted

X chromosome [inv(X)] on both sides ofthe inversion at Xq28 and also Xql3.1
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from control DNA. This placed the breakpoint within the -3 kb defined by InvPCR 6 (Figure

3.48) within the BAC 3011F21. This -3 kb product was hybridised to Southern blots

containing PsrI and HindIII digested patient and control DNA (Figure 3.4C). In the patient, a

I kb PstI fragment was absent and was replaced by two junction fragments. These junction

fragments were also seen in the mother of the patient who is a canier of the inverted X. The

sequence and the position of the restriction from this 3 kb was known and as a result the

breakpoint was localised within the 3' UTR of the BGI/gene.

Table 3.1: Oligonucleotides sequences used for LR-PCR amplification of segments of the

sequence of the BAC 3011F21 (listed in the 5'--- 3' orientation). InvPCR 2 did not provide an

amplification product in Patient 1, and was divided into two reactions, InvPCR 6 and InvPCR

7 (blue).

Size Forward Reverse

InvPCR 1 3.346bp CCAGGTCCÀTCCGCCATGTG AGGTGGAGGA.AAGGTGGCCT

InvPCR 2 6.2t0bp AGGCCACCTTTCCTCCACCT ÀCTGTCTCCCTGGCTGAGGT

InvPCR 6 3.079 bo AGGCCACCTTTCCTCCACCT CACCACGACCCAGAÀGCCCT

InvPCR 7 3.149bp AGGGCTTCTGGGTCGTGGTG ACTGTCTCCCTGGCTGAGGT

InvPCR 3 3.340 bp ACCTCAGCCAGGGAGACAGT CTTCCTGGCCTGGCATTGCC

InvPCR 4 3.450 bp GGCÀÀTGCCAGGCCAGGAAG GGTGGCTCAGCTTCTGAGCT

InvPCR 5 4.283bp AGCTCAGÀAGCTGAGCCÀCC ATCTTCTGCCGGCCCACÀGT
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Figure 3.4: The sequence from the spanning BAC contained the BGN gene and the 5' end

of the ATP2B3 gene. Oligonucleotides were designed such that these regions could be

screened in the Patient I (A). LR-PCR identified a product (nvPCR 6) not obtained in

the patient but obtained in normal controls (B). C DNA from Patient I (black box), his

mother (open circle), and four normal controls (C1-C5), digested with Psfl and BamHI

and hybridised with the -3 kb InvPCR 6 fragment. Normal bands are indicated by black

rurows. The PsrI digest shows an -1 kb band missing in Patient I (green arrow) as well as

junction fragments (red arrows) appearing as a doublet at -25 kb. The BamHI digest

shows one junction fragment more clearly, however the resolution of the gel is

insufficient to detect the small change in size of the other junction fragment.
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To assess whether the Xq28 breakpoint affected the normal expression of BGN, RT-PCR was

caried out using RNA from cultured fibroblasts of Patient 1 and a control as template

(oligonucleotide sequences are listed in Table 3.2) (Figure 3.5). Expected products were not

obtained from the patient when using primers flanking the inversion breakpoint. BGN specific

primers 5' to the breakpoint, however, gave products of normal size which were comparable

in intensity with the control srùmples. This suggested that in Patient 1 BGilis still expressed at

apparently normal levels with the ORF remaining intact, however a novel 3' UTR is present.

As BGNwas expressed in Patient 1 fibroblasts, 3'RACE was used to find the new 3'UTR of

the BGN gene and thus to obøin the sequenco across the inversion breakpoint. The reaction

was carried out using the oligonucleotide e7-e8 Forward (Table 3.2). Indeed there was a new

3'UTR of approximately 650 bp (Figure 3.64). This product was sequenced and revealed

seqnence homology to BGN up until position 1,139 bp (after the start codon) at which point

the sequence matched that of a genomic sequence from Xq13.1 (accession number

ALI35749), at position 15,896 bp from the T7 end (Figure 3.68). As well as this there was an

exf:a 23 bp present between the two, which does not have significant homology to any

sequence in GenBank. The sequence revealed usage of a novel cryptic polyadenlyation signal

from Xql3.1.

Table 3.2: Oligonucleotide sequences used for RT-PCR analysis of the BGN gene. E6 was

used for 3' RACE.

Size Forward Reverse

e6-e7 2t7 bp CTGAGACCCTGAATGAACTC TTGAGGTCTGGGAGCCCTGA

e7-e8 l,025bp CCTAGGCCACAACCAGATCA ACCÀAGCTCAGAAGCGAGAÀ
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Figure 3.5: Southern blot hybridisations suggested that the inversion breakpoint lay within

exon 8 of BGN, after the stop codon but before the polyadenlyation signal. RT-PCR was

used to confirm this. Fibroblast RNA from Patient I and from normal control, as well as

brain RNA positive control and gDNA confiol for genomic DNA contamination was used

as template with primers from before the breakpoint and flanking the breakpoint. Although

BGN is expressed in the patient (top panel), the breakpoint disrupts the 3' end and no

product is obtained (middle panel). The bottom panel is RT-PCR using oligonucleotides to

the ESD gene, showing that the RNA from all samples is intact.
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3.3.3 The Xq13 breakpoínt

The breakpoint at Xq13 is within the sequence of the BAC clone CEPHB197N14 (accession

number AL135749) at position 15,896 bp from the T7 end. This is located between the

NlMA-interacting peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase 4 gene (PIN4) or parvulin 14 (hParl4)

(Uchida et al., 1999) and a cDNA sequence which is weakly similar to the excision repair

M
lnv

+
Normal
-!

-1.8 kb ¡,
650 bp I

Unknown 23bp

Patient 1-+
BGN +

CHGTGGTÊÊT

I

l,t24bp
I

1,139 bp

'TTHcÊcÊ0GGTHTnc <- Xq13. I
(N-r3s74e)

I bp 15,s82 bp

Figure 3.6: A: 3' RACE products showing a smaller BGN mRNA in fibroblast from

Patient 1 (inv) ris compared to a normal control. (M=nolecular weight marker) B:

Sequence chromatogram of the 3'RACE product from Patient 1, showing the normal

BGN sequence up until position 1,139 bp (after the start codon), 23 bp of unknown

sequence, followed by sequence from Xq13.l, from position 15,896 bp from the T7

end of the BAC clone (accession number þL135749).
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protein ERCC6 (accession number AK056494); however neither is physically disrupted by

the inversion breakpoint.

3.3.4 Dßcussion

Both breakpoints of the X chromosome inversion carried by Patient t have been characterised

at the level of the DNA sequence. No genes are physically interrupted by the breakpoint at

Xql3.1, however disruption of the normal expression of the nearby genes PIN4 and ERCC6-

like by a positional effect cannot be ruled out. RT-PCR of these two genes was attempted

using fibroblast RNA as template. However, no product was obtained even from the normal

control, suggesting that neither of these genes is expressed in fibroblast, and hence their

expression in Patient I could not be examined. At Xq28 the translocation break is within the

3'UTR of the gene BGN (Figure 3.7). This does not affect the ORF and a novel 3' UTR and

polyadenylation signal from Xql3.l results in apparently normal transcription of the gene.

BGN is a member of the small leucine-rich proteoglycans (SLRP) which belong to the

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) superfamily of proteins (for review see Iozzo, 1998). Class I

SLRPs (into which BGN falls) are characterised by 10 LRRs, a unique N-terminal cysteine

sequence (CX3CXCX6C) and are all encoded by 8 exons. BGN is known to bind to

transforming growth factor beta (TGFp) a cytokine known to be involved in cell proliferation

and differentiation (Hildebrand et aI., 1994). A role for BGN has also been implicated in cell

adhesion (Bidanset et al.,1992), and cell migration (Kinsella et al.,1997).It is ubiquitously

expressed with a high level of expression in bone, consistent with the fact that it has long been

thought to be involved in bone growth.
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A mouse knockout for Bgn has been produced (Xu et aL.,1998). These mice are apparently

normal at birth, but develop an osteoporosis like phenotype with reduced bone mass and

decreased growth. This study highlighted the importance of Bgn in bone growth, however

effect on the development of the mouse brain has not been examined. Studies in rats, however

have shown that Bgn enhances the survival of cultured neurons from the neocortex of

embryonic rats (Junghans et al., 1995). Additionally, when injected into the brain it can

increase memory and learning in a dose dependant manner (Huston et a|.,2000). Therefore,

although not well studied in brain, it appears that BGN has neurochemical effects and that

disruption of this gene could cause the mild MR phenotype seen in Patient l Thus, BGN

defects could conceivably be a cause of familial cases of mild MR.

The 3'UTRs of some genes are known to contain sequences that are involved in mRNA

localisation, stability and translation efhciency (Grzybowska et a1.,2001). The 3'UTR of

BGN, which is disrupted by the inversion breakpoint in Patient 1, contains a CT-rich sequence

followed by a polymorphic (GT)" repeat. Searching the 3' UTRs of orthologs of BGllusing

the Repeat Masker web server (http:llftp.genome.washington.edu/cgi-bin/RepeatMasker)

shows that repeats are also present in some other species. In rat a CT-rich sequence is

followed by a (CA)n repeat, while in mouse the (AC)" repeat is preceded by a (TCTCTG)"

CT-rich simple repeat. In horse a CT-rich sequence is followed by an AT-rich sequence.

However, the 3'UTR of cow and dog Bgn, do not contain any repeats. 3'UTRs of many

genes contain microsatellite repeats, however it is not known if they play any role in gene

regulation.
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Figure 3.7:Diagramatic representation of the inversion in Patient 1 The breakpoint at

Xq28 is within the 3' uTR of the BGN gene. The 5' end of -BGN is relocated to

Xq13.1 and gains a new polyadenylation signal from this side of the breaþoint' The

breakpoint at Xql3.l is located downstream of the gene PIN4' however no gene at this

location is physically disrupted by the break'
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It is therefore possible that disruption of regulatory sequences within the 3' UTR effects BGN

in this patient at the post-transcription level. It would be of interest to test the level of BGN

protein produced in Patient I compared to normal controls to see if this is the case. As the

mother of the patient is a carrier of the inverted chromosome there may be other males in the

family that have this X chromosome inversion. The mother reports a history of psychiatric

problems among her relatives however material from these family members is unavailable for

fuither study.

3.4. RESULTS PATIENT 2: 46,Y,inv(X)(q13.1q28)

3.4.1 Xpl 1.2 breakpoínt

BAC clones from Xp11 .2 were used as probes for FISH and the clones 966K2I and 1158812

were shown to span the breakpoint (Figure 3.8) (J. Gècz unpublished results). The sequence

contained within these BACs is highly repetitive in nature and BLAST searches of GenBank

revealed that it contains only I gene, ZXDA, which is an intronless zinc finger gene. Located

-30 kb telomeric is ZXDB which shares 98.7% DNA sequence identity to ZXDA (Greig et al.,

1993). To determine if ZXDA is disrupted by the breakpoint RT-PCR was used. As primers

for ZXDA also amplifr the same sized product ftom ZXDB, the products were analysed by

SSCA on non-denaturing polyacrylamide gels (Figure 3.88). In Patient 2 the expression of

both ZXDA and ZXDB were as normal, and thus the inversion breakpoint does not

significantly affect expression of either of these genes.
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x,igure 3.8: A BAC contig from Xpl1.2 showing the BAC clones giving spanning

when used as probes for FISH. The only gene ïvithin these spanning BACs is ZX)A

which also has a duplicated copy, ZÐB that is located telomeric to the breakpoint. B

SSCA analysis of the ZÐA aîd ZmB genes from Xpll.2. The BAC clone 1158812

which contained zfl)A (but not zx)B) was amplified so that it was possible to tell the

difference between ZÐA and ZXDB in human samples' Both genes were amplifred with

the same olìgonucleotides (due to the high degree of sequence similarþ between the

two). Template for pCR was RNA from cultured fibroblasts of both Patient 2 and two

normal controls as template. (+ denotes RT reaction with reverse transcriptase added; -

denotes RT reaction with no reverse transcriptase added; A and B indicate the bands

corresponding to LY)A and zxDB respectively). The oligonucleotide sequences are as

fOllOWS F: CTC TTA CAA GCT CAA GAG GC ANd R ACA TGA ACC TCC GGT

CAT CG (written in the 5'-)3' orientation)

signal
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3.4.2 Xq28 FISH and Interphøse FISH

Initially the cosmid clone cos E0166 from Xq28 was used as a probe for hybridisation to

metaphase chromosomes of Patient 2 and was shown to span the breakpoint (unpublished

results). As sequence for this region was unavailable at the time a working draft sequence of

this cosmid was produced (by Gabriel Kremmidiotis and Alison Gardener, V/CH, Adelaide,

Australia). Searches of the provided sequence against GenBank database using the nr and

dbEST divisions of BLAST revealed the presence of two genes within this sequence. These

are the mitogen activated protein kinase (MKP4 or DUSP9) and two overlapping ESTs

(accession numbers A1422876 and A1424701) which are now part of the UniGene cluster

Hs.161358 for an uncharacterised gene. LR-PCR and Southern blotting rwere used in an

attempt to identiff the location of the inversion breakpoint within this sequence and to

determine if either of these genes were disrupted. However, these techniques failed to detect

any region which would contain an inversion breakpoint. This led to further FISH analysis

using additional BAC clones from Xq28 (the same as those used for FISH for Patient 1)

(Figure 3.1). All BAC clones used were shown to span the inversion breakpoint at Xq28.

There was no obvious reason to speculate that these results were due to normally duplicated

regions in Xq28 or low copy X chromosome repeats which might result in multiple signals by

FISH, as these clones had been used successfully for Patient 1. Rather these results suggested

that the inverted chromosome also contained a duplication of Xq28. The BAC clones used

cover a region of at least 2.7 Mb of Xq28. This duplication was further confirmed using

interphase FISH (Figure 3.9), where two BAC probes located greater than 160 kb apart were

hybridised to interphase nuclei of the Patient 2. From 100 nuclei scored, 92 contained two

signals from each probe. This was consistent with an Xq28 submicroscopic duplication which
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Figure 3.9: A All of the BAC clones used as probes for FISH from Xq28 gave spanning

signal on the inverted X chromosome in Patient 2 (not to scale)- B Interphase FISH of

nuclei of Patient 2 hybridised with BAC clones 3007F1 (labelled with red fluorescence)

and 54120 (labelled with green fluorescence). Nuclei contain two signals from each probe

confirming that Patient 2 has a duplication of Xq28, with a copy located on each side of

the inversion.
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was previously undetected and hence the karyotype of this patient was redeflned as 46, Y,

rec(X)dup(Xq)inv(X)(p I 1 q28).

3.4.3 Discussion

For Patient 2,both inversion breakpoints have been studied. At Xpl1 .2 the breakpoint lies

within a region of DNA close to the centromere that is highly repetitive in nature. Searches of

GenBank revealed that this region is also gene poor. The expression of the only gene in the

region, ZXDA, is not disrupted by the inversion in this patient, either physically or in its

expression.

At Xq28 this study has revealed that in addition to the inversion, there is a duplication of a

large segment of Xq28, hence the rearrangement has proven to be more complex than initially

thought (Figure 3.10). No BAC clones were identified that when used as probes for FISH

gave only distal or proximal signal. This means that the outer limits of the duplication are yet

to be determined. The duplication is, however, greater than2.7 Mb, and encompasses a region

containing more than 30 known genes.

Disomy of clusters of genes within Xq28 genes has previously been described in boys with

XYXq syndrome (Lahn et al,1994). This syndrome was characterised by a study of boys with

a 46XYq- karyotype, but who had additional clinical features not shared by most of the

affected males with this karyotype. It was revealed that in these boys the deleted Y

chromosome also contained some Xq28 sequence. Disomy of Xq28 genes was shown to

cause phenotypes other than that observed in boys with the 46XYq- karyotype alone,

including severe mental retardation, hypotonia and microcephaly. In these cases, and in the
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case of patient 2 described here, the phenotypes are likely to be the result of abnormal gene

dosage that would normally be compensated for by X-inactivation in females. The region

duplicated in Patient 2 overlaps with that of the patients with XYX' syndrome, a gene rich

region containing more than 30 genes.

A female patient with MR has recently been reported where duplication of Xq28 genes was

also concluded to be the cause of MR (Cox et a|.,2003).In this case a translocation with one

break in Xq28 was initially discovered in the patient; however, molecular characterisation of

the breakpoint showed that there was duplication of 650 kb of Xq28. The duplication in this

patient is located - 500 kb telomeric to the most telomeric clone used as a probe for FISH for

Patient 2 (PAC clone 3020P21). As the outer limits of the duplication of Patient 2 remain

unknown it is possible that these two regions of duplication overlap.

Thus it is likely that the intellectual disability in Patient 2 is due to this large duplication and

functional disomy of many genes, rather than disruption of any one gene in Xq28 or Xpl 1.

This shows that the use of positional cloning to characterise the inversion breakpoints in

Patient 2 with the aim of identifying candidate genes for XLMR is not viable, as the MR in

Patient 2 is not the result of a single gene defect. This does however show that the duplication

of genes on the X chromosome can be a cause of XLMR, and these duplications may not

always be visible at the level of light microscopy. If they do not occur with another

accompanying X chromosome rearrangement such as the inversion in Patient 2, such

duplications would remain undetected by light microscopy. Current PCR based techniques for

mutation detection will not detect these mutations and a high throughput method of screening

genes base on the detection of normal levels of transcription is required.
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Figure 3.10: Diagramatic representation of the inversion and duplication in Patient 2'

From the normal X chromosome, Xq28 was first duplicated and then the subsequent

mversl0n resulted in the rearranged X chromosome seen in Patient 2
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3.5. RESULTS PATIENT 3: t(X;10)(q28;q11.2)

3.5.1Xq28 FISH

BAC clones from Xq28 (from the contig shown in Figure 3.2) were used as probes for FISH

against metaphase chromosomes of Patient 3. The BAC clone 3193D19 gave proximal signal,

while the BAC 45D17 gave distal signal. These two clones were separated by a gap of

approximately 65 kb. The clones 2532F24 and 25l4Il2 were then used for FISH to try to

cover this gap in the contig, and gave distal and spanning signal (Figure 3.11) respectively.

The end of the spanning BAC 25l4Il2 lay approximately 10 kb away from the end of

3193D19. At the time the sequence across this region was not complete. The sequence

AF003627 accounted for some of the spanning BAC25l4I12, however the sequence from the

other end (the centromeric end) was only in working draft form (BAC clone 45D17, accession

number AF274854), and the exact length of the BAC was unknown. The finishing of this

sequence during the course of the project has revealed that 25l4Il2 is -75 kb in length.

BLAST searches using the sequence (4F003 627 that contained most of the sequence of the

BAC 25l4ll2 as well as -117 kb of sequence centromeric to the BAC) did not reveal any

obvious candidate genes for either the MR or the cardiomyopathy seen in Patient 3. In fact

this region proved to be a gene poor region. Only two ESTs from testis cDNA libraries were

within the sequence in the region of the breakpoint. These sequences were similar to a region

of X chromosome low copy repeats and it was unclear as to whether these ESTs represented a

real gene. The overlapping working draft sequence AF274854 (BAC clone 45DI7) was then

searched for the presence of genes.
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Figure 3.11: The BAC clone 25l4Il2 was used as a probe for FISH against the

chromosomes of Patient 3 and showed signal on the normal X chromosome as well as on

the derivative X and derivative chromosome 10, indicating that this clone contained the

translocation breakpoint.
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3.5.2 The gene TMG3a ß disrupted by the Xq28 trønslocation breakpoint.

The BLAST searches of the genomic sequence AF274854 (BAC clone 45DI7) revealed the

presence of several significant matches. These are described below and Figure 3.12

Firstly, a small region of similarity was found to the rabbit ortholog of the cyclic

nucleotide gated channel (Cng2) gene (accession number X59668). This region of

similarity is in fact not part of the human CNG2 gene, which is located -40 kb

telomeric to the region of similarity, within the genomic sequence 4F002992. Nor do

any orthologs from other species share this extended 5' end of the CNG2 gene. An

attempt was made to link the two by RT-PCR using fibroblast RNA as template,

however no product was obtained. It has been noted that this extra 5' end from the

rabbit gene has similarity to Vitamin K-dependent carboxylation/y-carboxyglutamic

acid (GLA) domain proteins but that this domain is out of frame with the rest of the

rabbit Cng2 (Kulman et a1.,1997).It is therefore likely that the extra 5' sequence in

the rabbit gene is anartefact.

Searches of the dbEST division of GenBank revealed human ESTs that corresponded

to the extra 5' sequence in the rabbit Cng2 gene, suggesting that, even though this was

not part of CNG2, it was part of another gene. These ESTs belonged to the Unigene

cluster Hs.209253.

During the course of this project, the gene TMG3 was reported (Kulman et a1.,2001).

The gene was identified by this group by a search of sequences within GenBank that

contained the GLA domain. The sequence provided for this gene (accession number

2

J
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NM_024082) was based on the UniGene cluster Hs.209253 (from 2 above). The

predicted mRNA from alignment of these ESTs, however, resulted in a transcript that

lacked a polyadenlyation signal and is probably not the complete mRNA sequence.

Located telomeric to the UniGene cluster Hs.209253, is a second UniGene cluster,

Hs.356692. Hs.356692 was originally joined with the ESTs for dynein (DNCHI)

located on chromosome 4. The ESTs from Xq28 were placed in Hs.356692 due to the

presence of several ESTs (all from the same oDNA library) that were chimeric clones,

with sequence of DNCHI at one end and sequence matching the gene from Xq28 at

the other end. The two groups of ESTs were separated and ESTs from Xq28 were

aligned using the SeqMan sequence alignment software (DNASTAR). This alignment

revealed that the ESTs represented in Hs.356692 were from the 3' end of a transcript,

as most were primed from the polyA tail. Additionally there was a predicted

polyadenylation signal located close to the 3' end. One of the ESTs from this cluster

(accession number R89637) appeared to be derived from an alternatively spliced

mRNA. Additionally the 5' end of R89637 overlapped with the consensus sequence

derived from the ESTs from the UniGene cluster }Js.209253 (from 3 above).

Two oDNA sequences in GenBank, one monkey and one mouse cDNA (accession

numbers 48046660 and 4K079502 respectively) overlapped with the ESTs from the

UniGene cluster Hs.356692 (from 4 above),

When the finished genomic sequence of the region became available, two other

possible groups of ESTs appeared. The first group consisted of only two ESTs

(accession numbers

5

6
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F¡CO4477B ar(d 8G724103) around the region of an Xq28-specific low copy repeat.

This is the only gene that could be physically disrupted by the translocation breakpoint

in patient 3. LOCl39l35, a predicted gene based on the sequence of ESTs from the

UniGene cluster Hs.160594 was also present. The predicted protein has homology to

circadian locomoter output cycle kaput (clock) protein from mouse. All ESTs from

both of these groups were from testis oDNA libraries. Hs.160594 and the two ESTs

AF003627
AF274854

AF002992

Xq28 low
copy repeats I

FATE
I
CNG2øa Hs.160594

(similarity to clock protein)
(Testis specific)

I
ESTs 48046660 and
AK079s02
(Testis specific)

I
TMG3

Figure 3.12:2514112 spans the breakpoint, however does not seem to contain any

genes which when disrupted would cause the phenotype in Patient 3. Sequences

telomeric to this contain several genes including two testis specific genes, TMG3 and

FATE. BAC clones are shown across the top with the genomic sequences and their

accession numbers below. Genes from the region are indicated in green. (Not to

scale).
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afe -20 kb apart and it is possible that they could be part of the same gene. RT-PCR

on a multiple tissue RNA panel (Clontech) confirmed that this gene/ these two genes

are indeed only expressed in testis, and not in the other tissues tested which included

brain and heart (results not shown).

The sequences in GenBank described in points 2-+5 above all appear to originate from the

same gene (and its orthologs in mouse and macaque monkey) with the overlap based on only

one EST (R89367) from Unigene cluster Hs.356692. RT-PCR using primers from the

consensus sequences of alignments of the ESTs from Hs.209253 and Hs.356692 and using

fibroblast RNA as template was carried out, in order to confirm that these two groups were

part of the same gene (oligonucleotides 2F andHs.356692 R listed in Table 3.3). A product

was obtained which when sequenced was the same as the alternatively spliced form predicted

by R89367. No other products were obtained.

The analysis of the ESTs is consistent with the presence of a gene containing at least three

exons, which overlaps with but is longer than the published sequence for TMG3, and will be

referred to as TMGia. This includes a small exon 1, which contains the start of the predicted

ORF, exon 2 and at least part of exon 3. These three exons overlap with the rabbit Cng2 and

the UniGene cluster Hs.209253. The GLA domain is encoded by the sequence of exon 2.

Other GLA domain containing proteins include coagulation factors (for example factor IX,

mutations in which cause haemophilia B, OMIM #306900), the bone related protein

osteocalcin (BGLAP) (Celeste et aL.,1986) and the growth arrest protein GAS6 (Manfioletti e/

al., 1993).In invertebrates a GLA domain was found in conotoxins, a neurotoxin from the

marine cone snail (Mclntosh et a|.,1984). These proteins all contain y-carboxyglutamic acid
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(GLA) residues that are produced by post translational modification of glutamic acid residues

by a vitamin K-dependent carboxylase (Stenflo et al., 1974). The GLA domain is made up of

approximately 48 amino acids which contains between 9 and 13 carboxylated glutamic acid

residues. Calcium ions bind to these residues allowing the vitamin K-dependent proteins to

interact with membranes in a calcium-dependent manner that has not been fully elucidated

(Mann et a1.,1990).

As this was the only gene in the vicinity of the translocation breakpoint in Xq28 which

presented as a candidate for both MR and cardiomyopathy, RT-PCR between exons two and

three was carried out (using oligonucleotides 2F and 3R from Table 3.3) to determine if

expression of this gene was effected in Patient 3. This revealed that although this gene was

expressed in fibroblasts from a normal control, it was not expressed in the fibroblasts of

patient 3 (Figure 3.13). Thereforethe expression of this gene appeared to be silenced by the

translocation.

Table 3.3: Oligonucleotide sequences used for RT-PCR analysis of the 7MG3a gene.

To determine the tissue expression patterns of TMG3a, and to determine the size of the fuIl

length transcript, the RT-PCR product between exons 2 and 3 was used as a probe for

hybridisation to a human multiple tissue Northern blot (Clontech). This probe, however,

contains a region that has a high degree of similarity to the gene for coagulation factor f, (F2)

Size Forward Reverse

2F+3R 210 bp .AGGATGCCCATTCGGTCCTG C.AGGACCGAATGGGCATCCT

2F + Hs.356692R 426bp AGGATGCCCATTCGGTCCTG GACTCGCTGCCCACAGTCTG
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which is located on chromosome 11 (with 87% similarity to F2 over 66 bp) (Figure 3.14).

This probe was therefore likely to also detect F'2 mRNA for which a 2 kb liver specific band

was expected. This region contains the GLA domain, and also has lesser similarity to other

GLA containing proteins; protein C (PRO) from chromosome 2 (mRNA of 1.8 kb) as well

as coagulation factor VII (FD from chromosome 13 (2.5 kb mRNA). However it was unlikely

that the probe would detect these two mRNAs. As this was the only region consistently

present in a large proportion of the sequences used to construct TMG3a sequence, it was

deemed the only region to use as a reliable probe to detect a TMG3a transcript.

The Northern blot did indeed result in a band of 2 kb specific to liver, which was due to cross

hybridisationlo F2. There are no other bands present that would correspond to either PROC

or F7 mRNAs. Apart from the ,F'2 mRNA there are also faint bands at approximately 6 kb,

which were detected in heart and brain, as well as an approximately 4.5 kb transcript which

was barely visible in heart, liver, skeletal muscle, kidney and pancreas (Figure 3.13). Both of

these bands were faint and were only detected after a long exposure to film. It is possible that

low levels of expression are undetected in the other lanes of the blot. One or both of the 6 kb

and 4.5 kb bands are likely to correspond to TMG3ø. Using the same probe a human brain

Northern blot containing mRNA from different regions of the brain (Clontech) was hybridised

(Figure 3.13). The -6 kb transcript was detected in cerebral cortex, medulla, spinal cord,

frontal lobe, temporal lobe and putamen. The -4.5 kb transcript is also expressed at a lower

level, although due to the technical quality of the blot it is unclear as to which parts of the

brain this is expressed in apart from cerebellum, cerebral cortex and putamen. RT-PCR from

TMG3 (Kulman et aL.,2001) showed expression in adult brain, lung, kidney, heart, skeletal

muscle, pancreas and plancenta.
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A

;-1 T¡Ë ( Esterase D

lTMG3a 2F+3R

B C

-6Kb+
-4.s Kb+

-6.0 Kb+
-2Kb+

Figure 3.13: A: RT-PCR using primers designed within exons 2 and 3 of TMG3 using

RNA from cultured fibroblast of Patient 3 and control as template. This gene appears to

be disrupted by the translocation breaþoint in Patient 3. B and C: Northern blot

hybridisation of the product from A to a human multiple tissue Northern blot (B) and

human brain northern blot (C) (Clontech). The probe has similarity to F2 a 2 kb liver

specific gene, and hence the band in B in liver represents the F2 transcript. Faint signal of

4.5 kb (heart, liver, skeletal muscle, kidney and pancreas) and 6 kb (heart and brain) are

also detected. In C the 6 kb band is predominant in several parts of the brain while the 4.5

kb band barely detectable.
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TMG3probe GTTCC
FZ

t7
PROC

TMG3 probe
FZ

F7

PROC

GTTC
-. TTC

TGGAGGAGCTGC GCCAGGG CAC CATCGAGC GAGAG
TG GAG GAGGTG CG CAAG GG CAAC CTAGAGC GAGAG
TG GAG GAG CTGC GG C CJG G G CTC CCTGGAGAG GGAG
TG GA G GAG C TT C GTCA CAG CA GC CTGGAG C GGGAG

f C C ATCCA CCÀ CÂTTTC TAC TTAT CAC CÀCI

c

c

TGCGTGGAGGAG
TGCAAGGAGGAG
TGCATAGAGGAG

ACGTGCAGCTACGAGGAGG

ATCTGTGA CTTC GAG GA G G C CAAG 6AA

Figure 3.14: DNA sequence alignment of part of the probe used for Northern Blot

hybridisation that shows similarity to other GLA domain containing proteins. Shading

indicates sequence differing from TMG3a. The boxed region shows the sequence from

the probe that is also likely to cross hybridise to F2. Although there is high degree of

similarity with the other sequences shown, there are no large stretches of identical

sequence which would cross hybridise.

The information gathered from BLAST searches that was used to make the mRNA sequence

for TMG3a was reviewed and is summarised in Figure 3.15. It is possible that the region

connecting the two UniGene clusters, Hs.209253 and Hs.356692, does not contain any introns

and is in fact part of one larger exon (Figure 3.15). This sequence contains several repetitive

sequences, and hence this may be the reason for a lack of representation in the sequenced

ESTs. The ESTs from the 3' end of the published TMG3 sequence are adjacent to an adenine

rich sequence and it is likely that these are due to mispriming of the oligo(dT)

oligonucleotides from here. If the region between the two UniGene clusters is a large

intronless final exon then a predicted transcript of 5.6 kb can be derived from the ESTs. The

RT-PCR performed originally to link the two UniGene clusters, would not have revealed this
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AATAAA

3t

TMG3a

-5.7 kb

5t T

¡t

TMG3b

TMG3lHs.209253

Hs.356692

R89637

H
RT-PCR and
Northern blot probe

Macaque
brain oDNA

Mouse oDNA

Rabbit
Cng2

Figure 3.15: The gene TMG3a is in the region of the translocation breaþoint. The

transcript was constructed based on two UniGene clusters (purple), The linking of these

two resultedin TMG3a, atranscript of -S.Z kb, (top), One EST (R89637 shown in green)

suggested there was a second isoform (TMG3b) which is predicted to use the same

translation start site, but has an alternative carboxy terminus which uses an alternative

stop codon (*). The sequence of TMG3 from Genllank is a truncated version of the gene

that lacks most of the 3' UTR and polyadenylation signal. oDNA sequences from other

species with similarity to the predicted transcript are in blue. The Rabbit Cngp. sequence

overlaps with this gene for all of exon 2 and part of exon 3, however this is likely to be an

artefact. The location of human CNG2 is - 40 kb telomeric to this region. The GLA

domain is in red. An arrow indicates the region consistent with all of these, and shows the

region tested by RT-PCR in Patient 3 (Figure 14).
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large isofonn as the expected amplification product would be -5 kb, and would have been too

large for RT-PCR amplification.

3.5.3 Mutstion Screening of the Proline-rích GLA proteín gene, PRRGI,located in Xp21.1

The characterisation the breakpoint in Patient 3 led to the hypothesis that other genes

containing a GLA domain residing on the X chromosome would be candidates for XLMR.

One gene containing a GLA domain, which is also located on the X chromosome at Xp2l.l,

is PR/?G1 (Kulman et al., 1997). Like TMG3a this gene also lacks the signal peptide

characteristic of other GLA domain containing proteins. PRRGI has a broad tissue expression

including brain. The similarity between these two proteins suggests that they may have a

similar function, and thus because TMG3a has been identified as a candidate gene for

NSXLMR, PRRGI is also a candidate. The minimal linkage interval of several MRX families

spans Xp2l.1 in which PRRGI resides, and therefore it was a candidate gene in which to look

for mutations in these families.

The genomic structure of this gene was determined by comparison of the mRNA sequence

(accession number NM_000950) and the genomic sequence from this region (accession

number 4L356858). The intron/exon boundaries are listed in Table 3.2. The ORF of Pi?rRG1

(which starts in exon 3) was screened using the oligonucleotides listed in Appendix 1. Eight

families mapping to this region of the chromosome were screened. These were MRX9,

MRX10, MRX1l, MRX12, MRXI8, (Willems et a1.,1993;Kelr et a1.,1992; Gedeon et al.,

1994), two unpublished NSXLMR families, and one unpublished family with a syndrome of

MR and macrocephaly (linkage analysis performed by Dr A. Gedeon, Vy'CH, Adelaide,

Australia). No changes were identified.
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Table 3.2: Intron exon boundaries of the 4 exons of the PRRGI gene. Intronic sequence is in

italics, exonic sequences in bold, and the polyadenylation signal is underlined.

3.5.4 Analysís of the Chromosome 70 breøkpoint

GenBank was searched for genomic sequence that was known to be located within 10q11.2.

The BAC clones from which these sequences were derived were used as probes for FISH

against metaphase chromosomes of Patient 3. At the time there was not a lot of genomic

sequence from the region with all of these BACs only being working draft sequence and their

location within IOq22.1 and with respect to each other was unknown. This region is now

largely finished sequence and shows that the BAC clones used are arranged as shown in

Figure 3.15. All probes gave distal signal except for 124011 that gave spanning signal' This

spanning signal is inconsistent with the other results as this BAC is located between two other

BACs which were distal to the breakpoint. This sequence is very close to the centromere of

chromosome l0 and hence contains highty repetitive DNA sequences and this may be the

cause of the misleading spanning signal. This indicates that the breakpoint lies proximal to all

of the BAC clones used. This would place the breakpoint in the pericentromeric

heterochromatin region that contains satellites and other tandem repeats and is extremely gene

poor (Guy et a1.,2000). Therefore it is unlikely that a gene from chromosome 10 is physically

disrupted by this translocation.

Exon Size Left splicing sequence Right splicing sequence

I
aL
a

4

5

91 bp
51 bp
161 bp
4t154 bp

TAAATTGTAGGATGCTCACC
TTTTGTACAGGGAATCATCA'
TTCTTTTTAGTTTTCCTCAC
G TAT T T T CAGA,¡\GG,¡\GT T T T

GGGACCCGCTGTGAGTGTGG
GATTACCTAG GTAAGAATCT
ATGGGGAGGGGTAAGTTTCT
T UUUUU\CTGTAAGTATGT
GC TÀJU\TAJU\GC TAT T T T TAA
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Figure 3.16: The chromosome 10 translocation breakpoint in patient 3. BAC clones

from 10q11.2 were used as probes for FISH and all gave sp¿uìning signal except for

l24OI1 whose spanning signal was probably an artefact, as it is flanked by two distal

BACs. This places the breakpoint closer toward the centromere, for which no genomic

sequence is available. Genes from this region are indicated by green boxes.
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3.5.5 Dßcussíon

Both breakpoints in Patient 3 have been examined for the presence of genes that are disrupted

by the translocation. For the chromosome l0 breakpoint it appears that the break lies within

the pericentromeric heterochromatin. This region is known to contain very repetitive DNA

sequences and are known to be very gene poor. It is therefore unlikely that there will be a

gene disrupted by this breakpoint; however, this still needs to be confirmed by further FISH

analysis so that a sequence spanning the breakpoint is identified and analysed for the presence

of genes. This may not be possible due to the saturation of this region with repetitive

sequences.

For the breakpoint atXq29, a BAC clone of only -75 kb has been identified that spans the

breakpoint. The only gene from this region that could be physically disrupted by the

breakpoint is expressed exclusively in testis (the gene represented by the ESTs 8C044778 and

8G724103). It seems unlikely that lack of expression of this gene would result in a phenotype

of MR and cardiomyopatþ as seen in Patient 3. However it is possible that there is very low

expression of this gene in heart and brain, that was undetected by RT-PCR, or alternatively

that there is embryonic expression of this gene important for development of heart and brain.

Analysis of other genes in the region has identified the gene TMG3a, the partial mRNA

sequence of which was reported during the course of this project (Kulman et aL.,2001). This

project has resulted in ftuther study of this gene, and has revealed the identification of a large

-6 kb TMG3a isoform that is expressed in heart and brain, as well as a smaller TMG3U

isoform that is more widely expressed. The discrepancy in size between the predicted mRNA

from alignment of overlapping EST sequences and that of the transcripts identified by
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Northern blot hybridisations, suggests that there may be additional sequence at the 5' end of

the gene, that at present remain unknown. 5' RACE was attempted in order to identify

additional 5' sequence using fibroblast RNA as template, however no product was obtained.

This could be due to the low level of expression of this gene, as indicated by the low level of

signal from the Northern blot hybridisations.

The predicted mRNA of TMG3a contains an ORF of 696 bp that would correspond to a

predicted protein of 231 amino acids. In the case of the alternatively spliced isoform a

predicted mRNA of only - 1 kb can be determined from alignment of the overlapping ESTs.

This would contain an ORF of 489 bp and would encode a protein of 162 amino acids that has

an altemative carboxy terminus to the larger isoform. Both isoforms contain the GLA domain

which has up to 13 GLA residues (Kulman et a1.,2001). The 5.6 kb sequence derived from

the alignment of ESTs may therefore corespond to the approximately 6 kb transcript seen on

the Northern blot in brain and heart. The I kb alternatively spliced isoform may correspond to

the -4.5 kb transcript on the Northern blot, however if this is the case a large portion of this

transcript remains unknown.

The only known biological function of the essential vitamin, vitamin K, is in the

carboxylation of glutamic acid to y-carboxyglutamic acid (Furie et al., 1999).It has long been

known that warfarin interferes with this vitamin K dependent activity which has led to its use

as an anticoagulant, where it works by eliminating the effects of the GLA domain containing

blood coagulation factors. It has also been observed that wafiarin exposure in utero results in

bone and neurological brain abnormalities (warfarin embryopathy syndrome) (Pati &

Helmbrecht, 1994). This suggests that as well as interfering with the GLA domain containing

proteins in blood, there may also be GLA domain containing proteins whose primary function
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is in development of the CNS. This is supported by the identification of the protein GAS6 that

is highly expressed in the CNS (Manfioletti et al., 1993) and has been shown to be involved

in signal transduction pathways whereby it acts as a ligand for members of the Axl family of

receptor tyrosine kinases (Nagata et a|.,1996).

When compared to other GLA domain containing proteins TMG3a lacks the signal peptide

which is a characteristic of the other GLA domain proteins, except for PRRGI (Kulman et al.,

1997). The GLA domain is preceded by a propeptide sequence that is thought to be the

recognition sequence of y-glutamyl carboxylase. TMG3a is predicted to be a single pass

transmembrane protein, the cytoplasmic domain of which contains two PPXY domains

(Kulman et a1.,2001). This is the minimal binding motif of WV/ domains, found in a wide

range of regulatory, cytoskeletal and signalling molecules (for review see (Zarrinpar &Lim,

2000)).

TMG3a does not seem to be physically interrupted by the breakpoint however the breakpoint

does affect the expression of this gene. Therefore TMG3a now becomes a candidate for

screening in other XLMR families mapping to Xq28. Due to the difficulty of determining the

sequence of TMG3a, and because the full structure is yet to be determined, this gene has not

been screened for mutations in XLMR families at this stage.
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Figure 3.17: Protein sequence alignment of the amino terminal end of TMG3 and other

GLA domain containing proteins. Conserved residues are highlighted in yellow. The GLA

domain (red arrow) and propeptide (black bar) sequences are indicated, Asterisks indicate

residues thought to be involved in the recognition by y-glutamyl carboxylase. All but

TMG3 and PRRGI have additional sequence of a signal peptide located prior to the

propeptide.
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Although TMG3r is located -114 kb telomeric to the end of the spanning BAC clone it, RT-

PCR has shown that this gene is not expressed in Patient 3. Several genes have now been

identifred where chromosome rearrangement breakpoints have disrupted their expression even

though the breakpoints are located some distance from the gene. The most studied gene is the

B-globin locus where five regulatory elements are located 5'to the gene, that control its

expression (for review see Li et al., 1999). Such regions are termed locus control regions

(LCRs) and can be located either 3' or 5' to the gene. 3' LCRs have now been identified for

several genes where their disruption causes a number of disorders. These include aniridia

(PAX6) (Fantes et al., 1995), Greig cephalopolysyndactyly (GLI3) (Vortkamp et al.,l99l),

Saethre-Chotzen syndrome QWIST) (Rose et al., 1997) and fascioscapulohumural dystrophy

(FSHD) (van Deutekom et al., 1996). Similarly LCRs have been identified 50-900 kb 5' to

genes causing campomelic dysplasia (SOX9) (Wunderle et al, 1998), X-linked deafness

(POU3F4) (de Kok et al., 1996), Rieger syndrome (PIfXÐ (Flomen et al., 1998), preaxial

poyldactyly (SHIÐ (Lettice et al., 2002), NSXLMR ØGf R2) (Vervoort et al., 2002) and

blepharophimosis/ptosis/epicanthus inversus syndrome (FOXL2) (Crisponi et al., 2001).

TMG3a can now be added to this growing list.
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3.6. CONCLUSION

Three X chromosome rearrangements have been studied at the molecular level in order to

identifr candidate genes for familial XLMR. The sequencing associated with the HGP has

assisted greatly in the approach used here. Even at the beginning of these studies in 2000

when much of the sequence was either not available or was in working draft form,

construction of BAC contigs was made relatively simple by the available sequence at the

time. As the sequencing of the HGP progressed any gaps could be easily filled in. This has

resulted in rapid isolation of BAC clones from the region of interest in Xq28.

These BAC clones were used as probes for FISH, refining the location of the Xq28

breakpoints in each of the three cases. In each case a different mechanism for disruption of

normal gene function, that results in MR, has been identified.

In Patient 1 the sequence across both of the breakpoints was determined. The 3' UTR of the

gene BGN, is disrupted by the breakpoint but the ORF remains intact. It appears that there is a

normal level of transcription in the cultured fibroblasts tested, however, this would need to be

further supported by quantitative RT-PCR. 3' UTRs however, are known to be involved in the

stability of mRNA as well as in the regulation of translation. Although the role of the 3' UTR

of BGN is unknown, it is possible that such regulatory sequences are disrupted, and therefore

BGN translation is affected. BGN is a well studied protein in terms of its role in bone growth,

however, although it is expressed in brain its function here remains unclear.

In the case of Patient2 the rearrangement proved to be more complex than originally thought.

The analysis at Xpl1.2 proved straightforward and showed that there were no genes in this
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ïegion that were physically disrupted, and that the two genes in the region rwere still

expressed. At the Xq28 breakpoint this study has shown that the MR in this patient is likely to

be due to a duplication of a relatively small region (submicroscopic by conventional

cytogenetics); a region that is very gene dense. The functional disomy of these genes is

therefore the likely cause of MR. Although the cause of MR was discovered, this did not

identi$ candidate genes for familial XLMR.

For patient 3 yet another mechanism for MR has been detected. In this case the translocation

breakpoint from chromosome 10 does not appear to disrupt any genes' At Xq28 the gene

TMG3a has been identif,red and was found not to be expressed in cultured fibroblasts of

patient 3. TMG3a is located more than 100 kb away from the breakpoint and therefore is not

physically disrupted by the translocation. More and more cases are being found where the

function of LCRs are affected by chromosome rearrangements. These regions can be located

up to hundreds of kb away from the genes whose expression they control. Completion of the

human genome sequence as well as comparison of non-coding sequences of other organisms

may help in identiffing exactly what these sequences are as well as how they work.

Two isoform s of TMG3a have been identified. The larger of these is expressed in heart and in

brain and the smaller in several other tissues as well. It is therefore likely that silencing of this

gene causes the phenotype in Patient 3.

Positional cloning of X chromosome rearrangements in patients with MR does not always

lead to identification of a candidate gene, and even less often to a gene which will be found to

contain mutations in familial NSXLMR (Figure 3.1S). In many cases no gene is identified at

or near the breakpoint. Or, as with the case of one patient described here, the rearrangement
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Figure 3.18: Ideogram of the X chromosome showing characterised X

rearrangements from the laboratory of the Department of Cytogenetics and Molecular

Genetics, WCH, or through collaboration. Several scenarios have resulted; the

NS)OMR was identifi ed (FMR2); no gene was identified near the breakpoint (purple);

a gene was identified at the breaþoint but no mutations were found in familial cases

(blue); a gene was found at the breakpoint, but subsequently mutations in other genes

have been shown to cause the syndrome being studied (green); the rearrangement was

more complex than initially thought (grÐ. TMG3a and '8GN have been identified as

candidates but are yet to be screened in familial )OMR'

chromosome
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proved to be more complex than was initially thought, shows that in some cases NSXLMR is

not monogenic. Additionally, as with TMG3a, genes affected may be located up to hundreds

of kilobases away from the breakpoint, whereby locus control regions are disrupted. As well

as this, although a gene can be shown to be physically interrupted in a patient with MR, these

same genes may not contain mutations in familial XLMR. For example, although breaþoints

have been found to disrupt the STKS gene in patients with a phenotype of ISSX, no mutations

were found in familial ISSX (Kalscheuer et a\.,2003). Familial ISSX has now been shown to

be the result of mutations in the ARX gene (Chapter 5 and Strømme et a1,2002)' Similarly,

characterisation of a duplication of the X chromosome in a patient with symptoms mimicking

Borjeson-Forssman-Lehmann syndrome (BFLS) identified FHF2 as a candidate (Gécz et al.,

1999); however, mutations in another gene PHFó were recently shown to cause this XLMR

syndrome (Lower et a1.,2002). Hence in these cases the characterisation of the sporadic

rearrangement was misleading in the context of presenting candidate genes for screening in

familial cases.

This project has identified BGN and TMG3a as candidates for screening in familial XLMR.

As well as this, other genes with similar functions also become good candidates. TMG3a is

also uncovered as a candidate for X-linked cardiomyopathy, however pursuit of this

hypothesis is beyond the scope of this project.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Large families in which a Mendelian disorder is segregating are a powerful resource in the

search for disease causing mutations in genes. Once the appropriate institutional ethics

approval and DNA samples have been obtained, linkage analysis is used in order to determine

the region of the genome to which the gene localises in the family being investigated.

However, ambiguity in the gene localisation can arise when a statistically significant lod score

of greater than +3 for autosomal disorders or *2 for X-linked disorders is not achieved. This

may occur even though SLINK analysis (Weeks et al., 1990) shows that a family is

potentially large enough to reach this statistical value. This may be due to one or more of the

reasons outlined below with specific reference to MR.

1. Phenocopies

Mental impairment is not uncommon in the population, so there may be males with MR in the

family whose phenotype is due to environmental or genetic factors other than those causing

MR in the other affected family members. Haplotype analysis based on markers

encompassing the true gene localisation will show that they have the same genotype as the

normal males in the pedigree. This will erroneously exclude that region which carries the gene

containing the mutation of interest unless some allowance is made in the linkage analysis for

the presence of phenocopies.

2. Incomplete penetrance

Conversely, incomplete penetrance of the mutation in a male member of the family who is not

clinically assessed as affected but carries the same mutation as the affected males in the

family, will also exclude the region that is the true gene localisation. For linkage analysis he
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will be coded as unaffected, but would have the same haplotype as his affected relatives.

Where incomplete penetrance is expected, it must be incorporated into the linkage analysis.

Incomplete penetrance is not generally an issue for X-linked recessive disorders. However in

the case of a mutation resulting in mild to borderline MR, the clinical diagnosis may be

difficult when the genetic background would otherwise confer a higher than average IQ.

Males coded as unaffected for linkage analysis may indeed carry the same mutation as their

affected relatives. This would falsely exclude the true localisation of the gene containing a

mutation in the family being studied, unless allowances for incomplete penetrance were built

into the linkage analysis.

An example of such incomplete penetrance of mild to borderline MR is seen in males with the

FRAXE fragile site. In some cases the only clue that males carry the defective FMR2 gene is

that they are positive for the associated molecular marker of expansion of the (GCG)' repeat

at the fragile site (Gécz et a1.,1997). Mutations in other genes that are related to cognitive

function, but are not associated with a molecular marker such as a fragile site, would remain

cryptic. While they may lower IQ, they would not necessarily lower it to the extent that it

reaches the mild to borderline range.

3. Skewed X-inactivation

In the case of X-linked disorders, skewed X-inactivation can also create problems for

diagnosing females. If all females carrying the mutations have the same X-inactivation

patterns (i.e. random or skewed) then the appropriate diagnosis for linkage analysis is likely to

be made. However, this is not always the case and some carriers may have skewed X-

inactivation while others may have random X-inactivation. This has the potential to make
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heterozygous caniers of a mutation present with different phenotypes in the same family, and

hence misdiagnosis may prevent reaching a statistically significant lod score. Here, the safest

option is to code all females as unaffected with penetrance of carrier females set at zero,

relying on obligate carrier females and affected males for gene localisation.

4. Uninformative markers

The distribution of recombination events along the chromosome is of importance in order to

find a minimal linkage interval that is small, and suitable for candidate gene screening. It is

desirable to obtain a large family, with as many members of the family as possible

participating in the study, as this will increase the chance of finding recombination events that

will reduce the minimal linkage interval. Ideally, markers used need to be informative in all

parts of the family, so that each X chromosome can be fully tracked. Where markers are not

informative, other nearby markers need to be genotyped so that a haplotype covering the

region becomes informative.

Once a region of linkage has been identified, the analysis of additional markers located

between the marker for which there is a recombination event and the first marker for which

there are no recombinants can further refine the linkage interval. Creation of extended

haplotypes can reduce the region by a significant amount and hence reduce the number of

putative candidate genes from within the region that need to be screened by mutation

detection methods.

The family O'H is represented by those family members willing to co-operate in a linkage

study; these family members along with other key members are shown in the pedigree in
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Figure 4.1. This is a large family with mild to moderate mental retardation segregating in an

X-linked recessive manner. This family was first investigated by Dr John Ferguson in 1987,

and follow-up clinical investigations were performed by Professors Michael Partington and

Gillian Tumer of Hunter Genetics, New South Wales, Australia. The large size of this family

promised the possibility of defined localisation and the chance of a relatively small minimal

linkage interval in which to search for candidate genes. Initial linkage analysis for this family

was carried out by Dr Andrew Donnelly during his PhD candidature in 1997 (Donnelly,

1997). Two point lod score analysis indicated linkage to either of two possible regions of the

X chromosome, while excluding the remainder. The Xql3 region lay between markers

DXSI275 and DXS559 with a lod score of 2.14 at DXS453. AtXq23 the linked region was

between markers DXSI059 and DXSI2l2,wrth a lod score of 2.55 at DXS424. These regions

were both relatively small regions, estimated to be approximately 5 Mb and 6 Mb

respectively.

Although clear linkage to one region was not achieved, this family still remains a promising

family in which to look for NSXLMR genes as such small linkage intervals are rarely

obtained even for families of this size. Initially, DNA from an additional three affected males

(III-1, IIl-2 and III-3), their unaffected brother (III-4) and one obligate carrier female (III-12)

(Figure 4.1), was obtained, in the hope that linkage analysis would rule out one of these

regions and reinforce the other
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4.2. RESULTS

Markers used for the initial linkage analysis were retested in the newly obtained family

members. The new lod scores are shown in Table 4.1. Unfortunately neither Xql3 nor Xq23

was clearly excluded. Individual IV-7 (Figure 4.1) was coded as unknown for linkage analysis

as he had an accident at a young age, which could be the cause of his MR. Extended

haplotypes of both regions were then constructed, by typing additional (AC)" markers from

both regions. At both localisations it is clear that there are a pair of brothers that do not carry

the same haplotype as the rest of the affected in males in the family (Figures 4.2 and 4.3

discussed below).

4.2.1 Fine Mappíng ønd Linkøge Anølysß - Xq13.I

The new lod scores revealed that at Xql3.1 there was no lod score of >+2 at a recombination

fraction of 0.0. At 0. t however, a lod score of 2.40 was reached for the marker DXSS I 07 . This

could be explained if the gene truly mapped to Xql3.1, but was flanked by close crossover

events.

Haplotype analysis at Xql3.1 (Figure 4.2) revealed two affected boys (V-9 and V-l0) that did

not share the same haplotype as the other affected males in the family. It was also possible to

infer haplotypes for some of the females at the top of the pedigree for which no DNA was

available for the linkage study. For this region this suggested that the positive lod score of

2.14 obtained for the marker DXS453 could be an artefact resulting from absence of actual

genotypes from critical parts of the family. Extended haplotypes also show that apart from

DXS453, V-9 and V-10 have entirely different haplotypes to the other affected males and that
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Table 4.1: Lod scores for the X chromosome for the O'H family. Markers from Xq13 and

Xq23 are labelled.

Order 0.0 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

Xq13

Xq23

DXSq86
DXSq95
DXS99O
DXS454
DXSI]20
DXS456
DXSIO59
DXS]072
DXSI ]
DXSgO88
DXSI220
DXS424
DXSryOg]
DXS\O64
DXS8O67
DXS8O59

-7.60
-5.36
-6.79
-7.63
-8.14
-4.36
-7.76
-2.05
-6.53
-0.63
-3.27
-0.52
-3.12
-0.04
0.33
0.61
2.40
t.96
-1.96
-0.66
0.31

-3.46
-t.07
1.56

-1.03
-1.76
-0.9s
0.05
2.05
r.20
t.o7
1 'r,,

0.01
1.40
-o.25
-4.45

-2.98
-2.66
-3.43
-4.12
-3.48
-2.36
-3.76
-0.76
-3.2t
-0.04
-0.63
0.04

-0.59
0.47
7.41
1.66
2.76
Z.JJ
-0.12
0.54
0.81

-0.94
0.16
2.06
0.69
0.10
0.83
l.l3
2.4r
1.07
2.07
1.64
0.53
1.78
0.28
-1.87

-r.23
-1.58
-2.08
-2.66
-1.69
-1.58
-2.20
-0.29
-1.93
0.13
0.27
0.18
0.26
0.54
1.60
l.8l
2.67
2.20
0.46
0.88
0.88

-0.09
o.54
2.08
1.10
0.69
1.31

1.32
2.27
0.91
2.76
l 59
0.60
1.68
0.37
-0.94

0.1l
-0.65
-0.89
-1.35
-0.25
-0.87
-0.88
0.04
-0.86
o.2r
0.78
o.t7
0.69
o.4l
1.33
1.46
1.96
1.60
0.71
0.90
0.72
0.37
0.68
1.76
1.00
0.89
1.35
1.07
1.67
0.64
1.68
1.19
0.47
7.2r
0.28
-0.28

DXS996
DXSI6
DXSq99
DXS365
DXSq89
DXS45T
DXS992
5'DYS
DXSI06S
MAOA
DXS]OO3
DXS991
ALAS2
DXSI ]25
DXSI275
DXS]06
DXSry]07
DXSTI]3
DXSí59
DXSI T24

-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infìni
-infini
-infïni
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini

1.24
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini
-infini

0.49 0.41
-0.25 -0.0s
-0.33 -0.0ó
-0.73 -0.34
0.24 0.28
-0.48 -0.21
-0.30 -0.04
0.11 0.09
-0.39 -0.14
0.19 0.12
0.70 0.38
0.1 0.03
0.55 0.24
o.2t 0.06
0.78 0.20
0.80 0.13
1.15 0.36
0.8s 0.22
0.59 0.33
0.66 0.33
0.48 0.23
0.31 0.10
0.56 0.33
1.27 0.68
0.s8 0.22
0.66 0.29
0.96 0.45
0.58 0.15
0.93 0.26
0.41 0.21
0.93 0.29
0.72 032
0.27 0.12
o.1t 0.31
0.15 0.05
-0.09 -0.03
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they are likely to have inherited either the grandpaternal or great-grandpaternal haplotype. It

is possible that there is a double recombination event in this region, but this is unlikely as it is

a very small region.

If the gene does in fact map to this region, then these two males (V-9 and V-10) would

represent phenocopies. These two males are twins and have identical genotypes for all

markers tested (including several autosomal markers tested by A. Donnelly) and therefore

they are assumed to be monozygous twins. As such they were counted as only one meiotic

event for linkage analysis. It is also of note that MR in this branch of the family occurs in two

aunts of V-9 and V-10, as well as in their maternal grandmother. Furthermore additional

Xql3 markers used for haplotype analysis has reduced this possible location to between

DXS106 and DXS559, by recombination events in V-2 (and probably V-3) and IV-6

respectively. Unfgrtunately there was limited DNA available from V-2 and V-3 and therefore

this interval could not be reduced from the DXSI06 side.



Figure 4.2: O'IJ family with haplotype datafrom Xql3.l
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4.2.2 Fine Mapping and Linkøge Analysß - Xq23

The haplotypes from the new family members, and extended haplotype analysis using

markers from Xq23 also modified the original the positive lod score of 2.55 obtained for

DXS424. Firstly III-12 (Figure 4.3) is uninformative for DXS424 and therefore it is likely that

her sister (III-10 for whom no DNA is available for the study) is also uninformative. Hence

the positive lod score could have been an artefact of not knowing the exact genotype for at

least part of this family. Additionally, analysis of microsatellites in the newly acquired DNA

samples shows that the affected male III-1 (Figure 4.3) does not have the same allele as other

affected males in the family including his two affected brothers, but has the same allele as his

unaffected brother. All markers were fully informative in this branch of the family.

There is a hint of linkage at DXS8088 with a lod score of 1.24 at a recombination fraction of

0.0, however this marker is largely uninformative in this pedigree. Individuals IV-5 and IV-6

(Figure 4.3) have the same allele for this marker as the other affected males in the family.

However analysis of the Xq23 haplotype shows that this is the only marker in the region that

IV-6 shares with the affected males. His brother, IV-5, also shares DXS456 and DXSI059

alleles, but it is likely that in this case these alleles came from his maternal grandfather (II-6)

and can therefore not be the chromosome carrying the same mutation as the other affected

males in this family.

The only locus in this region for which all affected males share the same genotype, is now

DX58088. This marker, however, is again uninformative in most parts of the family.

Therefore in order for the gene to be linked to this region it has to be assumed that one or both

of IV-5 and IV-6 are phenocopies. This would then place the gene between DXSI 120 and

DXSr 220.
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Figure 4.3: O'H family and haplotypes from Xq23
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Further haplotyping has therefore assisted in understanding the lod scores from the original

study. This has also enabled haplotypes for some of the key obligate carriers for which no

DNA is available for the study to be inferred. These inferred haplotypes suggest that the

positive lod scores at both markers from the original linkage study, were due to the markers

not being informative in some parts of the family. As the rest of the X chromosome has been

excluded, it is still likely that one of these regions does contain the NSXLMR gene. For

linkage to either Xq13 orXq23, there has to be at least one phenocopy for MR in this family.

As there are affected females in the branch of the family containing V-9 and V-10, it seems

more likely that at least some of the MR in this branch of the pedigree is due to other causes.

If this is the case then linkage to Xql3 would be suggested, although linkage to Xq23 cannot

be discounted. It seems likely that for definitive localisation the gene defect needs to be

established.

4.2.3 Trønscription Møp of Xq13.1

As both of the regions associated with either putative localisation are relatively small when

compared to most localisations from a single family, both were examined for the presence of

candidate genes. The Xql3 region was the most likely location and it was mainly

concentrated on for further study. Initially, the publicly available genomic DNA sequences

that were available at the time of this study were searched for STSs that were known to lie

within the minimal interval. This revealed a number of BAC clones which were either fully

sequenced or that were in working draft form. The ends of these clones were used to search

for overlapping sequences to create a contig across the regional localisation. This resulted in a

contig that contained some gaps. These were filled in by a search of the BAC end database

(TIGR), whereby two sequences were linked and orientated with respect to each other if they

contained the sequences of the opposite ends of the same BAC clone. Over the course of this
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project, draft sequences became finished sequences and gaps in the contig were filled in, and

the resulting contig is shown in Figure 4.4

At the DXSI06 (centromeric) end of the minimal linkage interval it was not possible to reduce

the interval further using polymorphic markers, as there was not suffrcient DNA available

from the key recombinants (Y-2 and V-3) (Figure 4.2). From the DXS559 (telomeric) end

there was sufficient DNA available for study from the individual (I[-11) who was

recombinant at this marker. Assessing other polymorphic markers in the region had the

potential to rule out some of the genes as positional candidates by placing them outside the

minimal linkage interval. The genomic DNA sequence was scanned for (AC),, stretches with

more than fifteen copies of the repeat, in a search for novel polymorphic markers that would

be potentially informative in the family and minimise the regional localisation. Three loci

were identifred and oligionucleotides designed to test if they were polymorphic (listed in

Table 4.2). One repeat was found at the 5' end of the OGT gene (OGT-ØC),, Figure 4.4)

Typing of this marker showed that it was informative in the OH family and showed that III-11

was still a recombinant at this locus. This further reduced the minimal linkage interval such

that the genes OGT and GPR? were now excluded given that the orientation of the gene is

centromeric to telomeric.

Table 4.2: Oligonucleotide sequences for amplification of (AC)" repeats,

Forward Reverse

AC-1 GGCT GCTTT GAAGTTT GGT CT CTTAGTCATTGCCTGGCCAG

^c-2
T T GATATAGTACAGCT T GAAT G GGCACGAAGATAAGCTGCCA

AC-3 CTGTGTA'C.ATTGGCTTGTCC GGCGCACCACATCAATCA.C
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A transcription map was then generated in silico by using the sequence contig from the

region. BLAST searches against the nr division of GenBank identified already characterised

genes, and the dbEST division was searched in order to identify uncharacterised genes. The

transcription map of the minimal linkage interval at Xq13 is shown in Figure 4.4. This region

is now almost completely sequenced and is approximately 2 Mb in length.

The searches revealed a geîe rich region that included genes such as those for X-linked severe

immunodeficiency syndrome (IL2RG) (lttroguchi et a\.,1993), and X-linked Charcot-Marie-

Tooth disease (GJBI) (Bergoffen et al., 1993). The genes in the region were analysed and

were determined whether they were good candidates for NSXLMR based on the following

criteria:

For characterised genes, ifthe gene was expressed in brain as assessed by published

Northern blots.

For uncharacterised genes, EST sequences were examined to see if they were derived

from brain oDNA libraries.

Genes were excluded if they were not expressed in brain from one of the previous two

criteria (e.9. ITGBIBP2 is muscle specific, and ARR3 is retina specific).

Genes were excluded if they were already found to contain disease causing mutations.

This was especially the case if a large number of different mutations along the length

of the gene had already been described and the phenotype did not include MR (i.e.

1

2
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Figure 4.4: Transcription map of the minimal linkage interval of the NS)GMR gene in the O'H farrily. The outer

recombinants occur at DXS106 and DXS559. This region is approximateþ 2 Mb in size.
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mutations along the length of the IL2RG gene cause SCID with no apparent brain

involvement.

Genes were considered functional candidates if the gene product had a proposed

function in the normal development of the brain, or had a proposed function in the

same pathways as other previously identified XLMR genes.

Table 4.3 shows a summary of the genes from the region and the information available from

published Northern blots and the UniGene clusters. This table highlights that in fact most of

the genes in this region can be classif,red as good candidates for XLMR based on the above

criteria.

4.2.4 Gene Screenìng

Direct sequencing of candidate genes from affected members of the family was used to try to

identify disease causing mutations. Affected males selected for sequencing were those that

shared the same haplotype as the affected members from the rest of the family. This

specifically excluded V-9 and V-10. Screening of two affected males, excluding these two

males, would reduce the risk of missing disease causing mutations due to phenocopies, the

presence of which has been suggested by the linkage analysis.
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Table 4.3 Genes from the minimal linkage interval of the O'H family. (N/A - expression

results from brain not published; Yes/Ì.{o indicates expression in brain; genes in blue are those

deemed to be good candidates for NS)OI\zIR" and an asterisk (*) indicates those genes that

were screened during this studY)'

Gene Disease

Expressed in brain

UniGene
cluster/ESTs

Tissue expression @ublished
Northern

EDI
Anhydrotic ectodermal dYsPlasia 1

#3051

Hs.105407
No Yes

(Kere ef a1.,1996)

IGBPI* Immuno globulin binding Protein
Hs.3631
Yes

IJbiquitous
Yes

(Ondaet al.,
1

P2RY4 G-protein coupled pyrimidinergic receptor
Hs.248157
No

placenta,
pancreas, ?

(Communi ef a/.,
1995;Slamet al.,
1

ARR3 Regulator of G protein-coupled receptors
Hs.308
No No

(Murakami ef a/.,
I

Ras related
protein Rab*

Novel gene with similaritY to RAB6
Hs.276327
No (only 2) N/A N/A

K]F4* Microtubule based motor Protein
Hs.279766
Yes

(Ohe/ al.,20OO),

Yes

NE-DLG* Membrane associated guanylate kinase
Hs.11101
Yes Yes

i, odakino et al.,

i reeT)
I

TEXIl Unkrownfunction
Ils.l2l776
No

(Wanget al.,

No 2001)

SLC7A3*
High-affinity cationic amino acid

transporter

Hs.l7522O
Yes

('lekony et al.,

Yes i 2001

N/A N/ASNX]2* Sorting nexin
}ls.287867
Yes

AFXT* Forkhead domain transcripion factor
}ls.239663
No

@eters et al.,

Yes I

N/AN/A
IL2RG

X-linked severe combined
immunodeficiencY sYndrome (OMIM#

Possible association with X-linkedmental

Hs.84
Yes

Hs.211607
Yes Yes

@hilibert er a/.,

HOPA

NLGN3* Cell-cell interactions
}Is.47320
Yes Yes

@hilibert e/ a/.,

2o0o)

GJB]
X-linked disease

J

Hs.333303
Yes Yes

(Scherer e/ a/.,

1995)

ZNF26I* Disrupted þ translocation in )(LMR
Hs.9568
Yes Yes

(van der Maarel e/

al.,1996)

ITGBlBP2 Integrin beta(l) - interacting protein
Hs.109999
Yes No

@rancaccio et al.,

1999)

NOI{o Nuclear RNA binding Protein

TATAbinding
factor/cell

protein associated

Hs.I72202
Yes Ycs

(Peters et al.,
1997)

Hs.1179
No N/A NiATAF]
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ZNF261

One of the genes within the minimal linkage interval was the zinc finger gene ZNF26I, which

was previously shown to be disrupted by a translocation involving the X chromosome,

[t(X;I3)], in a female patient with MR, scoliosis and abdominal hypopigmentation (van der

Maarel et a|.,1996). However no cases of familial NSXLMR with mutations in this gene have

been described. This gene is highly expressed in foetal and adult brain and therefore presented

as the best candidate gene from this region, for NSXLMR in the O'H family. Primers were

kindly provided by Dr van der Maarel (MPIMG) (see Appendix I for primer sequences) and

were used to PCR amplify all exons of the gene that were subsequently sequenced. No

sequence changes, either disease causing or otherwise, were identified.

As part of this project the genomic structure of several of these genes that presented as good

candidate genes was determined. They were KIF4,NE-DLG3,SNXI2, SLC7A3,AFXl, a

novel gene with similarity to the RAS related protein RAB and NLGN3. The order in which

they were screened was determined in part, by the availability of the full genomic sequence of

the gene, such that intron/exon boundaries could be established, and oligonucleotides for PCR

amplification and sequencing could be easily designed.

NLGN3

Neuroligins are a protein family with a putative function in cell-cell interactions between

neurons (Missler et a|.,1998). The human NLGN3 gene is expressed as three transcripts of

approximately 7.5 kb,4 kb and 2.4kb, with the 4 kb transcript being widely expressed in

adult brain (Philibert et a1.,2000). The gene consists of eight exons that span approximately
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25 kb of genomic sequence. Interestingly the putative promoter region of NLGN3 overlaps

with the HOPA gene. As the exon/intron boundaries were already described (Philibert et al.,

2000), oligonucleotides were designed (Appendix 1) within the intron sequences, and the

entire ORF in affected members from the OH family was PCR amplified and sequenced. No

sequence changes were identified.

KIF4

The kinesin superfamily of proteins, are a group of motor proteins that are involved in the

transport of cargo (e.g. organelles, protein complexes, and mRNAs) along microtubules

(Goldstein, 2001). KIF4 is one member of this large family of proteins, and was previously

shown to encode an mRNA of -5 kb, however, the genomic structure of this gene had not

been determined. This gene was represented by the UniGene cluster Hs.279766. The EST

sequences and the mRNA sequence were aligned and the consensus sequence obtained was

compared to genomic sequences from the region (Accession numbers 4L139398 and

4L357752). The exon and intron boundaries were thus determined (Table 4.3). KIF4 is

comprised of 30 exons that reside within a genomic region of approximately 130 kb. The

mRNA is 4,342 bp and has an ORF of 3,699 bp encoding a protein of 1,232 amino acids.

This is in agreement with the mRNA sequence published (Oh et aL.,2000) (accession number

NM_O12310). The alignment of the ESTs revealed single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

at positions 1265 (G or T) and 1656 (C or T).

Oligonucleotides were again designed such that PCR amplification and direct sequencing

would allow detection of any sequence changes in the ORF. Oligonucleotide sequences are

presented in Appendix l. Sequencing affected males identified one change at position 27
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(C-+T), however, this change did not result in an amino acid change. This is not a disease

causing change as it is remote from sites that would be expected to be involved in splicing.

Table 4.3: Intron exon boundaries of the 30 exons of the KIF4 gene. Intronic sequences are in

italics, exonic sequences in bold, and the polyadenylation signal is underlined'

5' donor splice siteSize 3' acceptor splice siteExon

GTATTTAAAGGTAAGGCGAT
TTACTTAGAG GTAAGCAATT
ÀGGC"ATAJU\G GT GT GT T T GT

AJU\GTCACAJ\ GT AAGT T ACA

C TAJ\IU\GJ\G G G T AAG AGAGT

CTGCTTCAAG GTAAGCCCAA
NU\GCAj\Cj\G G T AT AAGGGA

GJ\TC TÀ'TÀJ\C G T AAG AG T C A
GATCATTTTGGTAAGCCCCC
AGCATGCGGCGTAAGTTGCC
CCAGTTÀTCGGTAAGCCAAG
GT:A¡\G¡U\G CC GT AAGT AAT T

CCAATACCAG GTAAACTATT
.AC CAAGC C AT\G T N\G AAT AA

GGAEATACæGTAATAAATT
A¡UV\GJV\C GAG T AAG T AAC T

AA CGGAGGAG G TÄ,4' G AAAAT
TCGAGTGAÀG GTATGAACAA

TAI\¡\CTCC GG GT AAGT ACGC

TGGAATTCAG GTAACAGGGA
C,ÀT T GGAGAG G T AAAC AT C A
CCJ\¡\Gj\G¡U\G G T AAAC T C T A

GAAGTGTeÀG GTATGATCAC

CJ\TCA¡\Gc"¡lã GT AAT AC AGT

CCCJ\CC TAJ\G G T AAAAT GAT

CATCCAÀGGGGTAGGAGCCA
GCAAGGCAAG GTAGGATCAG

CAJ\TAGCJU\G G T AG G T G G G C

ATGT TAAGTA¡\GTAJ\J\TAJU\

CCTTCTCTAGGTGGTGGTTG
ATTTTGTCÄæATATAATGC
ACAATATCÄGATTTÀCAATG
TTGCAATTAGATTGTGGGAC
ACAGGAATAæAGCTTTCGC
CTGCTATTAGGTATTAATAT
TCTTTTTCAGATTCTCTAGG
C T T C T C C C AGGTACJ\J\CJ\GC

T T T GT T T T AGITGTGG¡U\CCJ\

TTTGTTGCAGACAGAGCÀAG
GAAT T T TC,AGC TGCAAAC TG

GT T AC T GC AGGJ\TGAJV\CTG

T T T T T T C C AGCJU\GTAGJ\JU\

AC C T T T C TA GG¡\TA¡\CJ\TAJ\
CTGTGTTTAGGTTGAGTGAG
G T T T T T AT AGJ\T GJ\T GF¡¡UU\

T T C T T G T C AGGÀCCGTAJ\GI\
TTTTATTTAæCAGCAGCTG
TCTCTTCCAGAATTGGCTTG
TTATTTACAGAGGCGTACAT
TTCCCTGAAæAGTGCTCAG
TTCCTTCCAGCTGGTCTCCT
CTTTCTCTAGGTGCTGTACC
C T G G AAAT AGG'\T GJU\G¡NC

TTTCAAATAGAAACTGACCC
T T T T T C C T AGCCÀJUU\CC T T

TGTTTTGCAGTGTTCCTGCA
TGATTTTCAæATAGCTTGG
TCCCTCCTAGATCCTGAAÀG

LL1
L76
62
133
59
106
57
tB6
104
14s
111
B4
tL4
156
1_ 01
130
L1r
108
7B
96
t-83
LLl
L23
165

115
190
90
L61
95

t_
.)
Z

J

4

5
6

1

ö

9

l_0

t1
L2
13
L4
15
16
L'7

1B
l_9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
zo
27
zö
29
30
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NE-DLG

The geuroendrocine - discs large lelated (NE-DLG) gene is a member of the membrane

associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family of proteins that are involved in membrane and

cytoskeleton associated signalling (Anderson, 1996). NE-DLG is the human ortholog of the

mouse gene SAPl02 (102 kDa synapse associated protein) that has been shown to interact

with NMDA receptors at neuronal synapses, suggesting that it may link ion channels to the

submembranous cytoskeleton associated with synapses (Muller et ø1., 1996). NE-DLG

therefore presented as a good positional as well as a good functional candidate gene. The ORF

has been partially screened by PCR amplification and direct sequencing of affected members

from the O'H family. No sequence changes were identified.

SNXL2

Sorting nexins are a family of proteins involved in the regulation of membrane trafficking

(Haft" et al., 1998). The SNXI2 gene was first identified by a search of databases for similarity

matches to,Sl/X1 (Teasdale et aL.,2001). Alignment of the ESTs from the UniGene cluster

(Hs.287867 and Hs.5076) revealed that the mRNA sequence in GenBank (Accession number

AFI7|229) is only apartial sequence of this gene. The mRNA sequence as determined by the

alignment of ESTs is now -3.6 kb and has an ORF of 489 bp encoding a predicted protein of

162 amino acids. The intron/exon boundaries were determined by comparison of the ORF

with the conesponding genomic sequence (Accession number AL590764), and are listed in

Table 4.4. Oligonucleotides were designed such that the entire ORF could be sequenced. No

sequence changes were identified after sequencing the ORF.
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Table 4 4. Oligonucleotides were designed such that the entire ORF could be sequenced. No

sequence changes were identified after sequencing the ORF.

Table 4.4. Intron exon boundaries of the 4 exons of the SNXI2 gene. Intronic sequence is in

italics, exonic sequences in bold, and the polyadenylation signal is underlined.

SLC7A3

The cationic amino acid transporters are membrane associated proteins involved in amino

acid transport, some of which act as neurotransmitters, synaptic modulators, or

neurotransmitter precursors (Palacin et al., 7998). The SLC7A3 gene presented as a good

candidate for NSXLMR based on this as well as on the knowledge that mutations in the gene

SLC1AS were recently found to contain mutations in XLMR patients (Hahn et al., 2002;

Salomons et a(.,2001).

The SLCTAj mRNA sequence was previously determined (Vekony et aL.,2001). Alignment

of ESTs from the UniGene cluster hs.175220 was in agreement with this sequence, except

that the 5'UTR was extended by an additional205 bp, a sequence that contains a (GT) repeat.

The exon/intron boundaries were determined by comparison of the predicted mRNA sequence

with the genomic sequence AI-627071(Table 4.5). This showed that the gene is comprised of

Exon Size 3' acceptor splice site 5' donor splice site

1

2

3

4

282 bp
96 bp
125 bp
1870 bp

TTCCATGTAGACAAACCTAC
GTGCCTGCAGATTGTAGT.AC
TTCTTTATAGþ,¿,:TTGCTGGG

TCGCATGCGGGTGAGTCACG
ÀGIATAGCAJ\G GT AT GGC T T T
T TA'T TAJ\CJU\ GT AAG C C AAG
TCAACTC TGT TCATAT TAJV\
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twelve exons, with the predicted start codon located within exon 2, and the stop codon within

the last exon. The 6RNA sequence is -2.4 kb with an ORF of 1,860 bp encoding a protein of

619 amino acids. Oligonucleotides were designed in order to sequence the entire ORF from

genomic DNA. No sequence changes were identified'

Table 4.5: Intron exon boundaries of the 12 exons of the sLc7A3 gene. Intronic sequence ts

in italics, exonic sequences in bold, and the polyadenylation signal is underlined'

AFXl

AFX1 is a member of the forkhead family of transcription factors, a family of proteins with a

wide range of biological functions. Transcription factors have a role in cell fate determination

and development and thus this gene presented as a good functional candidate' The genomic

structure of AFXI was previously described (Peters et al', 1997)' Oligonucleotides were

designed such that the entire oRF could be sequenced. This gene consists of 3 coding exons'

Exon Size 3' acceptor splice site 5' donor splice site

I
z
3

4

5

6

1

B

9

10
L1
L2

395
l_s9
IlB
113
223
L40
103
L67
t61
109
365

bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp

TTTTCACCAGATCÀTCTTCT
GCTACACCAGGTACAGCCAG
TCTCCCACAGGATTGTTGGC
TCCACTCTAGCTTGGGTCCT
C T T C C T T C AGGj\G¡U\G¡U\GC
TCCTCTCCAGCCTCCTGGGC
TTAATTTTAGCATTCA'TGGC
TTTGCCTCAGGTATCAACCT
ACCTTTGAAGCTGTCCTGCT
TTGTTTTCAGGTGCCTGCTT
TCCCCACTAGGCTTTGCTÀT

CAGCTCTCTGGTAAGCGTTG
TATGTCATTGGTGAGATATG
CTGCTCACTGGTGAGGCAAA
ÀCACCTATA;GGTTAGATGGT
GCTACCÀCTGGTAACACAGT
TTTCTACCAG GTCAGTATCA

ATTATTGC¡rGGTAACAGACC
TCATCCTCAGGTGAGACTCT
TCATTGCTTGGTGAGCAGTG
TCJ\C T T TAJ\G GT AAAT G AAC

ATC'C TGAT T G GT AG G T AT C C

AJV\GJUU\GTAG,¡U\JV\I\TAAê
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were designed in order to sequence the ORF in the affected males from the O'H family. No

sequence changes were identified.

RAS like GTP-ase RAB

A search of the sequence between DXSL06 and DXS559 on the Ensembl Genome Browser

(www.ensembl.org) revealed the presence of predicted gene (Ensembl Transcript ID

ENST00000276066). This gene has similarity to the R 4S-related RAB gene family. RAB

GTPases are the largest group of the RAS superfamily of proteins, and have been implicated

in vesicle trafhcking. Therefore this gene presented as a good functional candidate.

A BLAST search of the predicted gene sequence showed an overlap with two ESTs in the

dbEST database. These ESTs (accession numbers A1126463 and 8M931690) are from cDNA

libraries derived from testis, and a pooled library of eye components respectively. An

additional two ESTs (accession numbers 8Q877160 and 8U679329) also overlap with these

two, but they do not have any introns and it is possible that these clones are genomic

contaminants from the oDNA libraries. This is especially likely for 8U679329 that reads in

the opposite direction from all the other clones. There is no indication that this gene is

expressed in brain, however, as there are so few ESTs available, it cannot be assumed that it is

not. Together this made a gene that consisted of 943 bp of mRNA, with eight exons covering

approximately 8 kb of genomic DNA (accession number AL357752). This gives a predicted

ORF of 516 bp encoding a predicted protein of 172 amino acids. Comparison of the mRNA

sequence with the genomic sequence revealed 8 exons, whose intron exon boundaries are

listed in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6: Exon/intron boundaries of the MS like GTPase rR4.B gene. Intron sequences are ln

italics, and the polyadenylation signal at the end of exon 8 is in bold.

Oligonucleotides were designed to PCR amplify all coding exons and the products obtained

were sequenced in affected members of the O'H family and are listed in Appendix 1. No

sequence changes were identified.

AGTR2

During the course of the project AGTR2 located within the linkage interval for Xq23 was

identified as a gene for XLMR/NS)OMR (Vervoort, 2OO2). The 1,092 bp ORF was located

within a single exon and was directly sequenced in affected males from the O'H family using

oligonucleotides listed in Appendix 1. No sequence changes were identified.

Exon Size 3' acceptor splice site 5' donor splice site

1

2

3

4

5
6

1

B

41 bp
59 bp
54 bp
106 bp
112 bp
94 bp
64 bp
399 bp

T C C C T C A C AGTAGGGAAC'AC

TCTTTTGCAGGCAACTGTTG
TTTTATGCAæTTCAGCTGC
T C T C T T GC AGÀC|ATCAJ\T TC

TTCGTCCAGÄCAAGTCACTG
ACACACAC,AæTGTTCCGGC
C ACAC T T C AGCGGT TG|¡UU\T

r:AGCAGÀGCG GT GT GGGT C T

CGCCTGCCAG GTAAGACCAC
GT:ACCAJU\T AG T G AG T G T T A

TA¡\CJUUU\G G T AAAG T AT AA
CGTGA¡U\¡U\G GT AAT AC T T G

AIU\GÀGGæAGTATCCTTTT
T TAC C TACAC C C T CJU\TÀ¡U\
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4.3. CONCLUSIONS

Additional family members for linkage analysis were invaluable for further refinement of the

region of the X chromosome the gene in this family most likely to maps to. Haplotypes for

obligate carrier females, for which there is no material available to study, could be inferred

through the haplotypes of these additional family members. This suggested that for markers at

Xq23, the positive lod scores achieved in the initial linkage analysis (Donnelly, 1997) were

probably due to uninformative markers. In fact the additional males studied III-1, ilI-2, III-3

and III-4 (Figure 4.3) rule out linkage to the marker DXS424 where the maximum lod score

was achieved, as III-I has a different allele to his affected brothers (III-2 andIII-3) andthe

same allele as his normal brother (III-4). This moves the haplotype shared by most of the

affected males to between DXS456 andDXSL220;however, this region is not shared by

affected brothers IV- 5 and IV-6. DXS8088 is the only marker at which these males have an

allele in common with the other affected males. This is likely to be because this marker is

uninformative in their mother, as suggested by inferred haplotypes. Although it is still not

clear whether the gene is located within Xql3.l or Xq23 the available data suggest thatXq23

may be ruled out as a likely localisation.

By exclusion, Xq13 then remained the best region in which to search for mutations in

candidate genes. V-9 and V-10 do not share the same haplotypes as other affected males for

this region. In fact it is likely that they have the grandpaternal haplotype. The presence of

affected females in this part of the pedigree, suggests that there may be a second cause of MR

in this part of the family.
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The linkage region at Xql3 was thus localised to between DXSI06 and DXS559, a rcgion

covering approximately 2 Mb. This is a fairly gene rich region and contains many genes that

presented as good candidate genes. Screening was initiated on some of these genes; however,

a disease causing change is yet to be identif,red. Recently a mutation has been identified

within the NLGN3 gene in two brothers with autism (Jamain et a1.,2003).It is of note that

although no mutations were found in this gene in the O'H family, that the criteria used here

for the selection of candidate genes is reliable.

Several good candidates have not yet been screened including HOPA and NONO. In

particular the HOPA gene is one that stands out as a good candidate. This is a large gene

containing several repetitive sequences including a (CTG)" repeat as well as a dodecamer

repeat. One allele of this exonic dodecamer repeat has been implicated in various disorders

including depression, schizophrenia and MR by some groups (Beyer et aL.,2002; Philibert e/

aL,2002). However other groups do not agree with these findings (Michaelis er a1.,2000).

The genes described here will also present as candidates for other disorders that have also

been mapped to Xql3.1. Of note are X-linked recessive torsion dystonia 3 (DYß) (OMIM#

314250). This disorder was mapped between DXS71l7 and DXSTll9 based on linkage

disequilibrium studies in a population study in Panay and island of the Philippines in which

this disorder was present in an unusually high frequency. FG syndrome (OMIM #305450) is a

genetically heterogeneous XLMR syndrome where one form has been mapped across this

region (Xq13.l-Xq21.31) encompassing the minimal linkage interval of MR in the O'H

family. The minimal linkage interval for Wieacker-Wolff syndrome, one feature of which is

mild MR, also includes this region of Xql3.
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The gene structures presented here were generally determined by sequence alignment of the

ESTs representing each gene. It is possible that some isoforms of these genes are not

represented within these sequences and therefore additional isoforms containing extra exons

or coding sequences may have not been identified. The full characterisation of the genes will

identiff such isoforms and extra sequences can be screened for mutations in affected members

from this family. This project is ongoing and the remaining genes are now being screened by

high throughput methods by a group headed by Dr Lucy Raymond at the Sanger Centre and

future screening of these genes may identify the mutation in this family.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

X-linked infantile spasms syndrome (ISSX or West Syndrome) (OMIM# 308350) is a

syndromic form of XLMR. Affected males have normal intrauterine and early postnatal

growth with infantile spasms occurring within the first year of life, which is followed by

developmental regression. MR is severe to profound and death usually occurs within the first

decade. Hypsarrhythmia, a chaotic electroencephalogram pattern, is also seen in affected

males. V/.J. West first described this syndrome in 1841 in his own son. X-linked inheritance

\ryas suggested by two reports of families with only affected males (Feinberg &, Leahy, 1977)

(Rugtveit, 1986). Claes, et al (1997) reported two families with ISSX and showed by linkage

analysis that in both families the gene mapped between Xpter and Xpl 1.4.lt was also noted

that in these families obligate carrier females were asymptomatic. Linkage was reinforced in a

third family and the localisation refined to a7 cM region in Xp21 .3 -Xp22.I (Bruyere et al.,

1999a).

Previously two translocations between Xp22 and different autosomes were identified in

unrelated female patients with a phenotype characteristic of ISSX (Kalscheuer et a|.,2003).

The breakpoints were characterised in order to find a gene disrupted by the breakpoint, which

would then become a candidate gene for familial ISSX. Both translocation breakpoints were

found to disrupt the serine threonine kinase gene STK9. Direct sequencing of this gene in

ISSX families did not reveal any disease causing mutations (Dr J. Gécz unpublished results).

Linkage intervals, such as the one for ISSX, make positional candidate gene screening

approaches feasible, especially with the release of the draft of the human genome sequence.

The linkage region for ISSX also overlapped with several other MRXS linkage intervals, as
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well as nine MRX families. Therefore, it was a promising region in which to search for

XLMR genes.

This study has included the contributions of many others, which have been acknowledged

where these contributions are described. The main role I have played in this project was in the

screening of probands from XLMR families (sections 5.2.3-6, and in the creation of the GFP-

ARX construct (section 5.2.7). My contribution to this project earned equal first authorship on

the seminal publication in Nature Genetics (Strømme et aL.,2002b), as well as co-authorship

on two other related publications (Turner et al., 2002; Strømme et al., 2002a). The

contributions of all are included in this chapter, so that my work could be put into perspective.

5.2. RESULTS

5.2.1 Transcription map and identffication of cøndidøte genesforI,SSX

(Carried out by Dr Jozef Gécz)

Linkage analysis had previously localised the gene for ISSX between the loci DXSL226 and

AHC (adrenal hypoplasia, congenital) in Xp2l-p22. The genetic length of this region is

approximately 7 cM. Transcription mapping of the corresponding physical interval indicated

the presence of a relatively small number of genes. The partial transcription map of this

region is shown in Figure 5.1. These genes included ILIRAPLI, previously shown to contain

mutations that result in NSXLMR (Carrie et al., 1999). Direct sequencing of this gene '\ /as

carried out on four previously described and mapped ISSX families (Bruyere et al., 1999b),

(Strømme et al.,1999; Claes et a|.,1997), however no disease causing mutations were found.
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Figure 5.1: The minimal linkage interval for ISSX. DXSI226 aîdAHC are the outer

recombinants defining the interval, and are approximately 7 cM apart (not drawn to

scale). Some of the known genes and STSs from the interval are shown. The GenBank

accession numbers for the genomic sequences in the region of ARX are indicated. (tel :

telomere, cen: centromere). (Figure reproduced from Strømme et a|,2002)
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The ARX (aristaless-related homeobox) gene was also within this linkage interval, and

presented as a good candidate gene based on its expression in foetal, infant and adult brain as

indicated by ESTs (Unigene cluster Hs. 157208). ARX is a member of the paired-type

homeobox gene family, and was shown to play a major role in the developing forebrain of

mouse and zebraftsh (Miura et al. , 1997). Additionally , aristaless related homeobox genes are

involved in vertebrate embryogenesis, in particular head development (Galliot & Miller,

2000).

5.2.2 ARX gene charøcterìsation and identijication of mutøtions in lSSXfømilies

(Carried out by Drs Jozef Gécz,Petter Strømme, Marie Mangelsdorf).

The ARX gene covers a region of about 12.5 kb of genomic DNA. It consists of five exons

and is transcribed into a 2.8 kb mRNA, with an open reading frame (ORF) of 1,686 bp

encoding a protein of 562 amino acids (Figurc 5.2).It is an extremely GC-rich gene, with a

GC content of roughly 72%o. There are also four polyalanine tracts within the protein, which

are encoded by GCN triplets.

Oligonucleotides were designed that amplified all five exons. Oligonucleotides for

amplification of exons three and four were designed within the flanking introns so that the

entire exon was amplified. This was similar with exon two, but due to the size and high GC

content of this exon it was necessary to amplifi' this in two overlapping parts. Exon one was

amplified from the region prior to the start codon, and extended into intron one. Similarly the

exon five PCR product was amplified from intron four and extended into the 3' UTR after the

stop codon. Oligonucleotide sequences are given in Table 5.1.
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5'UTR 3'UTR

I
n

Octapeptide domain (aa 25 -3 4)

Nuclear localisation sequence (aa 82-89)

Polyalanine domains (aa 1 00- 1 15, 144-155, 21 5 -281,43 l -439)

Homeodomain (aa 327 -386)

Aristaless domain (aa 527 -562)

Figure 5.2: Genomic Structure of the ARX gene, showing the five exons and domains

from the mature protein. The four polyalanine tracts and their positions are indicated,

as are the homeodomain, nuclear localisation sequence, octapeptide and aristaless

domain.
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Table 5.1: Oligonucleotides used for PCR amplification and sequencing of the ARX gene

from patient genomic DNA. All primers are given in the 5' to 3' orientation.

Exon 1
Forward
Reverse

GTC CAC TAC ACT TGT TAC CGC

AAT TGA CAA TTC CAG GCC ACT G

Exon 2

Part l Forward
Part l Reverse

Part2 Forward
Part2 Reverse

ACG CCT GGG CCTA GGC ACT G

CTC GGT GCC GGT GCC ACC AC

GCA AGT CGT ACC GCG AGA ACG
TGC GCT CTC TGC CGC TGC GA

Exon 3
Forward
Reverse

GAA ATA GCT GAG AGG GCA TTG C

TCT CTT GGT TTT GTG AAG GGG AT

Exon 4
Forward
Reverse

GAC GCG TCC GAA AAC AAC CTG AG
CCC CAG CCT CTG TGT GTA TG

Exon 5
Forward
Reverse

ACA GCT CCC GAG GCC ATG GC

GAG TGG TGC TGA GTG AGG TGA

The ARX gene \Mas initially screened in the four ISSX families previously described (Bruyere

et al., 1999b; Strømme et al., 1999; Claes et al., 1997). Disease casing mutations were

detected in three of them. The first mutation found was an expansion of a (GCG)' repeat, that

is normally present in ten copies and was expanded to 17 copies [(GCG)ro*t)] in the patients

with ISSX (Figure 5.3). This (GCG)r9 encodes a stretch of alanine residues that makes up part

of a polyalanine tract normally consisting of 16 alanine residues. The insertion of the exfla2l

bp in the (GCG) repeat results in a stretch of 23 alanine residues in the ISSX patient. This

identical mutation was found in one other unrelated ISSX family,
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A
( 10

ï

ï

21 bp ins -
(GCG)7

60 0c

LQGAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAA AAAAT
Exlra'7 alanine
residues

B

CGG c0

R P D GAG AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AA AW
Extra 8 alanine
residues

Figure 5.3: Partial sequence chromatograms aligned by the Seqman DNA analysis

programme (Lasergene, DNA Star) from normal and ISSX patient DNA from exon two of

the ARX gene. A: In two unrelated ISSX families comparison of normal (top) and patient

(bottom) DNA sequence revealed an insertion of 2l bp (indicated by an anow). This

mutation alters a (GCG)ro repeat to (GCG)ro+2. This sequence encodes a polyalanine tract

and the mutation changed the normal stretch of 16 alanine residues to 23. B: In a third

ISSX family comparison of normal (top) and patient (ISSX) sequence revealed a 24 bp

duplication within a second sequence which also encodes a polyalanine tract. This

duplication changed the normal stretch of 12 alanine residues to 20 in the patient. Arrows

show the duplicated 24 bp.

c6tcc
428-451
dup(24 bp)

c
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A second mutation was found in a third ISSX family. In this case an in frame duplication of

24 bp Í428-45ldup(24 bp)l was identified within a second polyalanine tract in exon two

(Figure 5.3). This 24 bp also encodes alanine residues with the normal protein containing a

stretch of 12 alarine residues and the 24 bp duplication resulting in 20 alanine residues in the

protein of the ISSX patients.

Neither of these changes was found in over 300 normal X chromosomes screened. The

(GCG)1g repeat is not polymorphic within the normal population. Hence it was concluded that

these changes were the cause of ISSX. In the fourth ISSX family (Claes et aL,1997, family B)

no change was identified, suggesting genetic heterogeneity, or a mutations in a non coding

region of ARX which had not been sequenced.

A fifth patient from a small unmapped family was then screened. The proband from this

family had a more severe phenotype with severely delayed development, and had

commencement of seizures at 4.5 weeks, which progressed to infantile spasms and

hypsarrhythmia. MRI showed unilateral flattening of the skull, right microphthalmia and

delayed myelenation. A maternal uncle died at 20 months with infantile spasms and severe

developmental delay (Strømme et aL.,2002a). PCR amplification and sequencing of exons

from this patient showed normal sequence from exons one to four. A PCR product from exon

five, however, was never obtained. This suggested that all or part of this exon was deleted,

which was confirmed by DNA digestion and Southern blot hybridisation (Figure 5.4D). Using

oligonucleotides located downstream from exon five a PCR product was obtained that crossed

the deletion. Sequencing revealed that the deletion was 1,517 bp (IVS4-816 EX5701del)

(Figure 5.4E) that removes 816 bp of intron four and 701 bp of exon five that is
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predicted to result in an alternative carboxy terminus of the ARX protein that lacks the

aristaless domain.

5.2.3 ARX sueening of XLMRfamilíes

Mutations that cause MRXS, have also been shown to cause both NSXLMR and other forms

of MRXS. Therefore a mutation screen was carried out on other available families that

mapped to the same regionas ARX. These include

Twelve families with NSXLMR. These include MRX-M and MRX-E from which

blood samples of family members were collected by Prof Gillian Turner (Hunter

Genetics, New South Vy'ales, Australia) and where linkage analysis had been carried

out by Dr Agi Gedeon (Department of Cytogenetics and Molecular Genetics, WCH).

Probands from an additional ten mapped NSXLMR families were kindly provided by

Dr Charles Schwartz (Greenwood Genetic Center, Greenwood, USA).

Two families with Partington syndrome (OMIM # 309510), which is characterised by

MR and dystonic movements of the hands (Partington et al., 1988; Frints et al.,

2002a).

One family with myoclonic epilepsy, intellectual disability and spasticity (XMESID)

(screening performed by Dr Petter Strømme) (Scheffer et aL.,2002).

2

J
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The same 428-45ldupQabfi mutation that was first found in the ISSX family of Strømme e/

al (1999) was identified in MRX-M, MRX29, MRX32 and MRX33 and both families with

Partington syndrome (Strømme et a|,2002 and unpublished data).

In the XMESID family a C+T transition was identified at position 1058 (Figure 5.5), which

is predicted to change a proline at position 353 to leucine (P353L). This residue is highly

conserved and is one of the six invariant residues found in the paired-type homeodomain.

This mutation destroys a HpaII site so that PCR amplification across the change and

restriction digestion is able to differentiate between normal and mutation bearing

chromosomes. The 1058C+T was shown to segregate with the phenotype, and was not found

in over 100 normal chromosomes screened.
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n
Y ! D Y EID Y D

TACC T GG TA CCC/TGG l,tcc c Gc
M123456789t011 (bp)

t t t
a- e{-

220
t62*

": r-ãÊ 127I 106
70, _58*
19, 18,

l05tl(lJT 1058C/1058C-+1' 1058c

Figure 5.5: A mutation in the ARX gene was identified in a family with >n¿mSID. A:

Sequence chromatograms of patient (filled box) obligate carrier (circle with enclosed

dot) and normal (white box) showing a C---T change at position 1058. This changes a

proline to leucine in the mature protein. B: HpaII digested PCR products across the

sequence containing the change, shows segregation of the change through the family

with the phenotype. A HpaII site is destroyed by the mutation so that affected males and

carrier females contain an approximately 220 bp band, while in normal chromosomes

this band is cut into two bands of 162 and 58 bp in size (asterisk).
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5.2.4 ARX gene øcpressíon, genefunction and conservatìon

ARX is a member of the aristaless-related paired type homeodomain proteins. The

homeodomain is the DNA-binding domain found in a large variety of transcription factors

involved in controlling cell fate decisions and development. The paired class is characterised

by six invariant amino acids in the homeodomain, with a serine (PAX type), glutamine (Q56

paired-type) or lysine at position (K56 paired-type) at position 50, with ARX falling into the

Q56 class. The aristaless-related proteins also have a C-terminal domain referred to as the
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aristaless domain (also known as the OAR domain, C-peptide or paired tail). This domain has

been proposed to suppress activity of the transcription factor via an effect on DNA binding

(Brouwer et aL.,2003).

The human ARX protein has 94.3%o and 57 .2Yo similarity to its mouse and zebrafish orthologs

respectively (Figure 5.6). The octapeptide, nuclear localisation signal, and homeodomain are

identical in all three species. The aristaless domain is identical between human and mouse

and 87Yo similar between human and zebraf,rsh. The polyalanine tracts are not conserved

between the orthologs, with the human and mouse having different numbers of alanine

residues in both polyalanine stretches, while both are completely absent in zebrahsh. These

polyalanine tracts have been proposed to have a function in transcriptional repression (Han &

Manley, 1993).
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Figure 5.6: Protein sequence alignment of human ARX with the mouse (Mus musculus)

and zebraftsh (Danio rerio) orthologs, with the amino acid positions of each shown on

the left. The two polyalanine tracts in the human protein in which mutations have been

identified are iîbold, Mismatches are highlighted by shading and the conserved domains

are circled. (OP : octapeptide, NLS : nuclear localisation sequence, exon-exon

boundaries are showTr by bold affows).
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Hybridisation of ARX probes to a human multiple tissue Northern blot, and a Northern blot

containing RNA from brain sections (carried out by Marie Shaw), and EST analyses indicate

that the human ortholog of ARX is expressed in foetal and adult brain (occipital, frontal and

temporal lobes of the cerebral cortex, amygdala, corpus callosum, caudate nucleus and

hippocampus). Expression was also detected in skeletal muscle where two additional smaller

isoforms are also observed (Figure 5.7). The origins of these extra isoforms is yet to be

determined, but as they are detected by probes from the 3' end of the gene and not the 5' end

it is possible that they are due to alternative 5' ends of ARX.5'RACE has been used to try to

identify any alternative 5' end, but has not revealed any new transcript sequences (carried out

by Lynne Hobson). This may be due to the high GC content of the gene, which may reduce

the success of the RACE method. It is also possible that the extra bands seen on the Northern

blot are the result of cross hybridisation to other genes with a high similarity to ARX, or to

llRXpseudogenes. Searches of GenBank have not revealed any such sequences. It is therefore

possible that the genomic structure of ARX presented here is not complete.

Themouse andzebraftshArx geneswerefirstdescribedby(Miura etal., 1997), andwere

shown to be expressed in the forebrain (cerebral cortex) and floorplate in the developing

central nervous system. A probe was made by cloning part of the 3'UTR of the mouse.,4rx

gene into pGEM-T (Promega), which contains SP6 and T7 promoters from which riboprobes

could be made. The probe was hybridised to brain sections of foetal (11.5 dpc) and adult

mouse (carried out by Dr Paul Thomas, Murdoch Institute, Melbourne, Australia). In the

mouse embryo, expression was detected in the lateral and ventral telencephalic vesicles, as

well as in the floor plate of the neural tube extending to the midbrain region (Figure 5.8). In

adult mouse, there was an interesting pattern of expression within the cortical neurons, with

expression of Arx in a subset of unknown nuclei.
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A B

D

assorted
nuclei

Figure 5.8: Mouse in situ hybridisations. A probe was made by PCR amplification and

cloning of part of the 3' UTR of the mouse Arx gene (oligonucleotides used were F:

5,- AAGGCTGCCCTCCGCCCTTG . 3' ANd R: 5'. GAAGAGAACAAGAACGAGACGC

3 , ). A and B are mouse embryos at lI.5 dpc. A Is a sagital section and shows hrgh Arx

expression in the lateral and ventral telencephalic vesicles. B is a fransverse section and

shows Arx expression in the floor plate of the neural tube, extending to the midbrain

region. C Adult mouse brain transverse section showing,4rx expression in a subset of

cortical neurons. D. The same section as C under high power showing expression in the

hippocampus and in a subset of unknown nuclei.
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5.2.5 ARX screen¡ng ìn smallfamilies with putøtìve XLMR

(Assisted by Merran Finnis and Bree Hodgson)

The initial mutation screening in mapped XLMR families uncovered mutations in eleven out

of twenty families, indicating that mutations in this gene account for a significant proportion

of XLMR. This is especially the case with NSXLMR where until now, mutations in MRX

genes have only been found in one or a few families. Of the more than 70 published MRX

families, mutations in ARX now account for 5 (results presented here and by (Bienvenu et al.,

2002). This prompted the screening of other XLMR. These included

Families in which MR was segregating in an X-linked manner, where a significant lod

score of >+2 could not be reached. This was either due to the family not having

enough members to reach a significant lod score as predicted by SLINK, or where the

family was large enough but DNA was not available from enough members of the

family for a definitive linkage study.

Small families with X-linkage suggested by at least uncle/nephew pairs of affected

males.

3. Families with two or more affected brothers where X-linkage was uncertain.

In total 48 families were screened by PCR amplification of exons, followed by analysis by

SSCA. From this screen four additional families with the 428-452dup(24 bp) mutation were

identified. The first (MRX-B) \¡i/as a large family with MR associated with hypsanhythmia

(Turner et a1.,2002). The last three mutations were in small families with mild MR (families

2
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MRX-D, MRX-R and MRX-Mo; these families were seen for clinical evalutaion and DNA

samples provided by Prof G. Turner and M. Partington).

In the MRX-D family, the mutation was initially detected in the proband and was

subsequently shown to also be carried by his affected brother. Testing of DNA from blood

leukocytes from the mother showed that she did not carry the mutation. Haplotype analysis

showed that both boys had inherited the same X chromosome for this region from their

mother. This suggests that rather than each occurring de novo, that the mother is gonadal

mosaic for the 428-452dupQa bfi mutation. This is the first case described of gonadal

mosaicism in a carrier female in the ARX gene.

In the sample of small, unmapped XLMR families mutations in ARX are the underlying cause

of MR in 8o/o of cases. Again this highlights that mutations in ARX are the cause of a

signif,rcant proportion of XLMR, and at this time mutations in ARX appears to be the second

most common cause of XLMR after fragile X syndrome.

5.2.6 ARX screening of patients with developmental delay that tested negatívefor FRAXI|

(Assisted by Karen Lower and Rachael Bennett)

ARX was then screened for mutations in patients with MR who had previously tested negative

for expansion of the (CCG)' repeat at the FRAru fragile site (WCH, Australia). A panel of

five hundred DNA samples was collected for screening by SSCA. Initially the region of exon

two containing the (GCG)16 repeat and the 24 bp duplicated region was screened by

electrophoresis of PCR amplicons on denaturing acrylamide gels, as this was a simple and

rapid way to detect changes in the copy number of alanines in both of these polyalanine tracts.
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This identified one change in alanine copy number in one patient (family MR-N) described

below. The screening of these 500 samples by SSCA in ongoing, however, as of yet no single

base changes have been identified.

In one case a male (family MR-N) who presented with mild MR was shown to contain the

change (GCG)16+1, that resulted in one extra alanine residue in the first polyalanine tract (a

change of sixteen to seventeen alanine residues), DNA was collected from the proband's

siblings, mother and grandmother. Analysis of the (GCG)10 repeat in this family revealed that

the (GCG)lo+l allele was also carried by three of the proband's unaffected brothers, but not by

his sister who is more severely affected than the proband (Figure 5.9).

* (ccG)ro*r

<- (GCG)10

Figure 5.9: A (GCG)ro+r change was found in a male with MR. Amplification of the

change and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of this change in other family

members shows that unaffected males also carry this mutation. Also of note is that the

sister of the proband who has MR does not carry the (GCG)1611 allele.
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5.2.7 Mømmølian cell transfectìon of normal ARX and ARX with øn expanded polyølaníne

tract

Similar to ARX, polyalanine tract expansions have been observed in a number of other

disorders. In the case of oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) it had been shown that

expanded alanines tracts form intranuclear aggregation of PABP2 protein both in patient cells

as well as in transfected cultured cells (Calado et a1.,2000). Another study has shown that

when alanine residues were fused in frame with GFP (7,19,25 and,37 alanine residues)

cytoplasmic inclusions formed af\er 24 hours when 19,25 and,37 polyalanine stretches were

present (Rankin et aL.,2000). Cells transfected with these constructs were also more prone to

death.

Therefore, it is possible that the polyalanine expansions in ARX may also result in the

aggregation of ARX protein. If this were the case it may be part of the mechanism by which

these polyalanine expansions result in MR. To determine if the expansions of the polyalanine

tracts were also causing ARX protein aggregation, the ORF was fused in frame with GFp and

transfected into HeLa cells using the phrGFp vector (promega).

It was not possible to ampliff the entire ORF in one reaction, probably due to the high GC

content of the gene. Therefore the construct was cloned in three separate parts, which were

later joined via unique restriction sites within the ARX ORF (Figure 5.10). Eachpartwas first

cloned into the PCR vector, pGEM-T (Promega) and was sequence verified before they were

linked together' The first part was amplified from brain cDNA, and extended from the start

codon into exon two. For the second part, exon two was amplified from normal and patient

genomic DNA. As ARX was not expressed in the available patient material (cultured
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lymphoblastoid cell lines, and fibroblasts) insertion of this segment would allow cloning of

mutations found in XLMR patients, as it contained both regions encoding polyalanine tracts

that mutations had been found in. The third part was amplified from brain cDNA, and

extended from exon two up to the stop codon.

Initially plasmids were transformed into XLlBlue E. coli cells. The (GCG)ro+z and the

duplication from exon two, were both deleted in these cells. A cell line deficient in

recombination pathways (SURE 2 - Stratagene) and thus less likely to delete difficult to clone

sequences, was then used. The 428-45ldup(24 bp) was still deleted from the clones obtained;

however, both the normal ORF and that containing the (GCG)ro*z mutation were successfully

cloned.

The outermost primers used to amplify the insert were constructed with the addition of Bglll

and EcoRl sites at the 5' and 3' ends of the ARX insert respectively. This was so that the full

length inserts could be easily cloned into the multiple cloning site of the phrGFP-Nl vector

(Stratagene). EcoM and Pstl sites were used to join the three parts together (Figure 5.10).

This resulted in two constructs containing the entire ORF in frame with the GFP. Both

constructs were sequence verified before commencing with mammalian cell transfection. The

constructs were then transfected into HeLa cells, were mounted with DAPI and were viewed

by fluorescent microscopy.
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Step 1: Amplifu part B from genomic DNA from both normal DNA and DNA containing

polyalanine expansion mutations (I S SX patients).

ARX genomic structure

5'UTR 3'UTR+
PCR parÍ
DNA

+
B from genomic

Step 2: Amplify parts A and C from normal brain cDNA

Part A Part C

Step 3: Join parts A, B and C together using introduced restriction sites to clone into vector

(EcoRI and BgIII) and using unique restriction sites to join parts together (EcoNI and PsrI).

EcoNI Pstl

EcoRl

2 4 51

phrGFP-N1

Figure 5.10: The method used for cloning the entire ORF of,,4RXfused in frame with GFP
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Tabte 5.2: Sequence of PCR primers used for cloning the ORF of ARX.

The transfection efficiency of both constructs was very low when compared with empty

vector. However, in the case of the normal construct, the protein localised tightly to the

nucleus, and appeared to avoid the nucleoli. In the case of the construct containing the

(GCG)ro+z mutation, most of the protein was still localised within the nucleus, but there was

signal apparent within the cytoplasm. In some cells, this signal appeared to be somewhat

grainy (Figure 5,11). The transfection was then repeated, and the transfected cells were grown

for 72 hours. The extra time made no difference on either the appearance of the cells or the

GFP fluorescence. These were initial experiments and the results are therefore not conclusive.

Part A Forward
Reverse

Bgilr

gaa gat c TGA GCA ATC AGT ACC AGG

TGC CGC ACC CTG AAG GAG GCG GCC C

Part B Forward
Reverse

c
g
cg gaa ttc CAG CAG CGC CCC GTT CGA GG

cg gga tcc CGG GTA GTG CGT CTT CTG G

Part C Forward
Reverse

AAC TGC TGG AGG ACG ACG AGG

cco oaa ttc TTA GCA CAC CTC CTT GCC C

EcoR-I
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DAPI/nucleu GFP/ARX DAPI+GFP

Vector only

GFP-ARX

GFP-ARX
(GCG)ro+z

Figure 5.11: GFP-ARX constructs transfected into HeLa cells. When empty vector

is transfected alone fluorescence is diffuse throughout the entire cell (Top panel)

(DAPI stain (blue) shows the location of the nucleus within the cell). The construct

containing the normal ARX sequence fused in frame with GFP showed fluorescence

tightly localised within the nucleus (middle panel). The bottom panel shows that the

extra seven alanine residues within in the first polyalanine tract results in the presence

of some fluorescence in the cytoplasm of transfected cells.
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5.3. DISCUSSION

Mutations in the ARX gene have been shown to cause ISSX, NSXLMR, PRTS and XMESID

(Summary Table 5.3). The l6 mutations found include expansion of two different polyalanine

tracts, one missense mutation, and one deletion resulting in a truncated protein lacking the

aristaless domain. One change (GCG)ro+t was also found but it remains unclear as to whether

this has a role in disease susceptibility or if it is an innocent rare variant.

One ISSX family that had previously been localised to Xp2l, was not found to contain any

mutations with the ARX gene. This may be because the mRNA sequence of the gene that is so

far known, is incomplete. This is suggested by the alternative transcripts seen in skeletal

muscle on the Northern blot, which arc yetto be accounted for. Alternatively, a mutation may

reside within regulatory regions in the promoter or parts of the 5' and 3' UTRs that were not

covered by the mutation screen. It is already known that disruption of a second gene (STK9)

located close to the region containing ARX can cause a similar phenotype of MR with infantile

spasms (Kalscheuer et aL.,2003). However, affected members of this family do not contain a

mutation in this gene either indicating the possible presence of a third locus for MR and

infantile spasms inXp2I, other than ARX and STK7.

Since the ARX gene and mutations causing XLMR was described (Strømme et al., 2002b),

other groups have also identified mutations in ARXthat cause XLMR. Several mutations in

patients with NSXMLR were found by Bienvenu et al., (2002), and mutations causing XLAG

(X-linked lissencephaly with abnormal genitalia) were found by Kitamura et al., (2002).

XLAG is a severe XLMR syndrome characterised by lissencephaly, agenesis of the corpus

callosum, intractable epilepsy of neonatal onset, hypothalamic dysfunction and ambiguous
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genitalia (OMIM# 300215). Additionally, female relatives of affected boys may have mental

retardation and epilepsy, and they often display agenesis of the corpus callosum (Bonneau e/

aL.,2002). The additional mutations in ARX found by other groups are also summarised in

Table 5.3, and are discussed below.

5.3.1 Insertion in theJirst polyalanine tract of the ARX gene

This study has identified two families with ISSX with the (GCG)ro+z mutation in the fîrst

polyalanine tract. This mutation results in the largest polyalanine tractreported thus far in the

ARX gene, in terms of the number of alanine residues in the tract that result from the mutation.

Additionally, insertion of only one extra (GCG) within this tract was seen in one family

(MRX-N). The proband of this family was initially tested for expansion of the (CCG)" repeat

at the FRAXA locus, and proved to be negative for this mutation. Screening of ARX in the

proband and his family members has revealed that this mutation is also carried by the

proband's unaffected brothers, but not by his sister who also has MR. It is therefore unlikely

that this mutation is causing MR in the proband.

One family with a similar mutation in the first polyalanine tract has been described in which a

(GCG)ro*z mutation segregates with MR. This results in an extra two alanine residues within

this polyalanine tract (Bienventr et aL.,2002).In over three hundred normal X chromosomes

tested during the course of this project the (GCG)1g repeat in which these insertions occur, is

invariant. This therefore raises the question of whether or not the (GCG)ro+r allele in the MR-

N family should be regarded as a disease susceptibility change or a neutral rare variant. If it is

I
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Table 5.3: Summary of mutations found in the ARX gene in patients with XLMR. Blue

and red writing indicates mutations in the first and second polyalanine tracts respectively.

NSXLMR venu ef

XLAG ura et

MutationlDNA Mutation/protein Family Reference

This study

(GCG)ro*7 Ãl 6"- 23 I poly alanine expansion ISSX

ISSX

@ruyere etal.,l999b)

(Claes et al.,1997)

(GCG)ro*r A16"+Al7I polyalanine

expansl0n

MR-N E. Hahn (unpublished)

428-451dup(24 bp) Al2-A201
polyalanine expansion

ISSX
PRTSl
PRT52
MRX-M
MRX-B
MRX.D
MRX-Mo
MRX-R
MR)O9
MRX32
MRX33
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. -@q.ns-q !.q!,,-199.Ð-. -. - - -
lHolinski-Fe der el al.. 1996\

1058C*T P353L/missense )C\4ESID (Scheffer et a1.,2002)

IVS4-816 EX5701del R483fs/truncation ISSX (Strømme etal.,2002b)

98C-T L33P MRX54

T80GCG<ro*zt 416-A18 polyalanine
expansion
Ã12-*A'20lpolyalanine
expansion

P49
P73

MRX43
.sc

MRX36
Ns2

428-451dup(24 bp)

T6448del9 Al2-+ !r9 polyalanine deletion

Ã12---> Ã4 polyalanine deletion L45429de124

P25G286S

Q163R T44904-G

PI420-45ldel32 frameshifVtruncation

790delC frameshifltruncation P2

frameshift/truncation P7l372delG
R332H (missense) P3995G+A

P8l91028T+A L343Q (missense)

P5I lSSinsC frameshifVtruncation

P4l1l7C-T nonsense

P6del exons I and2 unknown
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a susceptibility allele, it may be that other factors such as genetic background and

environment may need to act in combination with the (GCG)ro+r allele to create an affected

phenotype. In the case of family MR-N, it has been suggested that there are members of the

family on the grandmaternal side, who have leaming difficulties, and it would be of interest to

see if these individuals also carry the (GCG)ro+r allele. If one extra alanine residue in this tract

does not cause disease, then is it also possible that the (GCG)ro+z change is also not the true

cause of MR in the family described, and that this is also just a rare variant which is

segregating with MR in the family. A study of the effect of these two changes have on the

normal function of the protein will be needed in order to determine if they are true disease

causing changes.

5.3.2 Duplìcøtìon and deletion of the second polyslaníne tract of the ARX gene

The 428-45ldup(24 bp) mutation was found in a large proportion of the XLMR tested. It is

interesting to note that this single mutation can result in such a wide range of phenotypes.

Although all individuals with this mutation have some degree of MR, the association with

other features is variable. This includes one family with ISSX (infantile spasms,

hypsanhythmia, MR), two families with PRTS (MR with dystonic movements of the hands),

and several cases of NSXLMR. In the case of the latter, further clinical investigation of some

of these families has revealed intrafamilial variation, with different members of the family

also displaying some of the features of ISSX or PRTS (Turner et a\.,2002). These families

were originally classified as NSXLMR, as the presence of the extra clinical features was not

consistent among affected males in the pedigrees.
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Family MRX-M highlights the intrafamilial phenotypic variation in families with the 428-

45ldup(24 bp) mutation (Figure 5.13). In this family affected males II-6 and III-5 presented

withNS)OMR, individual II-5 had infantile spasms associated with MR, while individual lll-

I has the most severe phenotype and was originally diagnosed as autistic and has dystonic

movements of the hands (Turner et a1.,2002). Hence, based on the fact that the additional

clinical features were not consistent among affected males in this family, the MR was

classified as NSXLMR.

I
t2 J

il

III
I 23 4 56

1 2345 6

--¡* È\

ËrrtBI sIII
Ì

428-451 dup
allele

Ì
Normal
allele

Figure 5.13: The pedigree of family MRX-M (top) and the autoradiograph of PCR

amplified alleles across the 24 bp duplicated region electrophoresed on a denaturing

polyacrylamide gel (bottom). This family illustrates the intrafamilial phenotypic

variation that occurs with this mutation.
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Two in frame deletions within the second polyalanine tract of ARXhave also been identified

by Bienvenu et al., (2002), resulting in four and nine alanine residues instead of the normal

twelve. In the family with nine alanine residues, the mutation segregated with MR in the

family. However in the family with four alanine residues, one unaffected boy was identif,red

who carried the deletion. This again raises the problem of proving variants observed in MR

families are in fact disease causing mutations. Such deletions were not found in the hundreds

of normal chromosomes that have been screened. It may be that genetic background and/or

environment again needs to be involved as a possible explanation for the observed phenotypic

anomaly. Alternatively, it may be that in fact they are not disease causing changes. The effect

these mutations have on the normal function of the protein needs to be studied in order to

elucidate this. Meanwhile, ascertainment of additional MR families segregating the same

variant may provide clarification.

5.3.3 Missense mutatìons in the ARX gene

The missense mutation P353L identihed in homeodomain in affected males from the family

with XMESID, changes a highly conserved proline residue in the paired-type homeodomain

protein to a leucine (Figure 5.12).In some homeodomain proteins however, a leucine residue

appears at this position. This change was not found in 100 normal X chromosomes screened.

Although on the basis of cross species conservation it is likely that this is the disease causing

mutation in this family, functional studies on the effect of this change on the ARX protein is

needed for final proof.
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R332H I
)(LAG

L343Q I
XLAG

P353L I
)C\4ESID
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Figure 5.12 Alignment of the homeodomains of human, mouse and zebrafish ARX

proteins with other members of the paired-type homeodomain proteins, and that of the

)il\,{ESID P353L change. This changes a residue that is conserved in this group of

proteins. Differences in proteins sequence are highlighted in yellow. Arrows show the

locations of the missense mutations found in patients with XLAG (Kitamura et al.,

2002). The amino acid at position 50 is boxed and shows that all but PITX1 are

members of the Q56 paired type domain.
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Three missense mutations have also been described by Bienvenu et al., (2002) and are listed

in Table 5.3. These mutations all lie outside of the homeodomain. The first that results in a

predicted L33P change in the protein sequence is in the octapeptide sequence. The second

(Q163R) is located 8 residues away from the second polyalanine tract, and the third G286S

falls between the acidic domain and the homeodomain. These mutations all cause the less

severe phenotype of NSXLMR, however one family (MRX36) has recently been reviewed

and has been found to have overlapping clinical features with PRTS (Frints et a\.,2002b).

Additionally missense mutations have been found that change amino acid residues that are

highly conserved within the paired-type homeodomain proteins (Figure 5.I2). These changes

(R332H and L343Q) cause the more severe phenotype of XLAG and suggest that these amino

acids are highly important for the normal function of the ARX protein.

In the large subset of patients screened by SSCA presented in this thesis, no missense

mutations were identified. This may be either because there are no missense mutations to be

found in this group or it may reflect the inability of SSCA to identi$r all single base changes

(Jordanova et aL.,1997). This may especially be a problem for genes such as ARXthathave a

high GC content, where single base changes might not be enough to alter the confirmation of

the DNA such that it will be detected by non denaturing gel electrophoresis.

5.3.4 Truncøtion Mutations in the ARX gene

Six mutations in ARX that result in truncation of the protein have been identified. In all cases

the phenotype is more severe than that seen in any other mutation. The first, which is

described in this thesis was in a patient with severe, early onset ISSX and has a deletion from
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within intron 4 into exon 5. This is predicted to produce a protein with an alternative carboxy

terminus that lacks the aristaless domain.

Five truncation mutations (1 nonsense and four frameshift mutations), and one large deletion

including exons 1 and 2 with an unknown affect on the protein, have been found in patients

with XLAG (Kitamura et al., 2002). This represents the most severe phenotype found in

patients with mutations in ARX. All of the truncated proteins lack the entire aristaless domain,

with two also lacking the whole of the homeodomain.

5.3.5 Other Polyalanine Expønsion dìsorders

Several other disorders have been described in which expansions of polyalanine tracts within

transcription factor genes causes the disorder (Table 5.4). These include synpolydactyly

(HOXDI3), cleidocranial dysplasia (RUNX2) holoprosencephaly (ZIC2), hand-foot genital

syndrome (HOXAI3), type II BPES (FOXL2), MR with growth hormone deficiency (SOX3)

and congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (PHOX2B). The only expansion of a

polyalanine tract in a gene other than a transcription factor is in PABP2 causing OPMD. As

with mutations in ARX, expansion of normal polyalanine tracts by one to 14 alanine residues

causes disease in these cases.

It has been noted for synpolydactyly, that the size of the polyalanine expansion in HOXD13

has a relation to the penetrance and severity of the disorder (Goodman et al., 1997). The

longer expansion with 29 alanine residues has the most severe phenotype, while shorter

expansions of 22 alanine residues had a less severe phenotype and in a number of cases is
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Table 5.4: Polyalanine expansion disorders and alanine copy numbers of normal and

expanded alleles.

Polyalanine Expansion Disorders

Gene Disorder
I Normal I Expansion

I Rla copy I Rla copy

I number I number
Reference

HOXD( 3

RUNX2

PABP2

nc2

HOXA] 3

FOXL2

SOX3

PHOX2B

ARX

Synpolydactyly

Cleidocranial dysplasia

Oculopharyngeal muscular
dystrophy (OPMD)

Autosomal recessive
OPMD

Holoprosencephaly

Hand-foot genital
syndrome

Type II blepharphimosis/
epicanthus/ptosis

)(LMR with growth
hormone deflrciency

Congenital central
hypoventilation

ßSXAIS)OMR

ISSXA{SXLMR

15

17

10

10

15

l4

l4

15

20

t6

t2

))_)< )o22 2r) 
-t

27

12-17

11

25

24

24

26

2s-29

23
(17,18)

20

(Akarsu et aL.,1996;
Goodman et al.,
teeT).

(Mundlos et a|.,1997)

(Brais et aL.,1998)

(Brais et a|.,1998)

(Brown et a|.,1998)

(Goodman et al.,
2000;
Utsch et a1.,2002)

(Crisponi et a|.,2001)

(Laumonnier et al.,
2002)

(Amiel et a1.,2003)

This thesis; Strømme
et a|.,2002b;
Bienvenu et aL,2002)
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non-penetrant. It was also noted that intrafamilial variation is observed more in families with

the shorter expansions, and it was suggested that this reflected an interaction with other

genetic and environmental factors.

This seems to be similar to what is observed with polyalanine expansions in the ARX gene.

The 16 to 23 alanine change in the first polyalanine tract found in two families with ISSX

where the phenotype is relatively uniform in these family members. However, a greater

number of families with this same mutation would have to be discovered in order to draw any

conclusions about the phenotypic variability caused by this mutation. In the case of the 12 to

20 alanine change in the second polyalanine tract, a considerable range of interfamilial

phenotypic variability has been observed, ranging from ISSX to NSXLMR. Although this

mutation is fully penetrant in the sense that all males that carry the mutation have some

degree of MR with or without the other features of ISSX, intrafamilial variation is evident.

The non-penetrance seen in synpolydactyly, may explain the case of MR-N who has only one

extra alanine (sixteen to seventeen in the f,rrst polyalanine tract), and may support the idea that

the intellectually normal brothers carrying the (GCG)ro+r allele are normal due to non-

penetrance of the phenotype.

5.3.6 Mutational mechunßm of sequences encoding polyøIønine trøcts

In both cases of polyalanine expansions observed in the ARX gene, the number of repeats

remains stable when transmitted from generation to generation. This is not surprising in the

case of the second polyalanine [position of the 428-45ldupQa bfi] as this region is not

encoded by a perfect triplet repeat. Thus the mechanism of mutation is unlikely to be due to
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replication slippage, as has been hypothesised for the larger expansions of (CCG)" and

(CAG)" repeats at fragile sites and in polyglutamine expansion disorders respectively (Kunst

& Warren, 1994). Rather, unequal crossing over is more likely to be the cause of the initial

mutation in each family. This is similar to what has been observed for other disorders with

short expansions of polyalanine tracts. OPMD is caused by similar mutations in the pABp2

gene (Brais et al., 1998). Sequencing of the expanded alleles has shown that they are

duplications or insertions within an existing sequences encoding polyalanine tracts that do not

consist of perfect triplet repeats (Nakamoto et a\.,2002). Additionally, the mutations in some

cases, have been tracked through several generations (over approximately 150 years), and

unlike the expansions associated with fragile sites and the (CAG)" expansions in the

polyglutamine tracts, the size of the alleles encoding expanded polyalanine tracts in pABp2

remains stable (van der Sluijs et aL.,2003).

The locus of the 24 bp duplication in the ARX gene is a mutational hotspot, accounting for

more than 50% (I7 families) of the mutations found in XLMR patients. It is not surprising

that this is the case when one looks at this 24 bp sequence. It is an almost perfect palindrome,

which could form a hairpin structure of 8 complementary G and C pairs around a central

adenine residue. There are two cases of this as a de novo mutation (family MRX-D this thesis

and in (Bienvenu et aL.,2002)). Similarity can be seen with mutations in the FOXL2 gene

which cause Type II blepharphimosis/epicanthus/ptosis (BPES) (Crisponi et a1.,2001),where

30% of mutations causing BPES result from expansion of a polyalanine tract (De Baere et al.,

2003). The sequence encoding the polyalanine tract in the FOXL2 gene is also an almost

perfect palindrome, and replication errors caused by formation of hairpin structures during

replication has been proposed as the mutational mechanism (De Baere et a\.,2001).
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5.3.7 Diseøse mechan¡sms oÍAIIX polyalanine expøns¡on

The mechanism by which these polyalanine expansions result in disease remains unclear. In

the case of OPMD the cells of affected individuals as well as transiently transfected Cos-7

cells with protein containing the expanded polyalanine tract, have been shown to contain

intranuclear inclusions/aggregates (INIs) of mutant PABP2 protein. In all cases of polyalanine

expansions, with the exception of ARX and SOX3 mutations, the inheritance is autosomal

dominant. ARX mutations segregate as X-linked recessive, with carrier females showing

random X-inactivation patterns and not disptaying any phenotype. This suggests a loss rather

than a gain of function, which is suggested for the dominant disorders, and suggests that the

mechanism whereby polyalanine tract expansion causes misfunction of the protein may be

different. The results presented in this thesis of transiently transfected HeLa cells with mutant

protein containing 23 alanine residues within the first polyalanine tract of ARX, suggest that

in fact the protein is not forming INIs. These results, however, are preliminary and further

data is required before firm conclusions can be drawn.
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5.3.8 Animal models of ARX mutations

Kitamura et al., (2002) identified ARX as a candidate for XLAG based on the phenotype of

mice deficient in Arx. These mice had many features in common with human XLAG patients

including small brains, shown to be due to aberrant migration and differentiation of

interneurons in the ganglionic eminence and neocortex, as well as abnormal testicular

differentiation. Although this does not mimic the polyalanine expansions, the most common

change found in ARX in XLMR patients, it has provided clues to the normal function of ARX

and its importance in normal brain development.

As lRXis expressed almost exclusively in brain, the effects the mutations have on the normal

function of the human protein will be difficult to elucidate. For disorders of the brain, model

organisms are a valuable resource for this work. Orthologs of ARX are found in a wide range

of organisms (including zebrafish) which will help in the future study of the ARX protein, its

normal function, the other proteins it interacts with, and the effect the mutations presented in

this thesis have on the normal function.
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5.4. CONCLUSION

Mutations in,,4RXhave been implicated in a signihcant number of XLMR families and with

varying phenotypes associated with MR. The majority of mutations found have been

expansions of one of the two polyalanine tracts of the ARX protein. The second polyalanine

tract especially, appears to be a hotspot for mutations with nearly 50% (17 of 35 mutations;

numbers from Table 5.3) of reported mutations being of the 428-45ldtp(24 bp) type.

Additionally there are two cases where this is a de novo change (family MRX-D and

Bienvenu et a1.,2002).It still remains unclear if small increases in alanine copy number or

deletions of alanines are disease susceptibility mutations or are simply rare variants. The

effect these variations have on the function of the transcription factor is also unknown. The

knockout mouse for Arx, resembles the more severe phenotype seen in XLAG patients. It

would be of interest to observe the phenotype of the mouse, and the effect on the normal

development of the mouse brain that would result from a knock-in for both of the (GCG)ro+z

and the 428-45ldupQabfi polyalanine expansion mutations.



Chapter 6
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At the outset of this study in March 2000, there were only 8 genes for non-syndromic X-

linked mental retardation known. Since then another 7 such genes have been identified. While

the number of these genes rose to 15 (including ARX described in Chapter 5), mutations have

only been found in 19 of the 81 published families where the gene has been mapped by

linkage. This low mutation rate highlights the unexpected genetic heterogeneity now

characteristic of X-linked mental retardation and also shows that a large number of genes are

still to be identified. The aim of this thesis therefore, was to extend knowledge of the genes

involved in non-syndromic X-linked mental retardation.

The summary of the main contributions toward this goal, generated as part of this thesis are:

o Identification of mutations in the novel paired-type homeobox gene ARX as the cause of

ISSX, as well as other syndromic and non-syndromic forms of mental retardation

(Partington syndrome, XMESID syndrome, and MRX; Strømme P., Mangelsdorf M. E. ef

al., (2002) Nat Genet 30: 441-5)

Discovery and characterisation of the considerable clinical heterogeneity of the ARX

mutations (Turner G. et al.,(2002)Am J Med Genetll2z 405-11; StrømmeP. et ql.,

(2002a) Brain Dev 24:266-8)

Initiation of a large scale screening for mutations in the ARX gene in unmapped familial

and sporadic cases with mental retardation, and showing that for familial cases, mutations

inARX account for -8% of those screened

Identification of the candidate gene, BGN, for non-syndromic mental retardation, by

characterisation of the inversion breakpoints from a patient with mental retardation and

pericentric inversion of X-chromosome l(46,Y, inv(X) (qI3.1q28); Mangelsdorf et ø1.,

manuscript in preparation - Appendix VI]

a

a
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Identification of disomy of Xq28 genes as a likely cause of mental retardation, by

characterisation of a inversion breakpoints from a patient whose original karytype of 46,

Y, inv(X)(pll.2q28) has been redefined as 46, Y, rec(X)dup(Xq)inv(X)(p11q28)

(Mangelsdorf et ø/., manuscript in preparation - Appendix VI)

Identif,rcation of the gene TMG3a as a candidate for X-linked mental retardation, as well

as cardiomyopatþ, by the characteristion of translocation breakpoints in a patient with a

balanced translocation t(X; 1 0) 146, X, t(X; 1 0)(q2 8 ;q 1 1 . 2)l

Localisation of a novel gene by redefining the minimal linkage to an -2 Mb interval in a

family with non-syndromic mental retardation, and initiating a systematic transcription

mapping and candidate gene screen of genes from within this localisation

The Human Genome Project has played a phenomenal role in the facilitation of gene

identification in genetic disorders. The rate of discovery of disease causing genes almost

approached one gene a day. This is because the gradual release of the human genome

sequence over the last 5 years has shifted the emphasis for disease gene identification to in

silico technology. The availability of such a resource has dramatically reduced the time

required for many positional and candidate gene approaches. The ultimate completion of the

human sequence, as announced in April 2003, as well as that of the other organisms, will

perhaps make the identification of genes for disease more routine, but also high throughput

and almost automated.

Identification of genes for mental retardation has been very successful during the past decade.

The knowledge about these genes not only helps the families and individuals involved, but

also greatly improves our understanding of what is required for normal brain development.

The brain is an extremely complex organ, and therefore it is not surprising that a large number
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of genes as well as a plethora of environmental factors play a role in its development and

functioning. Unfortunately, there is no foreseeable cure for mental retardation at this time and

it is unlikely on the basis of present knowledge that drugs can be developed to correct the

problems that occur during early development of the brain. However identification of genes

causing mental retardation will further our understanding of this complex organ, as well as

facilitating more precise diagnosis and thus family counselling which is of considerable and

immediate practical value to the affected families.
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Primers were designed from intronic sequences such that PCR amplified the whole exon. All

sequences orientated 5'+3' . Large exons were screened in two or more parts, and exons

separated by small introns were amplihed in one reaction.

Gene Exon Forward Reverse

Ras-related
Rab

2 and3 TGAGGGCGACGATTGGCCTGC GATGGTGCTAC C CÄÀC TGTGATG

4 and5 CAGGGATCCAGTCTAC C TGAC C GACCCTCCCCATAGAGACTGÄÄT

6 andT C C TAGGTÄÀGCATCATTACACCTC
AG CCCTTAGGTACCACTCAGGC

8 GAC C TTGGGTGTTAÄ,GATTTGAC AC C CAGTAGCTGTGAGATGC G

KIF4 I and2 TGC TGAC CTAC TAA,CATTCATC GGTACAGAGAC GTTGACAÄÄTG
a
J GAAGGAÄATGGAGTATATTGATTA

G
GGATTTATTTTTCGAC CCAÄAGAC

4 GATTAC C TATAGGGTTATGGTCC GGCAGATAAAA,GGGATGTGAAC

5 GGTTC TACTAGAC TATCÄAGGC ATCAATTGAAGAAGCAGTC TAATG

6 AGTTACTCTCAAGCTTGTGTAC C CAACÄATAC CAACAÄGAGTACTAG

7 TATATGTTGGATGCATTACCAÄGC CTTTGCTGTCTCAGCACTATC

8 CGGCTTTGCTTATATCCTACTTG CTC TATCATTC CACTCACATAC

9 TAC TGC C AÀGGGTTÄAGTAGC GGA AAAÀTAGCCTCTATTAGAATAC

10 CACTTTTCCCAGACTTTTGTGG C TGTC TC TCATAATGAGATACATG

11 and I 2 GAGCATAATTATGTGAGGC TGTC GAAAGGC TTGTATGTGTCAAGAG

13 AC CAGTAAGCTTTACTTCAGAC GGAAACGGCAGTTAGAGCTC

t4 GTGCC TAAGGAAC TC CATTTGC CCATTCAGTTTAAGAGACTGTAG

15 GAGACATGGAÄTGC TGAAGTG TTCTTGC AJU\GCTCCTCACAC

t6 C TC TGGGAGTC TAGTATTATGTC CTTGAÄATGATTGCTCTGCCTG

t7 ATCCATCCGCACCAGCCTAG GC TCAGAGAA,GGGTTTATTAC C

18 TGTC TTGAGAGACAC C TTATAG GTTTCTCAGGACGCTTGCTAG

l9 TAÄACCTGGTîCCTATAGGAÀC CTGTTCCCAGTGTCCACÄAGAG

20 and2l GAGC TGAATC TAGCC CATGAG TGTTTTTCCACCATCACAAGGC

22 TGATATTTAACTGATAGC TC CATC TTCAAGGCTAACATCC CATTTC

23 CAAGÄAAGC TGACATTATC C TGC TGCA.A.AATTTAGÄAÀAGGC CAC G

24 GGATCAC TGC TTGAAC TAA,GTC GAC.AAGATTC TCAGTTAGTACTG

25 GGTAACCCACATGTAGTGCC AGCTGGCCTCAGTAGCAACG

26 CTAGCCTAGGTCTGGTATCTG TTAGCACACTCAC CCCAÄAC C

27 CTTTGCTC TGAGAA,îATAGC TGG GAAÄAC TATCC CAGTGGCAGTG

28 TAAACTAGTC TTC TAACC CTTTC GTGGAÀAC TAGAGGAAGGTC TG

29 CAGAC TGATTTTGTAAACC TGGC CAGAGAAGGAC GC TÀATCCAG

30 CATCTATAGCAGCTCGGCTGG AAGCATCTCCCAAGCCAGAC
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Gene Exon X'orward Reverse

NLGN3 2 GACCAACTCTGTTGCCCTCC CATGCTGCAGGGCACACAAC

J AGCAAGCCTGGTGGGTGATG GC TACTTGGAGGA.A,GGC TGG

4 TGGGCCACACTGCAGTCATG GCTTCTCCCCATCGAGÄAGG

5 ACCTGGGATAGCTTTGCTGC CACCAGCTAGAGAAGCAAGG

6 GCGTGCTCATTCTCTATTCC AGAGCTGGCCGATTCCCTTG

7 CATGGGGCAGCCTCAGTGAC ATGGAAGAGGTTTAGC TAGAG

8 (part 1) GTGGTGACC C CAGATTTCCAT CGGCTCCCCGCTGAGGGCTAG

8 (part2\ CCTCGTGACTACTCCACTGAA GGAGC CTGGAGATTGGC TGTG

SLC7A3 2 CCTCATTTCCCAÄ,TAGCTCCTTTG GGACGGAGATGGATAGAATG

3 and4 GA,C TTGTGTGAGC C TGGGGTC TTAGC TAGGTC TTCÃAAGCC C

5and6 GGGC TTTGAAGAC C TAGC TAA ACCTGAGACTCTGACAGCAG

TandB CATACAGTC TTGGGAAGAGAGATC CTC CATCATTC C TCATC CÄÄ,GA

9 and 10 GAA,TC TGGGTAîCTCACCCTG GAC CTCAÀGATATC TGGAGC C TA

Il and 12 CTGGCCTGCATAGGATAGGG CACTTCTCTGAGGCTCTTCACT

AFX] 1 AGAAC TGTGTGAAGGGACAGC CAGGGGGTAGATGGTGTTGGG

2 (part l) GACCGCTGGCCACTGACCTCC CCGGTAÄCCCCAGGATGCT

2 (part2) CTCGGAGTGGTCTCTCTGG CTCCCCTTCGCCCAGATCATG
a
J AGAÀTGTTGGCAAGC C CCAGG CTTGGCCCTTCCAGATCCCCT

ZNF261 1

2 (part l) GGAATTCAGGC T.A.A,GAC CAC C CCAGCÄACTCAGTGGCTCCA

2 (part2) TTGATACCCCTGCTGGCCTG CTCTAGTAGCCCCTCAGGTG

2 (part3\ GGCTGGGGCAÄATTCCTGTT cAcccTcTcccAccccTG
3 TTCTTCCCCAGGAATGGAGG GTC CTTC CCAGAGCTAA,GGG

4 CTGGCCAGGGTGTCAGTTTTC GGACC TTTTC CACACC CAGAAC

5 CTGTTGGTCAGGGGATGGTTG CTCATACTCCTGCCCAGATC

6 CATTGATCCTGGAGGAGGGG GAGGGGCAGGTCAGGGCTG

7 (part l) C TGTGAAGATC TAGGGTGAGG ACACTGGTCACAACAGTTGG

7 (part2\ CCGGGCCAACAAGGGACTG AACCCAAGGAACCACACCCC

8 AATAÄAAGTGAAGGGACAÄATCC GGGAGTATGGGAGGTAGAGAG

9 CCCTCTCTCTTTCTCTTTTCC TTCTCCAACCCTCTTTATGTT

10 GCTGCACACATCîTGCCCCT GACAGTCTGGTCGTGTGGC

11 GÄAGGGGTCCTTCCACTTGG CTGGC TGGGAGTTATAGTGTC

T2 CTCTTGCCCTTGGGTATCTGTGT GCTCCCCACTGCCCTCTTTC

t3 GGGGAÄAGAAAGGGCCCAAC AGGATTAGGAGAGTCCAGGC

t4 ÄAATGGAGAGC TAGTC C C TTG TGCCCCGACCTTGCCCAÄAT

15 AGGAGGGTACGGCGGTTGG GGCAGGCCTAGGACTCTGG

t6 AGATGTGACCAGTCCAGCAG TGATGAGAGTAAGGGGAÄÀGG

l7 CAACTGCTGGTGTGGTTCTTG GGGCAGAGACATGCTGGTAG

18 CTGAAAGCTTGTGAGGGTGC CC TGATGGCACAÀATGC TAE C

t9 GGAGGGCTGCAGGGTTGAG CCTTTGGGCCTCCATTCTTC
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Gene Exon Forward Reverse

ZNF26I (cont) 20 CTCTGGCCTTACCTCTGCCA CTCCTCCTCCCTGTCCCTG

2l ATGGAAC TAAGTGAAATTCC CCAT CC TGC TGTGGTAAGAGTGACAG

22 CTTTCTTC TAGGACCTACAGTC GATGGTGGATTGGÀÄGAÀTGG

23 GGTTGGGTTTGGGTAACCAC TGGGTTATGGCAGGGCATGG

24 TGTGGCTCATGGAGCCTGTG ATCCCTCGGGTCCCCATGC

25 TGGTACTGATCTTCTGTCCTG TGGCCACAGGACAGACATTG

SNXL2 1

2 GTGGCTACCACAGGC TGAA,CA ACTCAGC CTATGCAGAGCTC C

J GGACAGGATGGACCCTATGC GAC TAC GATGGCAÄAAGTAGCAA

4 (part l\ CCCTCTGCTAATTCTCTCTGAT CTGGCCCATACTGACTCACC

4 (oart2\ GAÀ,AGCCATAGGGCAGTAGG CTGCATAÀ,TACCCAGCATATCC

AGTR2 3 (part 1) GGATGTC CTCAGCTCTGTATGTG TAAGGCA.ATC C CAGCTGACCAT

3 (part2'l CAC C TGCATGAGTGTTGATAGG GGTGAGC CTCAAAGCAAGTAGCC

PRRG] TGTAGCCACTCAGC C TC TATC CÄAGAAATACAATTTAGGTGTC CAC

GTCACTGTCCCTGCCCAGGG GTGAACCTAGCTCTCCAACCC

GTTCATTGAAC C CAGACATTTATT
c

GTGGTATGCGGTAA,GAGTCCAÄ

Fluorescently labelled oligonucleotides for SSCA analysis of the ARX gene

Gene Exon Forward Reverse
ARX 1 (part l) GCTCACTACACTTGTTACCGC TTACTTTTGCACTCGGGCCTC

l(part2\ CAGCCATGAGC.AATCAGTAC C AATTGACAATTC CAGGCCAC TG

2 bart I\ CAGCAGCCCTGGCTGGGACT CGTTCTCGCGGTACGACTTGC

2 bart2\ GCAGGTGAGCATCAGCCGCA CAGCTCCTCCTTGGGTGACA

2 (part3) AAC TGCTGGAGGACGA,CGAGG CGCGACCACCCTACGCGCAT

3 GAAATAGC TGAGAGGGCATTGC TC TC TTGGTTTTGTGAAGGGGAT

4 (part l) GAC GCGTCCGAÄÄACAACC TGAG CAGTCCÀAGC GGAGTCGAGC G

4 (part2) GCAGGTGAGCATCAGCCGCA CCCCAGCCTCTGTGTGTATG

5 ACAGCTCCCGAGGCCATGAC GAGTGGTGCTGAGTGAGGTGA
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Characterisation of X chromosome inversion breakpoints in two patients with mental
retardation
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X chromosome rearrangements have been a valuable tool for the identification of candidate
genes for X-linked mental retardation (XLMR). \ile have localised the breakpoints of one
paracentric inversion and one pericentric inversion of the X chromosome in two unrelated
patients with mental retardation. For Patient I l46rY,inv(X)(q13.1q28)l the Xq13.1
breakpoint was previously localised by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) and long
range restriction mapping to a250 kb genomic fragment near DXS131-DXS[62lll We have
now localised the breakpoint at Xq28, and subsequently shown that the break lies within
the 3'untranslated (UTR) region of the biglycan gene (BGN). In this patient BGN acquires
a novel 3' UTR and polyadenylation signal from Xq13.1, but retains apparently normal
levels of expression. The sequence across the breakpoints has been determined, and shows
that there are no genes at Xq13.1 that are disrupted by the inversion. In Patient 2,
(46,Y,inv(X)(p11.2q28), the Xpl1.2 breakpoint has been localised by FISH. ZXDA, the only
gene in the region, is unaltered by the inversion. At Xq28 all BAC clones probed to the
patient's chromosomes were found to span the breakpoint, indicating that the patient has a
previously unidentified submicroscopic duplication of Xq28 as well as the initially detected
inversion [46,Y,rec(X)dup(Xq)inv(X)(p11q28)1. The duplication covers of region of at least
2.7 Mb and thus it is likely that in this patient the phenotype is not due to disruption of a
single gene but rather the result of the functional disomy of many Xq28 genes.

Introduction

Intellectual disability is a common disorder estimated to affect I-2Yo of the population [2,3]. The
proportion of these which are due to alteration of genes on the X chromosome is referred to as X-
linked mental retardation (XLMR) and affects L6611000 males [4,5]. XLMR is subdivided into
syndromic, where the mental retardation (MR) phenotype is associated with other distinctive
clinical features, and non-syndromic (NSXLMR) where MR is the only consistent phenotype
within a family. More than75 families have been published which segregate non-syndromic MR
and which have been shown by linkage to map to a region of the X chromosome (based on a lod
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score of >+2) (termed MRX) [6]. The regions they are linked to are scattered all along the length
of the chromosome. To date there have been 15 genes implicated in NSXLMR however
mutations have been found in only 12 of the MRX families. Thus NSXLMR has proven to be a
highly genetically heterogeneous condition and there are likely to be many more genes on the X
chromosome yet to be associated with the phenotype.

FMR2 was the first gene for NSXLMR identified after patients were found with deletions near
the FRAXE fragile. [7]. Of the remaining genes so far identified, 6 were discovered at
breaþoints of X chromosome reanangements, or within deletions in patients with MR, and were
subsequently shown to contain mutations in one or more families with MRX (OPHNI [8],
ILIRAPLI l9l, TM49F2 ll0l, ARHGEFí Ull, FACL4 [12] and AGTR2 t13l). Two were
identified by positional candidate gene screening of MRX families (GDII [4] and PAK3 [15]).
Six became candidates for MRX after they had previously been shown to cause syndromic
XLMR ØrRX [16l, RSK2 U7l, MECP2 Uïl, SLC6A8 |91, ARX [20] and FGDI [21]) An
additional 7 have been implicated in XLMR only by their disruption by breakpoints of X
chromosome rearrangements in patients with MR, but have not been shown to contain mutations
in any familial cases (ZNF26L 1221, VCX-A 1231, RSK4.[24], GRIA3 [25], KLFS 1261, NXF5 l27l
and RLGP t28]). History therefore shows that X chromosome rearrangements have proven to be a
valuable tool for the identification of candidate genes for non-syndromic XLMR.

V/e have previously identified a patient with non-syndromic MR who has an inversion of the X
chromosome;46,Y,inv(X)(ql3.1q28). In this patient the Xql3 breakpoint was localised to a 250
kb region but no disrupted genes were discovered []. A second patient has now been identified
that also has an inversion breakpoint atXq28; inv(X)(pll,q28). Mutations in four genes that
cause non-syndromic MR are akeady located in Xq28 (FMR2, GDII, MECP2 and SLC6A8),
however 5 MRX families that map to this region do not have mutations in any of these genes.
Many families also map to Xpl l and Xql3, and identif,rcation of candidate genes in these regions
would also be beneficial. In an attempt to identifu one or more candidate genes for XLMR we
have characterised the inversion breakpoints at Xq28, Xq13.1 and Xpl l.2inthese two patients.

Materials and Methods

CLINICAL SUMMARY

Patient I

This patient presented with severe learning difficulties and has the karyotype
46,Y,inv(XXq13.1q28). A more detailed description has been published in [1]

Patient 2

4 6, Y, inv(X) (p I I .2q28)

SEQUENCE DATA, BAC AND COSMID CLONES
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Genomic sequence of Xq28 was available from the nr and htgs databases at the National Center
for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). BAC contigs were
constructed by searching the TIGR BAC end database
(http://www.tigr.org/tdb/humgen/bac_encl_search). Genes were identihed by searching both nr
and EST divisions of BLAST. BAC clones were obtained from Research Genetics. DNA was
prepared from liquid cultures using QIAGEN plasmid DNA extraction kit (tip 100).

FLUORESCENCE IN SITU HYBRIDISATION

BAC clone DNA for probes for FISH were nick translated with biotin-14-dUTP and hybridised
in situ at aftnal concentration of 20 ngl¡ll to metaphases from the mother of Patient 1 who carries

the inversion, and to metaphases from Patient 2. The FISH method was modified from that
described by l29l in that chromosomes were stained before analysis with both propidium iodine
(as counterstain) and DAPI (for chromosome identification). Images of metaphase preparations
were captured by a cooled CCD camera using the CytoVision Ultra image collection and
enhancement system (Applied Imaging Int Ltd). FISH signals and the DAPI banding pattern were
merged for figure preparation.

INTERPHASE FISH

BAC 3007F1 and B.AC 54120 were directly labelled with SpectrumOrange and SpectrumGreen
(Vysis) respectively, according to the manufacturers instructions and co-hybridised at a final
concentration of 2Onglul to interphase nuclei. 100 nuclei were
counted.

RT-PCR, 3'RACE AND SEQUENCING

Total RNA was extracted from patient and control fibroblast cell lines using Trizol reagent (Life
Technologies). RT-PCR was performed using Superscriptll Rnase H- Reverse Transcriptase
(GIBCO BRL) and with different combinations of primers using standard PCR conditions.
Primer sequences for amplification of BGN were as follows: 6F, 5'- CTG AGA CCC TGA ATG
AAC TC -3'; 7R,5'- TTG AGG TCT GGG AGC CCT GA -3'; 7F,5'- CCT AGG CCA CAA
CCA GAT CA -3' and 8R, 5'- ACC AAG CTC AGA AGC GAG AA -3'.

6F was used for 3'RACE using the 3'RACE System for Rapid Amplification of cDNA ends
(GIBCO BRL) as per the manufacturers instructions. 3' RACE products were purified using the
Ultracleanrt PCR clean-up DNA purification kit (MOBIO laboratories inc) and sequenced using
the BigDye terminator cycle sequencing kit as per the instructions of the supplier (Perkin Elmer).

Primers for ZXDA screening were as follows: F 5'- ctc tta caa gct caa gag gc 3'; R 5'act aga acc
tcc ggt cat cg - 3'. Products were amplified as above with the addition of c¡32P-dCTP. Products

were diluted l:1 in loading buffer (96% formamide) and loaded on a I0% (49:1) acrylamide gel
in IXTBE and run at 600V overnight. Gels were dried under vacuum and exposed to X-ray film
for 3 hours before developing.
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LONG RANGE (LR)-PCR AND SOUTHERN BLOTS

Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche) was used for ampliffing products greater than 3 kb
as per the manufacturers instructions. Products from control samples that did not ampli$r in the
patient was with the following primers F: 5' AGG CCA CCT TTC CTC CAC CT 3' and R: 5'
CAC CAC GAC CCA GAA GCC CT 3'. This PCR product was probed to Southern blots
containing 8ug of DNA from patient and control samples digested overnight with Psll and
HindIIl (NEB). The probe was labelled using a random priming reaction with [o32P]-dCTp
(NEN) and prereassociated with human placental DNA before hybridisation. Filters were
hybridised overnight in IM sodium phosphate (pH7.0) and 7Yo SDS at 65oC, and were washed
under standard conditions.

Results and Discussion

PHYSICAL MAPPING AND FLUORESCENCE IN SITU HYBRIDISATION (FISH)

The cosmid clone E0166, was originally used for FISH in Patient 1 and gave distal signal. An in
silico chromosome walk from this point towards the centromere was undertaken. This resulted in
physical map and BAC contig across Xq28 between positions 144.6-147.3 Mb (ensembl release
8.30.1) using the publicly available sequences at the time and by searching the BAC end database
(TIGR) (Figure 1). This region contains more than 30 known genes including the creatine-
transporter gene, SLC6A8 which has recently been found to contain mutations in patients with
NSXLMR (Hahn et aI,2002). BAC clones were used as probes to metaphase chromosomes in
order to refine breakpoint localizations.

Patient l
The BAC clone 54120 was shown to span the Xq28 breakpoint by FISH (Figure 2a),withprobes
located telomeric and centromeric to this giving distal and proximal signal respectively. This is
consistent with the inversion in this patient occurring without any other tearrangements and with
the breakpoint being located within this sequence. 54120 is a large clone of -250 kb, however
located within is the BAC 3011F21 which also showed spanning signal by FISH and hence the
breakpoint was localised within this 60 kb.

This 60 kb contains the entire biglycan gene (BGM), the 5' end of the brain specific plasma
membrane calcium ATPase (PMCA3) and part of the exonuclease TREX2 (Figure 1). LR PCR
was used to exclude most of the sequence in the vicinity of these genes from being intenupted by
the inversion breakpoint. One LR PCR product was obtained from control DNA, however no
product was obtained from Patient 1 (results not shown). This -3 kb product was hybridised to
Southern blots containing Psfl and HindIII digested patient and control DNA (Figure 3a). In the
patient, a I kb Pstl fragment was absent and was replaced by two junction fragments. These
junction fragments were also seen in the mother of the patient who is a carrier of the inverted X
(Figure 3a). These experiments placed the breakpoint within the 3'UTR of the BGNgene.

To assess whether the Xq28 breakpoint affected the normal expression of BGN, RT-PCR was
carried out using RNA from cultured fibroblasts of the patient and a control as template (Figure
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3b). Expected products were not obtained from the patient when using primers flanking the
inversion breakpoint. BGN specific primers 5'to the breakpoint, however, gave products of
normal size which were comparable in intensity with the control samples. This suggested that in
this patient, BGN acquired a new 3' UTR and a novel polyadenylation signal from the Xql3 side
of the breakpoint.

3'RACE was used to find the new 3'UTR of the BGN gene and to obtain the sequence across the
breakpoint (Figure 3C and 3D). Indeed there was a new smaller 3'UTR and a new
polyadenylation signal identified. The sequence at the breakpoint also contained 23bp of DNA of
unknown origin; BLAST searches of GenBank found no significant hits. 3' UTRs are known to
contain elements that control mRNA localisation, stability and translation efficiency. Although
the ORF of BGN is highly conserved between species the 3'UTR is not. There is however, a
(GT)" repeat within the 3'UTR of BGN which is present in , however in mouse and rat is an
(AC)" repeat. Whether this has a role in post-transcriptional regulation of BGN is unknown. A
mouse knockout for this gene has also been described [30]. This knockout has an osteoporosis
like phenotype, consistent with the postulated role of BGN as a bone matrix proteoglycan. BGN
is expressed in brain, and although its function here remains unclear BGN injected into rat brains
has been shown to facilitate learning [31].

The breakpoint at Xql3 is within the sequence of the BAC clone CEPHB197N14 (Accession
number AL135749) at position 15,884 bp from the T7 end. This is located between the NIMA-
interacting peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase 4 gene (PIN4) and a oDNA clone which is weakly
similar to the excision repair protein ERCC-6 (Accession number AK056494), however neither is
disrupted by the inversion breakpoint. A positional effect on these genes is a possibility, although
seems unlikely as the breakpoint lies downstream of the 3' end of both of these genes.

As the mother of the patient is a carrier of the inverted chromosome there may be other males in
the family that have the inversion. The mother reports a history of psychiatric problems among
her relatives, however she is unwilling to discuss this genetic problem with them. Therefore,
material from other males in the family is unavailable to determine if they do indeed have the
inverted X chromosome.

Patient 2
FISH was initially performed using the same BAC clones as for Patient 1 as probes. All probes
tested gave spanning signal. There was no obvious reason to speculate that these results were due
to normally duplicated regions in Xq28 or low copy X chromosome repeats which might result in
multiple signal by FISH. Rather we have interpreted this as the inverted chromosome also
containing a duplication of Xq28. BAC clones used cover a region of at least 2.7 Mb of Xq28.
This duplication was further confirmed using interphase FISH (figure 2B), where two probes
located -XX kb apart were hybridised to interphase nuclei of the Patient 2. 921100 nuclei
contained two signals from each probe. This was consistent with an Xq28 submicroscopic
duplication which had been previously undetected and hence the patient had the karyotype
46,Y,rec(X)dup(Xq)inv(XXp I 1 q2 8).

From this same patient FISH localised the Xp1l.2 breakpoint within the BAC 966K21. This
region is highly repetitive in nature and contains only 1 gene, ZXDA, which is an intronless zinc
finger gene. Located -30 kb telomeric is ZXDB which sharc 98.7o/o DNA sequence identity [32].
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To determine if ZXDA is disrupted by the breaþoint both PCR and RT-PCR were used. As
primers for ZXDA also amplifu the same sized product from ZXDA, the products were separated
using SSCA (results not shown). In the patient the expression of both ZXDA and ZXDB were as
normal, and thus the inversion breakpoint does not affect these genes.

Therefore in this patient, there are no genes at Xpl 1.2 which are affected by the breaþoint. The
phenotype in this patient is likely to be due to duplication of many genes in Xq28 rather than
disruption of a single gene.

Disomy of Xq28 genes has previously been described in boys with XYxo syndrome,
characterised by deletion of the long arm of the Y chromosome, along with Xq-Yq interchange
[33]. Disomy of Xq28 was shown to cause phenotypes other than those associated with boys with
46XYq- karyotype alone, including severe mental retardation, hypotonia and microcephaly. In
these cases, and in the case of Patient 2 described here, the phenotypes are likely to be the result
of lack of dosage compensation that is normally accounted for by X-inactivation in females. The
region duplicated in Patient 2 overlaps with that of the patients with XY¡o syndrome (figure 4), a
region containing many genes. Thus it is likely that the intellectual disability in this patient is due
to this large duplication and functional disomy of many genes, rather than disruption of any one
gene in Xq28.

Conclusion

We have characterised inversions of the X chromosome in2 patients with MR. In the first case,
the 3'UTR of BGN is disrupted. The 3'UTRs of some genes are known to contain sequences that
are involved in post-transcriptional gene regulation. The 3'UTR of BGN houses a polymorphic
(GT)" repeat. Interestingly in mouse and rat, the 3'UTR of BGN contains and (AC)n repeat. 3'
UTRs of many genes contain microsatellite repeats, however it is not known if they play any role
in gene regulation. Although this gene is expressed in brain its function here is not well
understood, however this work presents BGN as a candidate gene for screening XLMR families.

For the second patient the rearrangement has proven to be more complex than initially thought,
with a large duplication in Xq28. This is a gene rich region and contains several genes akeady
known to be involved in NSXLMR and syndromic XLMR. Disomy of these and many other
genes in Xq28 is likely to be the cause of MR in this patient.
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Figure legends

Figure 1 a. Physical map and BAC contig of Xq28. STS markers from Xq28 were used to
identifu genomic sequence from the publicly available database, GenBank. An affempt was made
to join sequences with overlapping sequences and constructing a contig. Where a sequence did
not overlap with another, the TIGR BAC end database was searched in order to link sequences by
the presence of each of a BACs ends. In this way a BAC contig was also constructed across the
region. NT numbers represent the current sequence contigs from the Reference Sequence project.
33 known genes are within the sequences available for this region of 2.7 Mb of Xq28. Some
regions were not covered by the BAC contig, but later FISH experiments ruled out the need to fill
these in. All dark boxes represent BAC clones except 3020P21, which is a PAC clone and E0166
which is a cosmid. 54120 and 301 1F21 were shown to span the inversion breakpoint in Patient l.
3011F21 is a 60 kb BAC clone which contains the whole of the BGN gene, the 3' end of TREX2,
and a region of homology to the 5' end of the rat PMCA3 gene, the human ortholog of which is
located downstream.

Figure 2 a. FISH results for Patient l.Metaphase chromosomes from the mother of Patient 1

hybridised with BAC 30llF2l. On the normal X the probe hybridises to Xq28 only, but shows
signal at both Xq28 and Xq13.1 on the inverted X chromosome, indicating that this clones
contains the inversion breakpoint. b Interphase FISH: Patient 2.lnterphase nuclei of Patient 2
were hybridised with BAC clones 3007F1 and 54120 labelled with SpectrumOrange and
SpectrumGreen respectively. 92 of 100 nuclei observed show two orange signals and two green
signals, indicating that both of these sequences are represented twice on the inverted X
chromosome. This confirms the presence of a submicroscopic duplication of Xq28.

Figure 3. Patient l: The 3' UTR of BGN is disrupted by the inversion breaþoint. a. Pst I and
Hind III Southern blots containing digested DNA from Patient I and his mother along with
normal controls. The Southern blot was probed with a PCR fragment which was not present in
the patient in order to confirm that the breakpoint lay within this fragment. A 1 kb PslI fragment
is absent in the patient, with2junction fragments, appearing as a doublet, being present in both
Patient 1 and his mother. HindlII digests also show a junction fragment, however there is no
noticeable change in the sizes of the normal bands to see a missing fragment in the patient DNA.
The long range PCR and Southern blot placed the breakpoint in the 3' UTR of BGN. b.BGN RT-
PCR. PCR from exons 6-7 of BGN show that there is transcript present in fibroblast RNA from
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patient and normal controls. The intensity of the bands is comparable between patient and control
samples (top panel). No product was obtained from patient RNA between exons 7 and 8 which
contains the inversion breakpoint (middle panel). (Bottom Panel) Esterase D control reaction. c.
3'RACE was performed using primer 6F located 5' to the breakpoint. Patient I RNA template
results in a transcript of -650bp compared to normal of 1.8 kb. d. Sequence of 3' RACE product
in Patient 1. The sequence of the 3' RACE product from c matched BGN sequence up until
position 1139 after the start codon. This is 32bp after the stop codon. This is followed by 23bp of
unidentified sequence, which in turn is followed by sequence from Xq13 (Accession
#ALt3s749).

Figure 4: Xq28 duplications. Patients with XYq- syndrome were shown to be disomic for Xqter
(Lahn et al, 1994). The duplication in Patient 2 covers at least 2.7 Mb of genomic DNA which
overlaps with the regions of disomy in the XYq- syndrome patients with Xq-Yq interchange.
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